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Chapter 1
Introdu tion
The nature of light has been of

entral interest sin e the earliest days of s ien e. Many of

the great s ientists devoted their time to improve our understanding of light. Long after
the spe ulations of the Greek philosophers, the rst milestone work emerged interestingly
in the Islami

world nearly thousand years ago. The Book of Opti s was written in 1021

by the Arab polymath Ibn al-Haytham. Besides explaining the pro ess of vision, he laid
down the prin iples of opti s on an experimental basis, that gained him the title of father
of modern opti s. Seven
theory of

enturies had to pass in Europe until the birth of Newton's

olour published in the remarkable treatise Opti ks appeared in 1704. The

following important stage was Maxwell's paper from 1864, in whi h he established the
basis of

lassi al ele trodynami s. Einstein himself had been

aptivated by the mystery of

light sin e his youth. His simple explanation of the photoele tri

ee t in terms of light

quanta in 1905 revealed the fundamental hara ter of light. In 1917, it was also Einstein,
who rst made a distin tion between spontaneous and indu ed quantum pro esses, whi h
laid ground not only for lasing, but for the laser manipulation of atoms. The pi ture
be ame

omplete in 1927, when Dira

the Einstein
For

quantized the ele tromagneti

eld, and

al ulated

oe ients, establishing quantum ele trodynami s.

enturies, opti s was dealing with light-matter intera tions from the viewpoint of

light. Matter was only used to tailor the propagation or the spe trum of light, whereas its
properties were simplied and taken into a

ount as a refra tive index. The development

of the laser in the 1960s made possible the opposite situation. By the repeated s attering
of photons being in the same quantum state,

oherent manipulation of matter with light

be ame possible. This advan ed tool revolutionized atomi

physi s, whi h was a our-

ishing eld by that time. Lasers enabled physi ists to pre isely measure and manipulate
not only the internal state of atoms (with laser spe tros opy and opti al pumping), but
also their motional degrees of freedom.
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1.1 Laser ooling and trapping
In the opti al domain, photons have large enough momentum to
the atomi

motion. S attering of one photon yields generally a few

velo ity of alkali atoms. In an intense laser eld, the rate of inelasti

onsiderably modify
m/s

hange in the

photon s attering is

determined by the spontaneous emission rate of the atom, that amounts to an a
tion about

10

5

times larger than the gravitational a

ollimated thermal atomi
within a few tens of

beam

eleration on Earth. A

an be `stopped' by a

elera-

ordingly, a

ounter-propagating laser beam

entimeters, rst demonstrated by Phillips and Met alf in 1982 [1℄.

Following the proposal of Häns h and S hawlow [2℄, Chu was able to

ool the slow atoms

further by exploiting the Doppler ee t in 1985 [3℄. In the Doppler

ooling s heme the

atoms are illuminated from all dire tions by lasers whose frequen y is detuned slightly
below an atomi
atomi

motion

resonan e line. Then, the Doppler-shift pulls the beams opposing the
loser to resonan e and pushes the

o-propagating beams farther from

resonan e, hen e the atom is more likely to absorb photons with momentum opposite
to its motional dire tion. On average, the inelasti
fri tion for e, whi h
The three pairs of

photon s attering yields a nonlinear

an be linearized for slow velo ities resulting in a vis ous damping.
ounter-propagating laser beams

an ex eptionally vis ous uid, literally
pointlike parti les, they undergo

reate a photon sea that a ts like

alled opti al molasses. Treating the atoms as

lassi al Brownian motion [4℄. Besides fri tion, they ex-

perien e momentum diusion as well arising from the random ki ks of the spontaneously
emitted photons. A
atomi

ording to the Einstein relation, the equilibrium temperature of the

loud is determined by the

ompetition of these two ee ts. The lowest a hiev-

able temperature s ales with the linewidth of the atomi

transition and it is realized at

a frequen y of half linewidth below resonan e. For alkali atoms this so- alled Doppler
temperature is on the order of
After the

100µK .

ooling stage, the next

hallenge was to

onne the roaming atoms inside

a trap. The pioneer of opti al trapping was Ashkin, who rst demonstrated the a

el-

eration and trapping of mi ron-sized latex spheres in water with fo used laser beams in
1970 [5℄. His invention, the opti al tweezer [6℄, whi h is suitable to trap and move mi ros opi

obje ts (even an individual virus or a living ba terium), be ame widely used in

biophysi s. Furthermore, with Gordon he examined the possibility of trapping atoms in
a radiation trap by des ribing the light for es, in luding their dependen e on the atomi
velo ity and quantum u tuations [7℄. They identied the two types of for es a ting in a
laser eld: the s attering (or radiation pressure) for e, that they asso iated with absorp-
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tion followed by spontaneous emission, and the dipole for e originating in the

oherent

redistribution of photons due to stimulated emission. They showed that unlike the s attering for e, the dipole for e is

onservative, and the

orresponding opti al potential is

proportional to the eld's intensity. Moreover, its sign depends on the detuning between
the laser frequen y and the atomi

resonan e. When the laser is tuned below resonan e

(red detuning) the opti al potential is negative, hen e the atoms are attra ted towards
the high intensity regions of the eld, behaving as high eld seekers. However, for blue
detuning the potential is positive, so the atoms are repelled out of the high intensity
regions be oming low eld seekers. Surprisingly, the dipole for e vanishes on the atomi

1

resonan e .
Sin e Ashkin's rst proposal [8℄ in 1978, a wide variety of dipole traps have been
developed, and they be ame standard tools for manipulating and trapping

old neutral

atoms [9℄. The remarkable idea of the far-o-resonan e trapping (FORT) made possible to
suppress spontaneous emission to a negligible level by in reasing the atomlaser detuning
along with the eld intensity [10℄. The

reation of highly

onservative opti al potentials

with far-o-resonant laser beams opened up the way to atom opti s, the
manipulation of atomi
In

matter waves with light [11℄.

ontrast to the long-term su

ess of the dipole traps, in the beginning they failed

olle t the majority of atoms (10

to

oherent

3

out of

106 )

from the opti al molasses be ause

of their small trapping volume. The rst robust trapping s heme was realized in 1987
[12℄, following the idea of Jean Dalibard. The magneto-opti al trap (MOT) uses the
radiation pressure for e for

ombining Doppler

ooling with magneto-opti al trapping.

As the for e is velo ity dependent due to the Doppler shift, it

an be also made position

dependent through the Zeeman shift produ ed by a magneti

eld gradient. If one has

two red-detuned
magneti

ounter propagating laser beams of opposite

eld that

hanges sign at the

ir ular polarizations and a

enter, then dierent Zeeman sublevels are pulled

loser to resonan e preferring absorption from opposite beams at opposite sides. Thus,
one

an set the parameters so that the atoms being right to the

absorb photons from the beam
1 This

enter would preferably

oming from the right and the atoms on the left would

intriguing nature of the dipole for e an be easily understood from lassi al physi s. The
os illating ele tri eld E indu es an atomi dipole moment d, that an be onsidered a driven damped
harmoni os illator. In this manner, the opti al potential is reated by the dipole intera tion energy
−dE, that varies in spa e. An os illator driven below its resonan e responds in phase with the driving
eld, resulting in negative intera tion energy, whereas an os illator driven above its resonan e os illates
out of phase with the driving, yielding positive intera tion energy. On resonan e, the os illator is 90
degrees out of phase, hen e the intera tion energy an els out on time average over the opti al period.
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dominantly absorb photons from the left beam, that results in a net for e pointing to the
enter. In three dimensions, with an anti-Helmholtz magneti
opti al molasses, a restoring for e

an be

entre of the trap, where the magneti

eld superimposed on the

reated, whi h pushes the atoms towards the

eld is zero. Be ause of its simultaneous

ooling

and trapping fa ility, the MOT has be ome a widespread sour e of laser- ooled atoms,
that is
ubi

apable to

ool and hold up to

1010

atoms within a trapping volume of about one

entimetre.

Strikingly, mu h lower temperatures were dete ted in the MOT than the Doppler
limit, whi h initiated the nding of a new type of
tion gradient

ooling pro ess, the so- alled polariza-

ooling [13℄. It emerges from the deli ate

ombination of two ee ts: opti al

pumping and AC Stark shift. Opti al pumping is suitable to
tion between dierent ground state Zeeman sublevels by
Whereas, AC Stark shift is the splitting of the atomi
ele tri

reate a one-way transi-

ir ularly polarized laser light.

Zeeman sublevels in the os illating

eld of a non-resonant opti al ex itation. Both ee ts depend on the polariza-

tion of light. Generally, in a MOT, laser polarization varies in spa e between dierent
linear and

ir ular polarizations, and the light shifts of the sublevels vary a

giving rise to distin t periodi

ordingly,

opti al potentials for distin t sublevels. Cooling is possible

when opti al pumping transitions take pla e from higer to lower potential energies. In
this

ase, a moving atom

ontinually

limbs potential hills at the expense of its kineti

energy, be ause at the top of the hills it is pumped down to a lower energy spin state.
After the famous gure of the Greek mythology, this kind of
tened Sisyphus

ooling. Su

eeding the Doppler

to the re oil temperature, whi h

ooling, it

ooling pro ess was

hris-

ould slow the atoms down

orresponds to the energy s ale of the re oil due to the

absorbtion or the emission of a single photon. For alkali atoms, the re oil temperature is
on the order of

1µK .

One might think that this is the fundamental limit of laser

ooling, sin e the last

spontaneously emitted photon would result in a random velo ity of this magnitude.
Nevertheless, it is still possible to
velo ity-sele tive

ir umvent it with more sophisti ated methods like

oherent population trapping [14℄ and Raman

these te hniques, the temperature of the atoms

ooling [15℄. By applying

ould be lowered by three orders of

magnitude, down to the nanokelvin range in the mid-1990s [16, 17℄. These methods have
no stri t

ooling limits, however, the a

ompanying large atom loss gives a lower bound

on the temperature and an upper bound on the a hievable atom density.
For further reviews on laser

ooling, onsult the Nobel le tures of C. Cohen-Tannoudji

[18℄, S. Chu [19℄ and W. D. Phillips [20℄.
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1.2 Bose-Einstein ondensation
By the early 1990s, the quest for Bose-Einstein
be ome a

entral goal of the atomi

physi s

ondensation in a dilute atomi

gas had

ommunity. [21, 22℄. The most important

benet of diluteness is in the redu tion of the interparti le intera tions, whi h normally
pre ludes a gas from rea hing quantum degenera y. Cooling a dense gas would lead to
a liquid, then a solid, whereas

ooling a dilute gas

an lead to a metastable phase, that

2
is dened by quantum statisti s. In fa t, the density tunes the ratio between two- and
three-body

ollisions among the gas parti les. At su iently low densities, the three-

body re ombination  being responsible for mole ule formation  is highly suppressed in
favour of the two-body

ollisions that are essential for rea hing thermal equilibrium. For

instan e, at typi al experimental densities being on the order of

1014

−3

m

, the lifetime

of the metastable quantum gas is a few tens of se onds, whi h anyway, seems like an
eternity on the times ale of the atomi

pro esses.

In a simplied pi ture, the quantum nature of a gas shows up when the wave pa kets
of its parti les overlap. The size of the wave pa kets, in turn, is approximately given by
the de Broglie wavelength of the parti les, whi h is inversely proportional to their thermal
velo ity, hen e to the square root of the temperature. Therefore, the

riti al temperature

of the Bose-Einstein transition s ales with the pari le density, i.e., it is lower for a more
dilute gas. At su h low densities required by metastability, it ranges from ten nanokelvin
to ten mi rokelvin, that usually raises need for subre oil
Despite of the amazing development of laser

ooling.

ooling, quantum degenera y

be rea hed solely by its means. However low temperatures
re oil

ooling, the a

ould not

ould be produ ed with sub-

ompanying atom loss pre luded to obtain high enough phase spa e

densities. The other route to degenera y, i.e. in reasing the atom number in a MOT at
a

onstant temperature, also failed. Above a

riti al density, instabilities o

ured due to

the attenuation of the laser beams and the multiple s attering of spontaneously emitted
photons within the sample [23℄.
Meanwhile, several experimental groups made eorts to Bose
atomi

hydrogen gas using traditional

ryogeni s

made a breakthrough by applying evaporative

ondense spin-polarized

ombined with magneti
ooling in a magneti

elds. They

trap, a method

proposed by Hess in 1986 [24℄, and by 1991 they obtained phase spa e densities within a
2 The

only ex eption is He4 whi h remains a liquid even at zero temperature, and it be omes a
superuid below 2.2 Kelvin. For half a entury it was the sole realization of Bose-Einstein ondensation,
however it is a strongly intera ting system with a ondensate fra tion less than 10%.

Bose-Einstein
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ondensing. Cooling by evaporation is a straightforward way to de rease the

temperature of a trapped intera ting atomi

gas. By merely letting the highest-energy

atoms es ape from the trap, the mean energy of the remaining atoms de rease, hen e
the gas gets

older, and its density in reases  so it be omes

in momentum spa e. This

an be

ontinued as long as the remnant thermalizes itself at

the new temperature, therefore two-body
Ultimately, the su

esive

µK

old atomi

ollisions play a key role in the pro ess.

ombination of laser

to be the most e ient te hnique for
hundred

ooling and evaporative

ooling proved

reating ultra old quantum gases. The large, few

samples produ ed in a MOT

spatially superimposed magneti

ompressed both in real and

ould be easily loaded into a

trap, whi h provided an ex ellent

ontainer for spin

polarized atoms [25℄, thus it served as a good platform for further

ooling by evaporation.

Using these te hniques, the rst a hievements of Bose-Einstein

ondensation in dilute

alkali gases were made in 1995 by Cornell and Wieman with rubidium [26℄ and by
Ketterle with sodium atoms [27℄. Amazingly, the

ondensate fra tion rea hed almost

hundred per ent in the experiments, meaning that a pure quantum matter was formed.
The physi s of ultra old quantum gases has be ome a proliferating eld in the last
fteen years [28℄. As a referen e, Bose-Einsten

ondensates (BEC) are routinely realized

in more than fty laboratories worldwide for a large variety of isotopes in luding mainly
alkaline and alkaline earth atoms:
others like

6

Li and

40

1

H,

4

He,

52

Cr and

174

7

Li,

23

Na,

41

K,

84

Sr,

85

Rb,

87

Rb,

133

Cs and a few

Yb [29℄. Degenerate Fermi gases are also

reated from

K opening up new resear h dire tions [30℄. The attra tiveness of ultra old

quantum gases stems from their simpli ity,

ontrollability and generality. First, they

are relatively easy to produ e, maintain and manipulate in various forms. Se ond, their
parameters are exible, highly

ontrollable, and there exist powerful methods to measure

them. For instan e, both the sign and the strength of the atomatom
tuned by an external magneti

ollisions

an be

eld via the so- alled Fesba h resonan es [31℄. Third,

the understanding of these systems requires interdis iplinary physi s in luding nonlinear
and quantum opti s, atomi
onsidered as

oherent atomi

and solid-state physi s. Bose-Einstein

ondensates

an be

de Broglie waves obeying a nonlinear wave equation, thus

they show interferen e properties familiar from nonlinear opti s like four-wave mixing and
soliton formation [32℄. By

oupling out atoms from a trapped BEC, one gets a

oherent

sour e of matter wave, i.e. an atom laser [33, 34℄. Furthermore, ultra old gases are good
quantum simulators for a number of models in solid-state physi s. As an example, BCS
(Bardeen-Cooper-S hrieer) pairing

an be studied experimentally in an ultra old Fermi

gas with variable intera tions [35℄. More interestingly, for repulsive intera tions diatomi
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mole ules
Bose

an form from the fermioni

ondensed. The

is a subje t of

an be

rossover between this mole ular BEC and the atomi

BCS state

urrent resear h [30℄. As another example, arti ial perfe t

rystals, or

so- alled opti al latti es
potential

atoms, whi h in turn are bosons, hen e

an be made by lling the atomi

gas into the periodi

opti al

reated by standing wave laser elds. This system realizes the  lean Hubbard

model for either bosoni

or fermioni

parti les in one, two, or three dimensions, hen e it

is able to show quantum phase transitions, e.g. the superuidMott transition [36℄.

1.3 Cavity quantum ele trodynami s
At the end of the last

entury, te hnology gave another gift to physi ists, namely the

high-quality opti al resonator whi h proved to be a new pre ious element in experimental
quantum opti s. Cavity Quantum Ele trodynami s (CQED) has not only opened up
on eptually new ways in the manipulation of atomi
freedom, but also

reated a new mi ros opi

system

internal and external degrees of
onsisting of a single atom and a

single photon, the so- alled atom-photon mole ule.
Histori ally, CQED emerged from the simple idea that the radiative properties of a
dipole

an be modied by tayloring the mode density of the surrounding ele tromagneti

eld. In 1946, Pur ell pointed out the enhan ement of spontanous emission rates for
nu lear magneti

moment transitions in the presen e of a resonant ele tri

ir uit [37℄.

Forty years later, the Pur ell ee t was demonstrated experimentally for ex ited atoms
traversing a mi rowave
state

avity. Tuning the

avity, spontaneous de ay from the ex ited

ould be either enhan ed or inhibited by a few per ent [38, 39, 40℄.

These early experiments were performed in the perturbative regime of CQED, where
the resonator was merely used to modify the mode density of the ele tromagneti va uum.
The dynami s of the
the volume of the
alled strong

avity eld was irrelevant, sin e both the atoms and the photons left

avity too fast for further intera tion. In the mid-1990s, however, the so-

oupling regime was a hieved, in whi h the single-photon Rabi frequen y

des ribing atom-eld

oupling ex eeded the rate of

avity de ay and that of atomi

spontaneous emission and the inverse of the intera tion time. This means that the atom
and the

avity eld ex hange an ex itation many times before it is dissipated into the

environment, or before the atom leaves the

avity.

At this point, an analogy with the formation of a diatomi

mole ule

an be invoked,

where the ex hange of a valen e ele tron leads to binding and non-binding mole ular
states. Similarly, in

ase of strong

oupling, the atom and the eld lose their identities and

Cavity quantum ele trodynami s
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reate a new obje t, an atom-photon mole ule [41℄, with an energy spe trum displaying
a

learly resolved normal-mode splitting. The lower levels des ribe atom-photon binding,

whereas the upper levels

orrespond to the repulsion of the atom out of the

avity volume.

Slow ex ited atoms are indeed attra ted [42℄ or repelled [43℄ by the va uum eld of the
avity, when either the photon energy or the atomi
respe tively. The situation is opposite in the
with a

avity

energy dominates the other one,

ase of a ground state atom intera ting

ontaining a single photon. This frequen y dependent behaviour

alls the

dipole for e into our mind, whi h we know from laser

ooling. Indeed, this is the same

for e originating from the energy of the indu ed atomi

dipole in the

Strong

avity eld.

oupling was rst a hieved in 1996 by Haro he in the mi rowave regime with

a resonator built from super ondu ting niobium mirrors. The

avity eld was

ex ited states of highly-ex ited (so- alled Rydberg) atoms ying through the

oupled to
avity with

thermal velo ity. A series of fundamental quantum me hani al experiments were performed on the atom-photon mole ule. For instan e, the appearan e of dis rete frequen y
omponents in the spe trum of energy ex hange between an atom and a weak
eld inside the

oherent

avity provided a dire t proof of eld quantization [44℄. In another ex-

iting experiment, a measurement pro ess was simulated by atoms traversing the
whi h

ontained a superposition of

de oheren e of S hrödinger

oherent states. The measurement-indu ed quantum

at states was observed quantitatively [45℄.

In the opti al domain, strong
diele tri

avity,

oupling was made possible by the development of

multilayer mirrors. So as to obtain high enough intra avity eld, the short

wavelength has to be

ompensated with small mode volume. However, as the distan e

between the mirrors is redu ed, the number of photon ree tions in reases, therefore
extremely good mirrors are needed for keeping down the
perimental setup, the
higher than

0.99999,

avity length is below

100µm,

resulting in a nesse between

a photon boun es up to

106

avity de ay. In a typi al ex-

and the reexivity of the mirrors is

105 106 .

Pi torially, this means that

times between the mirrors before exiting the system.

High-quality opti al resonators signify a breakthrough in the study of light-matter
intera tions whi h is

omparable to the appearan e of the laser. While in a laser eld,

strong intera tion is obtained by the s attering of many identi al photons on the atom,
in a

avity, strong

oupling is rea hed by the re y ling of the same photon that impinges

on the atom several times. This pi ture also explains the main dieren e, that is the
ba ka tion of the atoms on the light, whi h is negligible for a laser eld, but essential in
a

avity. The high number of photon round trips enhan es the sensitivity of the resonator

to an unpre edented level, whi h for example allows the dete tion of individual atoms
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falling through the

avity [46℄. In fa t, the opti al resolution being half a wavelength in

free spa e is improved proportionally to the square root of the round trip

ount. Thus,

the es aping photons give a unique way to monitor single atom traje tories inside the
avity. In the atom- avity mi ros ope realized in 2000 [47, 48℄, a few mi rometers spatial
resolution has been a hieved from the mi rose ond-resolved analysis of the transmitted
eld intensity.
The other novel aspe t of atom- avity intera tion in opti al resonators is the mehani al for e a ting on the atomi
laser

ooling, opti al photons

enter-of-mass motion. As previously dis ussed at

arry large enough momentum to exert appre iable light

for es. We have distinguished two types of them, the radiation pressure for e originating
in photon absorption, and the dipole for e arising from the

oherent s attering of pho-

tons between radiation modes via indu ed emission. Both of these for es have diusion
through the u tuations of the atomi

dipole. In addition, spontaneous emission gives

rise to a third, so- alled re oil diusion deriving from the atomi
randomly emitted photons. In an opti al

re oils indu ed by the

avity, these for es are highly tunable, however,

in a non-trivial manner, for example via suppressing or enhan ing spontaneous de ay. In
ontrast to a laser eld  where a stati
for e , the

avity provides a dynami

opti al potential

an be assigned to the dipole

opti al potential, whi h depends on the atomi

motion. Furthermore, the eld of the resonator u tuates due to the photon leakage
through the mirrors, whi h yields an additional diusion for e. Finally, for depi ting the
strength of the intera tion, let us emphasize that in the atom- avity mi ros ope [47, 48℄
single

avity photons were able to bind in orbit single atoms for up to a few millise onds.

Strong

oupling in the opti al domain was rst attained in 1998 by the Kimble group

(Calte h) [49℄ and a year later by the Rempe group (MPQ Gar hing) [50℄. As an initial
step, these CQED experiments used laser

ooling te hniques for produ ing a

sample. Typi ally, a large number of atoms (about

10

7

) are

olle ted in a MOT, and some

of them are dropped out or ki ked out with a laser towards the
of a few meters per se ond. The

avity volume at a velo ity

avity is either pumped dire tly with a laser beam via one

of its mirrors ( avity pumping), or fed by
that is perpendi ular to the

old atomi

oherent s attering on the atoms from a laser

avity axis (so- alled atomi

or transverse pumping). This

latter s heme has the advantage that it solves three problems simultaneously. Besides
the feeding of the system, a transverse slowly moving laser standing wave
as an opti al

an also serve

onveyor belt [51℄ that is suitable to opti ally transport single atoms from

the MOT into the

avity [52℄. In addition, the laser eld provides an opti al dipole trap

in the transverse dire tion, hen e, with two transverse beams together with the eld of

Cavity quantum ele trodynami s
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avity, three dimensional trapping of a single atom has been a hieved [53, 54℄ for

trapping times up to 17 se onds [55℄.
Opti al

avities

an trap atoms for long times if they are exploited for atom

ooling.

What the MOT realizes for a large number of atoms, the opti al resonator attains for a
single atom, viz. simultaneous

ooling and trapping. Generally,

versible damping of the atomi

kineti

laser

ooling, the atomi

modes via inelasti

energy through

enter-of-mass motion is

ooling means the irre-

oupling to the environment. In

oupled to the surrounding va uum

s attering of laser photons, thus dissipation manifests itself through

spontaneous emission. In the perturbative regime of CQED (for weak atom-photon
pling), the

avity

ele tromagneti

ou-

an be used as a spe tral lter to modify the mode density of the

eld around the atomi

s attering pro esses

resonan e. In su h a

oloured va uum, those

an be favoured in whi h the photon frequen y is

wards taking away kineti

energy. Based on this

on ept, a number of

onverted up-

ooling methods

have been developed at the dawn of opti al CQED [56, 57, 58, 59℄. As a matter of fa t,
in these te hniques the resonator remains a passive element that is used to improve
or generalize laser

ooling s hemes only having the dissipative

hannel of spontaneous

emission.
In the strong

oupling regime of CQED, a novel

61, 62, 63℄. The atom is so strongly
all dissipation

oupled to a given mode of the

hannels of the system. Then, the atomi

through the photon loss
ooling arises from the
whi h is

ooling me hanism takes pla e [60,

hannel of the

kineti

avity that they share

energy

avity mode. For adequately

an be dissipated
hosen detunings,

oupled atomeld dynami s. Astonishingly, the dipole for e 

onservative in a laser eld 

an result in a velo ity dependent fri tion for e in

the

avity. This is be ause the motion of the atom a ts ba k on the eld by modulating

the

avity resonan e. Hen e, the eld

depends on the atomi
delay that

reates a dynami

opti al potential whose depth

position. However, the eld follows the atom's motion with a

orresponds to the

avity relaxation time. Therefore, the atom en ounters a

retarded opti al potential, and the amount of retardation depends on its velo ity. Besides
the dissipation, diusion also emerges in the system in agreement with the u tuationdissipation theorem. Pi torially, the opti al latti e u tuates due to the photons leaking
out of the
pro ess, it

avity, that heats the atom. Spontaneous emission plays no role in this

an even be eliminated for large enough atompump detuning. In this

the nal temperature is determined solely by the photon loss
 in analogy to free-spa e laser
This

ooling

hannel of the

ooling  it is proportional to the

an be smaller than the linewidth of the atomi

ase,

avity, and

avity mode linewidth.

transition, thus dynami al

avity
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ooling

an realize sub-Doppler temperatures. The rst experimental demonstration was

reported in 2003 [64℄, followed by a series of experiments with dierent parameters and
geometries [65, 66, 55℄.
The most important benet of
to

avity

ooling is that it provides a general method

ool polarizable parti les. As it uses the dipole for e, no real opti al exitations need

take pla e, hen e  in

ontrast to Doppler

ooling  no

losed opti al

y le is ne essary

for the repeated s attering of photons. In the limit of large atomlaser detuning, the
far-o-resonan e trapping s heme
multaneously trap and

an be generalized for the

avity eld whi h

ool arbitrary polarizable obje ts [67℄. In this wise,

seems to provide a solution for the opti al

avity

an siooling

ooling of mole ules, that is still a subtle open

problem [68, 69℄.
Over re ent years, the study of many-body phenomena in opti al resonators has
attra ted

onsiderable attention. For several atoms, lightmatter intera tion in the strong

oupling regime is, by nature, a many-body problem. As all atoms are
same

avity mode, one of them feels the

hange in the eld that is

oupled to the

aused by the others.

Thus, the eld of the resonator mediates a long-range atomatom intera tion, whi h
gives rise to interesting
Although

olle tive ee ts.

olle tive light for es in an opti al resonator have been reported in the

Rempe group as early as 2000, at that stage of the experiments it was di ult to trap
more than one atom in the small
nomena, the

avity volume [70℄. So as to observe many-body phe-

avity mirrors were pla ed farther apart, and further magneti

opti al trapping was used to keep a large number of atoms inside the
the mode volume de reases the atom-eld
whi h s ales with the atom number,
set up experiments for studying
MIT su

oupling, however, the

or magneto-

avity. Extending
olle tive

an remain large. At rst, three groups started to

olle tive ee ts in opti al resonators. Vuleti¢ at the

eeded in trapping a few thousand atoms inside a

onfo al multimode

Tübingen and in Hamburg, Zimmermann [71℄ and Hemmeri h [72℄ held nearly
inside a ring

avity, whi h has two

The prospe ts for the
eld of an opti al

oupling,

avity. In

106

atoms

ounter-propagating degenerate modes.

olle tive

ooling and trapping of a dilute atomi

loud in the

avity were investigated theoreti ally for the rst time by the Rits h

group in Innsbru k [73, 74℄. In 2002, the numeri al simulation of the transversely pumped
system showed that for properly
pattern whi h supported ee tive

hosen parameters the atoms arranged into a regular
ooling [75℄. The initially homogeneous atom

loud

illuminated from the side evolved  by spontaneous symmetry breaking  into one of the
two possible latti es whi h s atter maximum eld into the

avity via Bragg s attering.

Cavity quantum ele trodynami s
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lose analogy with Di ke superradian e [76℄. Two phases of the

avity eld, diering by

π,

orrespond to the two possible atomi

patterns. Within a

year, this so- alled self-organization phenomenon was demonstrated experimentally by
Vuleti¢ [77℄. Further theoreti al advan e revealed that this was a real phase transition in
the thermodynami
In a ring

limit, where it

ould be well de ribed by a mean-eld model [78℄.

avity, the self-organization is

losely related to the

olle tive atomi

re oil

lasing (CARL) [79, 80, 81℄, whi h originally introdu ed as a gain pro ess analogous to
the free ele tron laser [82℄. In the Hamburg and Tübingen experiments [83, 84℄, one propagating mode of the ring

avity is driven, and above a pumping threshold, a stationary

eld builds up in the other mode along with the formation of a regular density pattern.
Hen e, the non-pumped mode is fed by

oherent photon s attering on the atomi

grat-

ing from the pumped mode. In 2007, the CARL pro ess was demonstrated with both
ultra old and Bose-Einstein

ondensed atoms [85℄.

More re ently, a pe uliar atom avity system has been realized [86℄. At the ETH
in Zuri h, the Esslinger group su

eeded in trapping a Bose-Einstein

ondensate of

105

Rb atoms inside an ultra-high nesse opti al mi ro avity. Working in the far-detuned
limit, they attained strong dispersive
single atom of the

oupling between the atoms and the eld. Even a

ondensate realizes strong

oupling to the eld, hen e the

olle tive

oupling of so many atoms is enormous. On the one hand, this means that the
is highly sensitive to the dynami s of the BEC, so for instan e it

an be used as a

strobos ope to monitor matter-wave motion [87℄. On the other hand, the eld
both

oherent and in oherent ex itations in the BEC. The

avity

reates

avity-mediated long-range

atomatom intera tion has signi ant ee ts as it is in the same order of magnitude
or even larger than the

ollisional intera tion between the atoms. This exoti

many-body system shows a number of generi ,

quantum

olle tive ee ts [88, 89, 90℄, whi h are

still being explored both by theory and by experiment.

1.4 Outline of the Thesis
The

entral part of this Thesis is devoted to the theoreti al des ription of many-body

ee ts o

urring in a

high-nesse opti al
starting from a

loud of

old or ultra old atoms whi h is dispersively

avity. I des ribe the

oupled to a

oupled atomeld dynami s on dierent levels,

lassi al mean-eld model through a mean-eld Bogoliubov theory up

to a full quantum simulation of the system in terms of a quantum master equation. In
addition, at the end of the Thesis, I in lude a

al ulation on the indu ed dipole-dipole
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intera tion between the atoms. Generally this has a negligible ee t, however, for strong
laser elds it

an eventuate the

ollapse of a dense atomi

loud.

Being more spe i , in Chapter 2 of the Thesis, I review the basi
for des ribing the atomeld intera tion in opti al
basis for the forth oming

theoreti al tools

avities [63℄, thus providing a solid

hapters.

Chapter 3 deals with the

avity-indu ed self-organization in two dierent systems. In

the rst one, a thermal atomi

loud is

oupled to the eld of a ring resonator [91℄, while

in the se ond one, a BEC intera ts with a single-mode

avity [92℄. Although a thermal

loud of atoms seems to be rather dierent from a BEC, the phase transition takes pla e
similarly, sin e it arises from the same type of atomeld

oupling. For both systems, I

dis uss the phenomenon in terms of a mean-eld approa h, and I draw a phase diagram as
fun tions of the ontrol parameters. In ase of a BEC, the Bogoliubov ex itation spe trum
of the

ompound atom avity system is also

al ulated, whi h provides additional insight

into the phase transition.
In Chapter 4 of this Thesis, I

ompute the ex ess noise depletion of a Bose-Einstein

ondensate arising from the intera tion with the
BEC

annot fully o

avity eld [93℄. Even a zero-temperature

upy its ground state, sin e the atomatom intera tions ki k out

atoms to the ex itation modes. In an opti al avity, besides the s-wave

ollisions the eld-

mediated atomatom intera tion together with the photon loss noise is a new sour e of
depletion. I use Langevin equations linearized around the mean-eld solution to
the steady-state atom number in the ex ited states of the
depletion

al ulate

ondensate. The study of the

ompletes the mean-eld model of Chapter 3, as it des ribes the error of the

mean-eld approximation.
In Chapter 5, I provide a full quantum simulation for a single-mode ex itation of a
BEC by a high-nesse opti al
broad

avity mode [94℄. This system is formally analogous to a

lass of optome hani al systems, where mi rome hani al os illators are

to resonator modes via the radiation pressure for e. For weak elds, the
dominantly

ouples a homogeneous

oupled

avity mode

ondensate to a single ex itation mode (playing the

role of the os illator), onto whi h the dynami s

an be restri ted. By adiabati ally elim-

inating the photon eld, I derive a quantum master equation for this BEC ex itation
mode, whi h a
due to the

ounts for both the

oherent and the dissipative parts of the dynami s

oupling of a driven, lossy mode of a resonator. Numeri al simulation of our

model allows for exploring the quantum limit of optome hani al systems in a

lassi ally

bistable regime, and leads to better understanding the quantum ba k-a tion of the
eld on the

ondensate in the experiments performed in Zuri h [87, 95℄.

avity
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al ulate the ee t of the indu ed dipole-dipole inter-

a tion on the far-o-resonan e trapping of
atomi

old atoms [96℄. The laser eld indu es an

polarization whi h gives rise to a radiative atomatom intera tion that is disre-

garded in most
ollapse of the

ases. Nevertheless, at high densities and strong elds it
loud. I apply a mean-eld approa h to

an provoke the

al ulate the boundary of the

stable equilibrium region, where the thermal motion of atoms stabilizes the gas against
self- ontra tion. I draw a phase diagram, and dis uss the limitations imposed by the
dipole-dipole instability on the parameters needed to rea h Bose-Einstein

ondensation

in an opti al dipole trap.
Finally, I summarize my results a hieved during my Ph.D. in Chapter 7.

Chapter 2
Theoreti al ba kground
The aim of this hapter is to provide a general framework for the des ription of dispersive
intera tion between an atomi
that

onstitutes a

ensemble and the eld of a high-nesse opti al resonator,

ommon basis for the

olle tive phenomena dis ussed in this Thesis.

Starting with the understanding of the atom avity intera tion for a single atom and a
single

avity mode, we introdu e the standard approximations whi h lead to dispersive

oupling. Then, we outline the
atomi

onstru tion of the mean-eld models both for a thermal

loud and for a Bose-Einstein

ondensate.

2.1 Single atom motion inside a single mode avity
Atoms are hara terised by external (motional, i.e. position and momentum) and internal
(ele troni ) degrees of freedom. They intera t with the ele tromagneti
transition dipole moment, meaning that light

ouples dierent ele troni

atoms. However, in the opti al domain the atomi

eld via their
states of the

motional states are also

oupled by

the photon s attering pro ess. In the beginning, we are going to deal with the internal
dynami s of the atom in whi h its external position appears as a parameter. Then, we
release the atom and derive the light for es dening its motion. The dissipative atom
avity dynami s

an be des ribed by two equivalent approa hes, either by a master

equation for the redu ed density operator of the system, or by the HeisenbergLangevin
equations whi h in lude noise terms to a

ount for dissipation. We use both approa hes

in this Thesis, always the one wi h ts the given problem best. Finally, we eliminate
the ex ited atomi
far-detuned limit.

level and explain why spontaneous emission

an be negle ted in the

Single atom motion inside a single mode
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2.1.1 JaynesCummings model
We begin with the des ription of the dipole
quantized mode of the ele tromagneti
atom, separated by
basis of a

~ωA .

The

eld. Let us

orresponding atomi

onsider two energy levels of the
states

onstitute an orthonormal

losed two-dimensional Hilbert spa e. The ground state

stable, while the ex ited state
It is

oupling between a single atom and a single

|ei

|gi

is assumed to be

is allowed to spontaneously de ay to the ground state.

onvenient to des ribe this so- alled two-level atom by asso iating a spin-half to it.

Thus, we

an use the Pauli spin operators,

σ = |gi he| ,

(2.1a)

σ † = |ei hg| ,
1
(|ei he| − |gi hg|),
σz =
2
whi h full the

(2.1b)
(2.1 )

ommutation relations of the spin-half operator algebra. The rst two of

them are the atomi

lowering and raising operators, whilst the third one is the atomi

inversion operator. The Hamilton operator of the atom then be omes



1
HA = ~ωA |ei he| = ~ωA σ σ = ~ωA σz +
.
2
†

Sin e the ele tron wave fun tions in the stationary states are
matrix of the dipole moment operator

d̂ = e r̂,

entrosymmetri , the

d

for a properly

Consequently, the atom has a transitional dipole moment whi h

hosen global phase.

orresponds to ele troni

an be expressed with the spin operators as

d̂ = d (σ + σ † ),
with the sole o-diagonal matrix element
The ele tri

2×2

has zero diagonal elements, moreover its

o-diagonal elements be ome the same real ve tor

transitions, and

(2.2)

(2.3)

d = deg = dge = hg| d̂ |ei.

eld operator of a quantized ele tromagneti

eld mode of frequen y

ω

is given in the S hrödinger pi ture by

r

Ê(r) = i
where

f (r) is the mode fun

The operators

†

a

and

a

tion,

~ω
e(f (r)a − f ∗ (r)a† ),
2ǫ0 V

e is the polarization ve

are the photon

tor, and

(2.4)

V

is the mode volume.

reation and annihilation operators. By

on-

sidering, for instan e, the single TEM00 mode of a high-Q opti al resonator, its mode
fun tion

an be simply taken

f (x) = cos kx along the dire

tion of the

avity axis

x̂, with
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the wavenumber
mined by the

k = 2π/λ.

In the transverse dire tion it has a Gaussian shape deter-

avity waist. The expression Eq. (2.4) reveals the s aling of the ele tri

with the mode volume. While in free spa e

V

is a  titious quantization volume, in a

avity, it is given by a well-dened Gaussian mode between the mirrors;
where

sup{|f (r)|} = 1.
ωC

with

V =

R

|f (r)|2 d3 r,

Hen e, the eld of a single photon be omes larger as the

mode volume is de reased. The Hamilton operator of a quantized

HC = ~ωC a† a,

being the frequen y of the

The atomeld intera tion

eld

avity

avity mode is simply

avity resonan e.

an be treated within the dipole approximation. As the

atomi

radius is mu h smaller than the opti al wavelengths, the spatial variation of the

ele tri

eld is negle ted on the atomi

length s ale. The atom is regarded as a pointlike

dipole whi h intera ts with the ele tri

eld at its a tual position

r.

In this spirit, the

intera tion Hamiltonian is written as

r

HAC = −d̂Ê(r) = −i

~ω
de (σ + σ † )(f (r)a − f ∗ (r)a† ).
2ǫ0 V

(2.5)

When the energy s ale of the intera tion is dwarfed by the atomi and photoni ex itation
energies, only those terms play important role in the dynami s, whi h

onserve the

ex itation number. Therefore, in the rotating wave approximation, we negle t the terms
ontaining two

reation or two annihilation operators, whi h are

ounter-rotating in the

Heisenberg pi ture, arriving to the Jaynes-Cummings model [97℄,
′

HJC = ~ωC a† a + ~ωA σz − i~g(r)(σ †a − a† σ).

(2.6)

Here, we assumed a real mode fun tion and introdu ed the single photon Rabi frequen y des ribing atom-photon

q

ωC
2~ǫ0 V

oupling,

g(r) = g0 f (r),

with the maximum value

g0 =

de. Finally, we transform the above Hamilton operator into a frame rotating with

the driving frequen y

ω

that

orresponds to the laser ex itation. As a result, two relevant

frequen y parameters appear in our model, the atomi

avity detuning

∆C = ω − ωC .

detuning

∆A = ω − ωA

and the

The transformation of the operators is straightforward,

hen e we keep their original notation, however, the detunings refer to the rotating frame.
The transformed Hamilton operator then reads

HJC = −~∆C a† a − ~∆A σz − i~g(r)(σ †a − a† σ).

(2.7)

Be ause of the rotating wave approximation, the Jaynes-Cummings Hamilton operator preserves the number of ex itation quanta in the system. Consequently, the states
with a xed (n
sis ve tors

+ 1)

|e, ni

and

ex itation number form an invariant subspa e spanned by the ba-

|g, n + 1i.

The eigenstates of the system are usually referred to as
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dressed states, and they are easily obtained by the rotation of these two basis ve tors.
Note that the atom-eld

oupling

g(r)

depends on the atomi

position

r.

Thus, if the

atom being initially in its ground state enters into intera tion with the eld, the system
remains in the same eigenstate, whi h adiabati ally follows the slow atomi
energy of the

motion. The

orresponding dressed state signies a real opti al potential for the atomi

entral mass motion. Depending on the sign of the detunings, a ground state atom

an

feel potential hills or valleys at the intensity maxima of the eld.

2.1.2 Quantum master equation
Hitherto we have dis ussed the

oherent dynami s of an atom and a

theless, both of them intera t with the environment whi h is

avity mode. Never-

onstituted by the va uum

eld modes. As a result ex itations of the system de ay via two possible dissipation hannels, namely, by spontaneous emission from the ex ited atomi
of

avity photons through the mirrors. These pro esses are

spontaneous emission rate

2γ

and the photon loss rate of the

level or by leaking out

hara terized by the atomi
avity denoted by

ontinuum of va uum modes forms a broadband reservoir, whose

2κ.

The

orrelation fun tions

de ay on a mu h shorter time s ale than that of the relevant dynami s of the system.
This allows one to invoke the Markov approximation, whi h assumes that the u tuations
in the reservoir are
A

δ-

orrelated, hen e their ba k-a tion on the system is a white noise.

ordingly, the environment has no memory in the sense that information entering it

does not

ome ba k. In other words, the Markov approximation separates the system

(atom plus

avity) from the environment (va uum modes) by slaving the environment

variables to the system variables.
The standard formalism whi h des ribes the dissipative dynami s of open quantum
systems relies on an equation of motion for the redu ed density operator

ρ,

that is given

by tra ing out the environmental degrees of freedom from the density operator of the
losed grand system

ontaining the environment [98℄. This quantum master equation

takes the following general form

ρ̇ =
where the Hamilton operator

H

1
[H, ρ] + Lρ,
i~

and the Liouvillean superoperator

(2.8)

L

des ribe the

on-

servative and the dissipative parts of the dynami s, respe tively. In fa t, the Neumann
equation for the density operator is amended by terms that take into a
mental ee ts resulting in de ay and diusion.

ount environ-
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Figure 2.1: S heme of a linear resonator showing the pumping and loss pro esses.

For simpli ity, we present the master equation for a single atom intera ting with a
single

avity mode, that

an be generalized for more atoms and modes by a straightfor-

ward summation. We allow for both pumping methods applied in the experiments (see
Fig. 2.1); the dire t feeding of the
parameter

η)

avity mode via one of the mirrors (des ribed by the

and the transverse pumping s heme, where the atom is illuminated from

the side by a laser standing wave (whose strength is measured by the Rabi frequen y

Ω

of the atom). We assume that the two pumps have the same frequen y and the same
phase.
Our model Hamiltonian for the atom avity system then reads


p2
− ~∆A σz − ~∆c a† a − i~g(r) σ † a − a† σ
H =
2m


− i~η a − a† − i~Ω(r) σ † − σ .

The rst line is the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.7)
kineti

energy of the atom, while the se ond line

ontains the

pumping terms. The atomeld intera tion term and the atomi
the position of the atom through the

avity mode fun tion as

the spatial variation of the transverse pumping eld as
terms

ouple the atomi

(2.9)

omplemented by the

avity and the atomi
pump term depend on

g(r) = g0 f (r), and through

Ω(r) = Ω h(r), respe

tively. These

motional degrees of freedom.

The Liouvillean superoperator is given by

 Z

2
−ikA ur ikA ur †
†
Lρ = κ 2aρa − {a a, ρ} + γ 2 d u N(u)σe
ρe
σ − {σ σ, ρ} .
†

†



Here the rst term des ribes the
atomi

(2.10)

avity de ay, and the se ond term stands for the

spontaneous emission. The notation

{, }

is used for the anti ommutator. The
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m has position r and momentum p fullling [rα , pβ ] = i~δαβ . In the se

term, there is an averaging over the random dire tion (denoted by the unit ve tor
the spontaneously emitted photon with the dire tion distribution
the given atomi

transition. The wavenumber

kA

of
to

transition

ti ally all equal, sin e the

detunings are mu h smaller than the opti al frequen ies themselves:
therefore

u)

hara teristi

orresponds to the atomi

ωA . Note that the wavenumbers in our system are pra

frequen y

N(u)

ond

kA ∼
= kC ∼
= k.

∆A , ∆C ≪ ω, ωA , ωC ,

2.1.3 HeisenbergLangevin equations and bosonization
The internal dynami s of the atom dened by the Hamiltonian (2.9) and the Liouvillean
(2.10) is the sour e of a wealth of interesting phenomena that are widely studied in
quantum opti s, su h as Rabi os illations and atomeld entanglement [99℄. Nevertheless,
we fo us on the external atomi dynami s, therefore we shall simplify the presented model
by eliminating the atomi

internal degrees of freedom. To do this, we use a des ription

that is equivalent to the master equation, namely the Heisenberg-Langevin equations for
the system operators.
As a starting point, we adiabati ally separate the times ales of the atomi internal and
external motions. We assume the that the atom is moving slowly in the eld su h that
the the

orresponding frequen y is mu h smaller than the de ay rates of the internal

dynami s, expressed for the velo ity,
the atomi

kv ≪ κ, γ .

This means, on the one hand, that

polarization relaxes to its steady state value dened by the eld at the

urrent atomi

position. On the other hand, the external degrees of freedom be ome

just parameters for the internal dynami s.
In the Heisenberg pi ture, the equations of motion of the atomi
tors are given by their
however,

ommutators with the Hamilton operator. In

and the eld operaase of dissipation,

orrelated noise operators together with de ay terms appear in the equations

of motion, in agreement with the u tuation-dissipation theorem. They arise from the
intera tion of the system with the va uum eld. The expe tation values of the Langevin
noise operators are zero, whereas their

orrelations des ribe diusion. The Heisenberg-

Langevin equations are derived via the elimination of the va uum modes by formally
integrating their equations of motion in the Heisenberg pi ture, and using the Markov
approximation (see page 394 of Ref. [100℄). Su h a des ription of the system is equivalent
to the one provided by the master equation for the redu ed density operator Eq. (2.8).
Nevertheless, it is more suitable for

ertain problems, e.g. for the adiabati

elimination
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of the atomi

polarization.

The Heisenberg-Langevin equations for the eld and the atomi

internal variables then

read

ȧ = (i∆C − κ)a + Ng ∗ (r)σ + η + ξ,

(2.11a)

σ̇ = (i∆A − γ)σ + 2g(r)σz a + 2Ω(r)σz + ζ,

(2.11b)

σ˙z = −g(r)(σ † a + a† σ) − Ω(r)(σ † + σ) − γ(σz + 1/2) + ζz .

(2.11 )

The non-zero two-time

orrelation fun tions of the Langevin noise operators are

hξ(t1)ξ † (t2 )i = 2κδ(t1 − t2 ),

(2.12a)

hζ(t1)ζ † (t2 )i = 2γδ(t1 − t2 ),

(2.12b)

hζz (t1 )ζ † (t2 )i = 2γhσ † iδ(t1 − t2 ),

(2.12 )

hζ(t1 )ζz (t2 )i = 2γhσiδkl δ(t1 − t2 ),

(2.12d)

hζz (t1 )ζz (t2 )i = 2γ(hσz i + 1/2)δ(t1 − t2 ).

(2.12e)

In equations (2.11), the ele tromagneti
spa e laser

ooling  that leads to a

σz

This approximation is

σz

saturation remains small, one

an repla e the

with its expe tation value in the ground state, thus
alled bosonization of the atomi

tors then satisfy the bosoni
dynami s of the

ontrast to free-

oupled nonlinear atomeld dynami s. For large

atompump detuning, when the atomi
inversion operator

eld is also a variable  in

ommutation relation

operator, we also set

ζz

2hσz i ≈ −1.

dipole, sin e the atomi

†

opera-

[σ, σ ] = −2σz ≈ 1. As we negle

t the

to zero. The bosonization, hen e, linearizes

the remaining Heisenberg-Langevin equations (2.11a,b), by breaking the atomeld
relation

z

hσ ai = −1/2hai.

or-

Interestingly, this relation is exa tly valid when there is only

one ex itation quantum in the system [101℄.

2.1.4 Linearly polarizable parti le and the dispersive limit
In the large atomi

kv ),

detuning limit (when

|∆A | far ex

eeds the other parameters

the internal dynami s follows the external atomi

hen e the atomi

operators

σ, σ†

to a general

motion in the radiation eld,

an be adiabati ally eliminated from the model. This

simplies the atom to a linearly polarizable parti le. This
however, it also

g0 hai, Ω,

ould seem a severe restri tion,

onstitutes a generalization of our model in the sense that it will apply

lass of polarizable parti les, e.g. to mole ules.
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Te hni ally, one averages out the fast os illation of the atomi
an intermediate time s ale

δt su

h that

δt ≫ ∆−1
A ,

but

operator

dimensionless ele tri

σ̇ = 0.

with

δt remains still small on

s ale of the relevant dynami s. Formally, this is equivalent to the
from Eq. (2.11b) by setting the left hand side

σ

σ

operator expressed

Introdu ing the operator of the

eld

g
1
Ê(r̂) = − (iU0 + Γ0 )Ê(r̂),
i∆A − γ
g

where

U0 =
Physi ally, the parameters
omplex sus eptibility

χ

g02 ∆A
,
∆2A + γ 2

U0

and

Γ0

g02γ
.
∆2A + γ 2

(2.15)

of the atom, sin e they des ribe the linear relationship between

U0

and

Γ0

eld a

ording to

P = ǫ0 χE.

With the usage of

are expressed with the sus eptibility

U0 = −
ωC

Γ0 =

and

(2.14)

orrespond to the real and imaginary parts of the

polarization and the ele tri

Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (2.14),

where

(2.13)

polarization operator then be omes

σ≈

the atomi

on

the time

Ê(r) = f (r)a + Ω(r)/g0 ,
the atomi

∆A

ωC ′
χ
V

is the mode frequen y and

V

Γ0 = −

′

′′

χ = χ − iχ

ωC ′′
χ ,
V

by

(2.16)

is the mode volume.

Inserting the above approximation Eq. (2.14) of the atomi operators into the original
Hamilton operator (2.9), we get the following ee tive Hamiltonian

Heff =
Here the last term

p2
− ~∆C a† a − i~η(a − a† ) + ~U0 Ê † (r)Ê(r).
2m

an be expanded as

~U0 f 2 (r)a† a + ~ηt f (r)h(r)(a + a† ) + ~U0
The ee tive Liouvillean arising from the adiabati

Ω2 2
h (r).
g02

These ee tive operators des ribe the
linerly polarizable parti le and the

(2.18)

elimination is


Leff ρ = κ 2aρa† − {a† a, ρ}+ − Γ0 {E † ( r̂)E(r̂), ρ}+
Z
+ 2Γ0 d2 u N(u)Ê(r̂)e−ikA ur̂ ρeikA ur̂ E † (r̂).

(2.8). The eld

(2.17)

(2.19)

oupled dynami s of the external motion of the

avity eld a

ording to the quantum master equation

reates an opti al potential for the atom that is proportional to

onversely, the atom sitting at a eld maximum shifts the

U0 ,

and

avity resonan e frequen y
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by

U0

and

auses an ee tive

former and the latter ee ts

avity de ay with rate

an be

avity mode that is

ηt =

pump

Ω

Ωg0 ∆A /(∆2A

position along the

avity axis

x̂

via the

level, the

indu ed and spontaneous

gives rise to an ee tive pumping

+ γ 2 ).

s attering of photons from the transverse pump into the
atomi

On a mi ros opi

onne ted with the atomi

emission pro esses. Furthermore, the atomi
strength for the

Γ0 .

It arises from the

oherent

avity, hen e it depends on the

avity mode fun tion as

ηt (x) = ηt f (x).

onsider the dispersive limit of the atom avity intera tion.

Now, we are prepared to

This is the same limit that is taken in the far-o-resonan e trapping s heme [10℄, and
it also applies to CQED [67℄. It is seen from Eq. (2.15) that

∆A .

with the atomi

detuning

Thus, their ratio

Γ0 /U0 ≈ γ/∆A

potential, however, is given by

Namely, for large
tends to zero as

∆A

U0 ha ai. Therefore, one

100 . . . 1000γ

Γ0

s ale dierently

Γ0 ≈ g02γ/∆2A .

while

in reases. The depth of the opti al
an suppress spontaneous emission

onstant level by in resing the atomi

together with either of the pumping strengths
easily be tuned up to

and

∆A , U0 ≈ g02 /∆A ,

†

while keeping the opti al for es on a

U0

η

or

ηt .

detuning

In the experiments,

|∆A |

∆A
an

at reasonable laser powers. In the dispersive limit, we

negle t the ee ts stemming from atomi

spontaneous emission, and set

γ = 0 , Γ0 = 0 .

With this, we erase the last two terms of the ee tive Liouvillean operator Eq. (2.19),
saying that dissipation of the system is only possible via the

avity eld mode.

2.2 Mean-eld theory
Up to this point, we have dis ussed the

oupled dynami s of a single atom and a single

avity mode. The motion of a single atom inside a avity is an appealing system produ ing
ee ts su h as dynami al
intera ting with the

avity

ooling [60℄. The

orrelated motion of a few atoms

avity eld is also an interesting problem resulting in avity mediated

ross fri tion [102℄ and motional entanglement [103, 104℄. In this Thesis, however, we are
interested in

olle tive ee ts produ ed by a large number of atoms. So as to des ribe

su h a system, we need to make further approximations regarding the atomi

external

degrees of freedom.
One possibility is the semi lassi al approximation, whi h assumes that the atomi
wave pa kets are well lo alized in both position and momentum spa es [4℄. Hen e, one
an des ribe the external atomi

motion with

lassi al variables, obeying the

lassi al

Langevin equations derived from the operator equations of motion [63℄. Using this approximation, one

an simulate the dynami s of a

old atomi ensemble

avity mode for up to a few thousand atoms [78℄.

oupled to a single
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The other possibility is the mean-eld approa h, whi h redu es the many-body problem to an ee tive one-body problem by assuming that all atoms move in the same
mean-eld potential

reated by the eld of the

avity. This also in ludes the assumption

that the eld, rea hing its steady-state on a faster time s ale, adiabati ally follows the
atomi

motion. Thus, we ex lude ee ts like

avity

ooling whi h are based on the de-

layed dynami s of the eld. In the mean-eld model, the
by atomi

ensemble averages, thus the ba k-a tion of ea h individual atom is negle ted.

An important advantage of this approa h is that it
limit of the system, where the atom number
while the

olle tive

oupling des ribed by

realization of the limit, the
lenth
to

lcav )

avity eld is determined solely

at a

√
g ∝ 1/ V .

orresponds to the thermodynami

N → ∞,

Ng02

or

the single atom

NU0

is kept

onstant. In a physi al

density, whi h would de rease the

Sin e the photon round trip time in reases with the

reexity of the mirrors has to s ale as

∝ 1/lcav

to keep

κ

oupling a

avity
ording

avity length, the

onstant.

an be thought of as a self- onsistent eld theory. The density

distribution of the atoms simultaneously xes the steady state of the
is a

g 0 → 0,

avity volume would be in reased (by raising the

onstant atomi

The mean-eld model

oupling

oherent state), and the

avity mode (whi h

orresponding opti al potential a ts ba k on the atomi

distribution. Hen e, the mean-eld solution has to be determined self- onsistently. In
pra ti e, we

al ulate it by the numeri al iteration of the atomi

density with the self-

onsistent potential.
In Chapter 3 the Reader will see, that the mean-eld des ription gives qualitatively
similar results both for a thermal
This is so, be ause the

loud and a Bose-Einstein

ondensate of the atoms.

avity eld depends ex lusively on the atomi density distribution,

hen e it provides the same opti al potential for a given distribution irrespe tive of the
motional quantum states of the atoms.
Flu tuations are absent in the mean-eld model, however, they may be taken into
a

ount by expanding the original equations of motion of the system around the mean

eld. In this

ontext, the mean-eld theory

an be regarded as the zeroth-order expansion

of the problem in the u tuations. In this Thesis we are dealing with the self- onsistent
mean-eld solution, and the rst-order u tuations around it. In the studied systems,
u tuations play an important role be ause of two reasons. First, they indu e a phase
transition of the atomi

loud pla ed inside the resonator from a homogeneous to a

periodi ally modulated phase. This so- alled self-organization is investigated in detail in
Chapter 3. Se ond, in the

ase of a BEC,

by the quantum noise of the

ertain matter wave u tuations are driven

avity eld. In Chapter 4, we

al ulate the steady-state
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population in these ex ited motional states whi h measures the depletion of the atoms
from the
given

ondensate. Finally, in Chapter 5, we spe i ally deal with the dynami s of a

ondensate ex itation mode around a trivial ( onstant) mean-eld solution.

2.2.1 Mean-eld model for thermal atoms
For the des ription of a

old atomi

the mean-eld approximations. A
lassi ally, and the
when

loud is

onsidering the atomi

sample, we

an safely use both the semi lassi al and

ordingly, the atomi

hara terized by a

external variables are treated

ontinuous density distribution

motion in one dimension along the

avity axis

p(x),

x̂.

In order to get a self- onsistent mean-eld theory for the atoms in the thermodynami
limit, we phenomenologi ally add the assumption that the

T.

Then, we

an apply the

anoni al distribution to the gas, whi h reads

with the partition fun tion
potential
state

loud has a nite temperature

Z



1
V (x)
p(x) = exp −
,
Z
kB T
R

(2.20)

p(x)dx = 1.

ensuring normalization

V (x) is derived from the ee

oherent amplitude of the

The mean-eld

tive Hamiltonian (2.17) by substituting the steady-

avity eld

α

for the operator

a,

V (x) = ~U0 f 2 (x)|α|2 + ~ηt f (x)(α + α∗ ).
Note that

α

depends on the distribution

p(x)

bati ally follow the motion of the atoms, it

(2.21)

itself. Sin e the eld is assumed to adia-

an be determined as the steady-state of the

master equation dened by the many-body version of the ee tive Hamilton and Liouville operators Eqs. (2.17,2.19) for freezed atomi

dynami s. As follows

α

is expressed

by

η − iNηt hf (x)i
,
κ − i(∆C − NU0 hf 2 (x)i)

α=
where

U0 is the one-atom light shift, ηt

dispersive limit and
distribution, like

N

is the ee tive transverse pumping strength in the

is the atom number. The average

hf (x)i =

R

(2.22)

f (x)p(x)dx.

h. . .i

is taken over the atomi

We nd numeri al solutions to the impli it equation (2.20) by iterating the following
steps. (i) Start from a random distribution
noise:

′

′

hξ(x)ξ(x )i = ǫδ(x − x ),

steady-state mode amplitude
potential

V (x)

p(0) (x) = λ−1 + ξ(x),

with amplitude

ǫ ≪ λ

−2

where

α

into (2.21). (iv) The

is a white

. (ii) Obtain from (2.22) the

α for the given distribution p(0) (x). (iii) Cal

by substituting

ξ(x)

ulate the dipole

anoni al distribution eq. (2.20)
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furnishes the new distribution
iteration

p(1) (x)

onverges, we obtain a self- onsistent solution of (2.20),

The presented mean-eld model
in general, with the potential
ulations reveal that the
atomi
of

with whi h the pro edure

p(x) = p(∞) (x).

onstitutes an ee tive tool to des ribe

V (x, p(x))

old atoms

hosen for the given problem. Mi ros opi

al-

anoni al distribution is indeed a good approximation for an

ensemble inside the resonator [62℄, furthermore the temperature is on the order

kB T ≈ ~κ

in

ase of

avity

ooling [60℄. In the rst part of Chapter 3, we apply this

model to a ring resonator whi h has two degenerate
the mean-eld potential takes a more
into a

an be restarted. If the

ounterpropagating modes, therefore

omplex form. The model is also suitable to take

ount the indu ed dipole-dipole intera tion between the atoms, whi h we

al ulate

in Chapter 5 of this Thesis.

2.2.2 Mean-eld theory for a BEC
The semi lassi al approximation fails to des ribe situations where the quantum motion
of the atoms is relevant, e.g. in

ase of ultra old atoms, or when ground state

ooling

[105℄ is rea hed. Nevertheless, the dire t solution of the quantum many-parti le problem
in luding the external motion is pra ti ally impossible, therefore one has to simplify the
system. From a theoreti al point of view, probably the simplest form of an ultra old
quantum gas is the Bose-Einstein

ondensate (BEC), be ause it

an be well des ribed

in terms of a mean-eld theory. Indeed, most of its atoms (typi ally more than 95 %)
are sitting in the ground state of the

orresponding mean-eld potential, be ause the

atomatom intera tions are relatively small. This validates the Gross-Pitaevskii equation whi h des ribes the dynami s of a single

ondensate wave fun tion. A useful tool

supplementing the mean-eld des ription is the Bogoliubov approa h whi h

onsiders

small u tuations around the mean-eld solution in linear order. For a detailed dis ussion,

onsult Ref. [106℄.

In the dispersive limit, we

onstru t the many-parti le version of the ee tive Hamil-

tonian (2.17) in one dimension, whi h

ontains the atomi

eld operator

Ψ(x),

i
h −~2 d2
gc †
+
Ψ
(x)Ψ(x)
Ψ(x) dx
H = −~∆C a a − i~η(a − a ) + Ψ† (x)
2m dx2
2
Z
h
i
†
2
†
†
+ Ψ (x) ~U0 f (x)a a + ~ηt f (x)(a + a ) Ψ(x) dx.
†

†

Z

(2.23)

The rst line gives the free evolution of the resonator mode and the atom eld, whereas
the se ond line a

ounts for the dispersive intera tion between them. Compared to

Eq. (2.17), a new fourth order term appears at the end of the rst line, whi h takes into
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a

ount s-wave

ollisions [106℄. Its strength is given by the s-wave s attering

gc ,

that is proportional to the s-wave s attering length

and also depends on the transverse size

w

of the

aa

ording to

onstant

gc = 4π~a/(mw 2 ),

ondensate in one dimension.

The equations of motion of the eld operators

a

and

Ψ

in the Heisenberg pi ture

be ome

h
d
i a = − ∆C +
dt

i~

Z

i
Ψ† (x, t)Ψ(x, t)U(x) dx − iκ a
Z
+ Ψ† (x, t)Ψ(x, t)ηt (x) dx + iη + iξ,

h
~2 ∂ 2
∂
Ψ(x, t) = −
+ ~a† aU(x)
∂t
2m ∂x2
i
†
†
+ ~ηt (x)(a + a ) + gc Ψ (x, t)Ψ(x, t) Ψ(x, t).

Here, we use the notations

U(x) = U0 f 2 (x)

is the same as in Eq. (2.11a), and its
the single atom

ase, the atomi

of dispersively

Ψ† (x, t)Ψ(x, t).

ηt (x) = ηt f (x).

The noise operator

ξ

orrelation is given by Eq. (2.12a). Similarly to

avity, and these ee ts are proportional to the atomi
Generally speaking, Eqs. (2.24) provide the des ription

oupled matter and radiation elds.

Now, we turn to the mean-eld model whi h is the most
Bose-Einstein

(2.24b)

loud shifts the frequen y of the mode and yields an

ee tive transverse pump for the
density operator

and

(2.24a)

ondensate. The basi

onvenient way to des ribe a

idea is that one separates the operators to a mean

value and to u tuations around it,

a(t) = α(t) + δa(t),
√
Ψ(x, t) = Nψ(x, t) + δΨ(x, t).
For the

|α(t)i,

avity mode, the mean value

given by

the so- alled

α(t) = ha(t)i.

α

is the

(2.25a)
(2.25b)

omplex amplitude of the

Similarly, for the atom eld

ψ(x, t) = N

oherent state

− 12

ondensate wave fun tion, that is normalized to unity. As a

hΨ(x, t)i

is

onsequen e

of the above denition, the u tuations have zero mean. Substituting the means for
the operators in Eqs. (2.24), one obtains their

oupled Gross-Pitaevskii-like equations of

motion,

h
i
d
α(t) = − ∆C + NhU(x)i − iκ α(t) + iη + hηt (x)i,
dt

∂
~2 ∂ 2
i~ ψ(x, t) = −
+ ~|α(t)|2 U(x)
∂t
2m ∂x2

∗
2
+ ~(α(t) + α (t))ηt (x) + gc N |ψ(x, t)| ψ(x, t),
i

(2.26a)

(2.26b)
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where the averages are taken over the atomi
wave fun tion, as

distribution expressed with the

hU(x)i = |ψ(x, t)|2 U(x) dx.
R

As with the nondegenerate atom gas, the dynami s of the

avity eld

ondensate

an be adi-

abati ally eliminated from the system. For ultra old atoms, this approximation is far
better than for a thermal
loss rate

κ

loud, sin e the atomi

motion is slower. In fa t, the photon

is typi ally at least one order of magnitude higher than the re oil frequen y

ωR = ~k 2 /(2m), whi

h gives the s ale of the atomi

obtains the same expression for the

kineti

oherent eld amplitude

rived for thermal atoms. The only dieren e is that the
into the averages over the atomi
equation (GPE) for the

∂
i~ ψ(x, t) =
∂t



α as the one in Eq. (2.22) de-

ondensate wave fun tion enters

distribution. Hen e, one arrives at a Gross-Pitaevskii

ondensate wave fun tion,


~2 ∂ 2
2
∗
2
−
+ ~|α| U(x) + ~(α + α )ηt (x) + gc N |ψ(x, t)| ψ(x , t),
2m ∂x2

(2.27)

with a mean-eld opti al potential that

α

energy. From Eq. (2.26a), one

ontains the steady-state

dened in Eq. (2.22), whi h is in turn a fun tion of

avity eld amplitude

ψ(x, t).

Compared to the mean-eld model for a thermal loud, here we do not have to assume
an expli it form for the atomi

distribution, instead we

an solve dire tly the quantum

motion of the atoms. We obtain the self- onsistent solution of Eqs. (2.27,2.22) with the
help of an imaginary-time propagation method. A stationary BEC state
a

ψ(x)

evolves

ording to

ψ(x, t) = ψ(x) exp−iµt/~,
where

µ

(2.28)

is the energy of the stationary state (for the ground state in the mean-eld

approa h, it amounts to the

hemi al potential). Starting from an arbitrary normalized

wave fun tion, we numeri ally propagate the GPE in imaginary time

τ = it.

All

om-

ponents of the initial wave fun tion de ay in imaginary time, but, the ex itations of the
ondensate de ay faster than the ground state, sin e their energy (µ) is larger. On the
long run, any initial wave fun tion

onverges to the ground state wave fun tion, if they

are not orthogonal to ea h other. (The solution is

ontinuously renormalized after some

propagation time). This method gives the ground state
orresponding steady-state eld amplitude

α0

ψ0 (x),

its energy

µ0

and the

with arbitrary pre ision.

The above dis ussed model forms the basis for the des ription of a BEC in an opti al
avity. It is applied dire tly in the se ond part of Chapter 3, whereas it serves as a
starting point for studying the spe trum, the in oherent ex itation and the dynami s of
the u tuations around the mean-eld solution in Chapter 3, 4 and 5, respe tively.

Chapter 3
Mean-eld model of self-organization
In this

hapter, I present my results

on erning the self-organization of an atom

loud

due to the dispersive intera tion with the eld of a high quality opti al resonator. I
study the phenomenon for two dierent atomi
In Se tion 3.1, I
degenerate

onsider a thermal atomi

ensembles and two

avity geometries.

loud inside a ring resonator, that has two

ounterpropagating eld modes. Whereas, in Se tion 3.2, I deal with the

self-organization of a Bose-Einstein

ondensate intera ting with a single

avity mode.

I des ribe the phenomenon within the framework of the mean-eld model introdu ed
in Se tion 2.2. Although the two systems are dierent, the mean-eld model of selforganization establishes a

ommon gound for them. From the eld's point of view, it

is irrelevant whether there is a thermal

loud or a Bose-Einstein

ondensate inside the

resonator. Furthermore, the Reader will see that even in a two-mode ring resonator it is
only one

avity eigenmode whi h plays an important role in the phase transition. Hen e,

it is understood on a more general level when

omparing the results obtained for dierent

systems.
As outlined in the Introdu tion, the self-organization ee t was rst pointed out in
Ref. [75℄ in 2002. Sin e then,

onsiderable theoreti al and experimental eorts were de-

voted to the understanding of the phenomenon [107℄. The mean-eld des ription for a
thermal

loud in a single mode

avity was developed by Asbóth in Ref. [78℄, whi h pro-

vided a simple explanation in terms of adiabati

mean-eld potentials. In this Chapter,

after evoking the original model, I step forward in two dire tions. First, in Se tion 3.1,
I generalize the model for the eld of a ring

avity and dis uss the results published in

Ref. [91℄. This work was motivated by the experiments performed with

old atoms inside

a ring resonator [83, 84℄. Se ond, in Se tion 3.2, I establish the mean-eld model for
a BEC, following the lines of Ref. [108℄, and present the results published in Ref. [92℄.
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Coupling a BEC to the eld of a high-nesse
only re ently

avity is an interesting topi

whi h has

ome into experimental rea h [85, 87℄.

We begin by re alling the explanation of self-organization in terms of the adiabati
mean-eld potential

reated by the eld of a single mode opti al

avity [78℄. In order to

gain some physi al insight, it is appropriate to adiabati ally eliminate the
as dis ussed in Se tion 2.2.1. The

oherent amplitude of the eld is given by Eq. (2.22),

whi h gives rise to the opti al potential of Eq. (2.21). For a

cos kx,

avity eld

avity mode fun tion

f (x) =

this self- onsistent potential be omes

V (x) = U1 cos kx + U2 cos2 kx ,
whi h is the sum of a

λ

and a

λ/2

periodi

term. The

oe ients are

U1 = 2hcos kxi NI0 [∆C − NU0 hcos2 kxi] ,

(3.2a)

U2 = hcos kxi2 N 2 I0 U0 .

(3.2b)

V (x)

has the same form for a thermal

loud, it shapes the

anoni al distribution Eq. (3.14),

It is important to emphasize that the potential
gas and for a BEC. For a thermal
whereas for a

(3.1)

ondensate it appears in the Gross-Pitaevskii equation (2.27). The nonlin-

earity of the system is introdu ed by the dependen e of the
distribution via the spe i

oe ients on the atomi

mean values

Θ = hcos kxi,
whi h

an be

(3.3)

onsidered as an order parameter, and

B = hcos2 kxi,
whi h is

alled the bun hing parameter. The averages are

bles either by

Θ

R

h. . .i = p(x) . . . dx,

des ribes the

Θ = ±1

(3.4)

λ-periodi

or by

al ulated for the two ensem-

h. . .i = |ψ0 (x)|2 . . . dx.

spatial order of

R

ψ0 : Θ = 0

for a uniform distribution, and

for the atoms being lo alized around the `even' (kx

antinodes (kx

= (2n + 1)π ),

The order parameter

= 2nπ ),

or `odd' eld

respe tively. The bun hing parameter ree ts the degree of

lo alization of the atoms into the potential wells of the opti al latti e. Finally,

I0 , s

aling

the depth of the potential, represents the maximum number of photons an atom
s atter into the

an

avity

|ηt |2
.
I0 =
[∆C − NU0 B]2 + κ2

(3.5)
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It an be easily seen that a uniform distribution of atoms together with a zero oherent
eld inside the resonator is a trivial solution of the problem. Be ause
for a

onstant atomi

distribution, the

There is no potential then,

avity eld driving term vanishes and

U1 = U2 = 0,

an be amplied for adequately

Self-organization is based on the ee t of the

U1

λ-periodi

density u tuation yields

be omes the opposite of the sign of

λ

Θ,

distribution, sin e

hosen parameters.
periodi

U1

involves a positive feedba k me hanism. Let us set the detuning
the sign of

α0 = 0.

thus the uniform distribution remains a good

solution. However, it may not be a stable solution for the atomi
density u tuations

hcos kxi = 0

potential term whi h

∆C < −N|U0 |

so that

f. Eq. (3.2a). Consequently, if some

Θ > 0 (i.e., more atoms happen to be near the even

sites than near the odd ones), it produ es a potential

U1 cos kx

(with

U1 < 0)

whi h has

minima at the even sites, thus attra ting even more atoms there. Simultaneously, the
periodi

opti al latti e of atoms fullls the Bragg- ondition for

hηt (x)i =
6 0, so the atoms

an s atter pump photons into the

requires then just that the parameters
by

hoosing the

λ-

onstru tive interferen e,

avity. The positive feedba k

U1 and Θ have opposite signs. This

an be ensured

avity detuning

∆C = NU0 − κ ,
whi h is a su ient but not ne essary

(3.6)

ondition (be ause the bun hing parameter is less

than 1, the eld ould be tuned loser to resonan e). The runaway solution is ountera ted
by the kineti
the atomi

ollisions (in a BEC), both trying to maximally spread

distribution, hen e there is a

organization
The

energy and the

λ/2

an o

riti al pump power above whi h the self-

ur.

periodi

U2

potential term does not dis riminate between the even and odd

sites. Above threshold, however, this term
lo alizes around, say,

kx = 0,

the

cos kx

an have a signi ant role. If the

potential has maxima at

kx = π

repelled from this region, whi h assists the self-ordering pro ess. The
term has always minima both at
sion. For
adiabati

kx = 0

ertain parameters it may o

and

kx = π ,

thus it

and atoms are

cos2 kx

s attering photons with `wrong' phase

ountera ts the repul-

double well potential. So

alled `defe t' atoms

an be trapped in the shallower traps. In the

organized pattern, the emergen e of se ondary potential minima at the

omplementary

sites depends on the ratio of the two potential terms in Eq. (3.1), namely on

→ ∞),

the

potential

ur that a se ondary minimum appears and the

potentials form an asymmetri

perfe t lo alization (ηt

ondensate

U1 /U2 .

For

ondition for the possibility of stable defe ts is

N|U0 | > κ ,

(3.7)
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loud
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ondition of strong

olle tive line shift ex eeds the

olle tive

oupling in

avity QED, where the

avity linewidth. For nite pumping strengths (Nηt

the ratio of the two potential terms is dependent on the order parameter
lo alization of the
should

ondensate wave fun tion. Therefore, the above

hange with the pump strength

Nηt .

gc .

ollision parameter

Θ ≤ 1, the larger the order parameter Θ, the smaller N|U0 | is needed
The above analysis of the mean-eld potential predi ts the o
in the system; i) a homogeneous phase, where the atomi
the

avity axis, and the

at a distan e of

ondition Eq. (3.7)
Be ause

U2 /U1 ∝

for getting defe ts.

uren e of three phases

loud spreads uniformly along

λ-periodi

density grating, whi h Bragg s atters pump

avity, iii) self-organized latti e with defe t atoms o

λ/2

thus on the

orresponding mean photon number is zero, ii) a self-organized

latti e, in whi h the atoms form a
photons into the

Θ,

< ∞),

upying latti e sites

from the original latti e. In the following se tions, I des ribe the

realization of these phases in two other systems, as hinted in the beginning.

3.1 Self-organization of a thermal loud in a ring avity
In this Se tion, we generalize the previously dis ussed model for a one-dimensional ring
resonator with two

ounterpropagating modes. It

used in [71, 83, 84℄. As a generi
we

dieren e to the

orresponds to the experimental setups
orrelated atomi

re oil laser (CARL),

onsider a transverse pump s heme, i.e. the parti les are laser driven from a dire tion

perpendi ular to the resonator axis, instead of one-sided

avity pumping. This geometry

has the virtue that the polarizing eld is separated from the

avity modes mediating the

multiple s attering between the parti les.

3.1.1 Model
We

onsider a gas of

N

polarizable parti les

oupled to two degenerate opti al modes of

a ring resonator, des ribed by the plane wave mode fun tions

e−ikx ,

with

oherent amplitudes

α1

and

α2 .

f1 (x) = eikx

and

f2 (x) =

The s heme of the system is depi ted in

Fig. 3.1. The parti les are driven by a pump laser oriented perpendi ular to the
axis. For simpli ity, we
be

avity

onsider the system in one dimension: the atoms are supposed to

onned near the resonator axis by e.g. a strong dipole trap. The intera tion is in the

dispersive regime, i.e. the pump laser is very far detuned with respe t to the resonan e
frequen ies of the gas parti les: no real ex itations need take pla e. Thus, the model
whi h des ribes the dynami s is a straightforward generalization of the dispersive model
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Figure 3.1: S heme of a ring resonator with two

derived in Se . 2.1.4. For two
to

avity modes, the ele tri

E(x) = f1 (x)a1 + f2 (x)a2 + Epump ,

be

ounterpropagating modes.

eld Eq. (2.13) is

ompleted

where the last pumping eld term is assumed to

onstant along the resonator axis `x'. The atoms redistribute photons by

oherent

s attering between the two modes and the pump eld. This pro ess feeds the
modes with an ee tive amplitude
by inserting the new ele tri eld
up for atoms at positions
eld in the

xj

ηt .

One obtains the Hamilton operator of the system,

E(x) into the ee

with momentum

avity modes with amplitudes

motion read

d
dt

α1
α2

!

=A

α1
α2

using a formal ve tor notation, with the

A=

!

α1

pj ,

tive Hamiltonian (2.17) and summing
where

and

− iηt

α2 ,

j = 1...N .

the

amount of
atomi
and

V

U0

the

f2∗ (xj )

!

,

(3.8)

oupling matrix

i(∆C − NU0 ) − κ
−iNU0 σ ∗

avity de ay rate

κ,

oherent

orresponding equations of

N
X
f1∗ (xj )
j=1

Assuming

−iNU0 σ

i(∆C − NU0 ) − κ

!

.

The diagonal terms in lude the detuning between the pump laser and the

∆C = ω − ωC ,

avity

and the shift of the

(3.9)

avity modes,

avity resonan e with an

per atom. This shift is due to forward s attering and is related to the

properties by

U0 = −ωC χ′ /V , where χ′

is the real part of the linear polarizability

is the mode volume. The total frequen y shift due to the gas, expressed in terms of

a dimensionless

olle tive

the density of the atom

oupling parameter

ζ = NU0 /κ,

will later be used to des ribe

loud (negle ting a lling fa tor). The o-diagonal terms, i.e. the
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avity modes stems from the stimulated ba k ree tion o the gas.

This pro ess is heavily dependent on the positions of the atoms, through the
parameter

σ=

1
N

P

j

e−2ikxj

des ribing spatial order. Similar to the Debye-Waller fa tor,

|σ| is 1 if the gas forms a perfe
σ

gives

x0 , the position of the latti

Note that in

λ/2, and less
√
|σ| ∝ 1/ N . The phase

t latti e with period of an integer multiple of

than 1 for a non-perfe t latti e; for an equidistributed gas, it is
of

omplex

e modulo

λ/2, with the denition σ = |σ| e−2ikx0 .

ontrast to the order parameter dened in Eq. (3.3) for a single mode

here we shall use

|σ|

for

avity,

σ

is the

avity eld lifts the degenera y of the

avity

hara terizing the spatial order in the system, sin e

primary quantity that appears in the equations.
Intera tion between the gas and the
modes. It is instru tive to

al ulate the new eigenmodes of the

h− (x) = sin k(x − x0 ) ,
have nodes, and antinodes at

x0 + nλ/2,

h+ (x) = cos k(x − x0 ) ,

respe tively. The

β− = ieikx0 α1 − ie−ikx0 α2 ,
are not

h−

and

avity whi h are
(3.10)

orresponding amplitudes,

β+ = eikx0 α1 + e−ikx0 α2 ,

(3.11)

oupled by the intera tion with the atom gas. The frequen ies of the eigenmodes

h+

are shifted with respe t to the empty

∆− = ∆C − (1 − |σ|)NU0 ,
With the atoms at xed positions

β− =

avity, giving the ee tive detunings

∆+ = ∆C − (1 + |σ|)NU0 .

(3.12)

xj , the mode amplitudes take on the stationary values

2ηt X
sin k(xj − x0 ) ,
∆− + iκ j

β+ =

2ηt X
cos k(xj − x0 ) .
∆+ + iκ j

(3.13)

If the atoms are uniformly distributed, both amplitudes vanish by destru tive interferen e
of the

omponents s attered by dierent atoms (kx0 is an arbitrary phase in this

the gas roughly forms a latti e with period

λ/2),

mode

h−

ontrary, mode

will be weakly

h+

λ (x0 giving the position of the latti

ase). If

e modulo

oupled, sin e it has nodes at the latti e points. On the

has antinodes at the atomi

positions and is driven by stimulated

Bragg s attering o the gas [84, 77℄. Therefore, from the viewpoint of self-organization
the ring resonator
fun tion

an be simplied to an ee tive one-mode

cos k(x−x0 ). Nevertheless, the free position parameter x0 ree

translation invarian e of the ring
atomi

avity that has a mode
ts the

ontinuous

avity, whi h is not broken by the mirrors, but by the

distribution.

The possibility of opti al trapping of high eld seekers with negligible spontaneous
emission loss requires large red detuning, whereby the resonan e shift

U0

is negative. It is
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known from

avity

ooling theory that the pump eld has to be detuned below the

frequen y to ensure damped motional dynami s [63℄. For large enough density
if the gas forms a more and more periodi
frequen y of mode

h+

stru ture,

|σ|

avity

ζ , however,

in reases from 0 to 1, and the

may ex eed the pump frequen y, i.e.

∆+

may be ome positive.

This yields heating and instability of the gas. The ee t is all the more prominent sin e
at

∆+ ≈ 0

the population of mode

h+

is resonantly enhan ed. We will dis uss ways to

avoid this problem and the ee t of the detuning

∆C

and the density

ζ

on the dynami s

below.
Up to this point, the gas was
dynami s of the

onsidered as an inert ba kground against whi h the

avity eld takes pla e. Now we relax this assumption, and in lude the

dynami s of the gas parti les, whi h is slow on the times ale of equilibration of the
eld,

κ−1 . This

avity

separation of the times ales allows us to treat the gas dynami s adiabat-

i ally, in a way reminis ent of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation for mole ules: the
motion of the gas parti les is governed by the for es from the light eld that depends on
their positions.
In fa t, we generalize the mean-eld model presented in Se tion 2.2.1. For large
number of atoms but ea h of them weakly
thermodynami
the atomi

limit (where

N, V → ∞,

oupled to the

avity modes, one

keeping the density

loud by a mean eld approa h using a

an take the

N/V = const),

ontinuous position distribution

Furthermore, by assuming that the gas has a nite equilibrium temperature
apply the

T,



V (x)
1
,
p(x) = exp −
Z
kB T
R
Z ensuring normalization p(x)dx = 1.

lations reveal that the temperature is on the order of
optimal. The mean-eld potential

we

an

for the operators

a1

and

orresponding

a2 , respe

kB T = ~κ,

(3.14)

Mi ros opi

when

avity

V (x) is given by the last term of the ee

operator (2.17), when the steady-state

oherent amplitudes

α1

and

α2

tively. In turn, using the eigenmodes

oherent elds

β−

and

β+

ooling is

tive Hamilton

are substituted

h− (x)

and


V (x) = 2~ηt Reβ− sin k(x − x0 ) + Reβ+ cos k(x − x0 ) +


1
2
2
∗
+ ~U0 (|β+ | − |β− | ) cos 2k(x − x0 ) + 2Re[β+ β− ] sin 2k(x − x0 ) .
2
The rst line

λ-periodi

al u-

h+ (x)

we have



a

p(x).

anoni al distribution, giving

with the partition fun tion

with the

and treat

orresponds to s attering from the pump into the

(3.15)

avity: if the gas forms

grating, this des ribes a potential with attra tive points at the latti e sites,
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i.e. the gas density maxima. The se ond line originates from multiple s attering between
the running wave modes. This latter has a strong dependen e on the density and

auses

deviations from a medium with linear refra tive index: it attra ts parti les to maxima
of the

avity eld, and

Now sin e

an

reate defe ts in the latti e, as explained later on.

V (x) depends on the mode amplitudes β−

on the distribution

p(x) of the s

β+ , and these latter depend

and

atterers through Eqs. (3.13), Eq. (3.14) has to be solved

self- onsistently.

3.1.2 Results
As hinted in Se . 2.2.1, we nd the self- onsistent solution for the impli it equation (3.14)
by numeri ally iterating the atomi

distribution

solution is the uniform distribution of the gas,

p(x).

For weak pump amplitude

p(x) = λ−1 .

Above a

the uniform distribution is no longer stable and a nontrivial
depending on the initial u tuations.

ηt ,

this

ertain threshold

p(x − x0 ) builds up,

Fig. 3.2(a) shows this transition with a plot of the spatial order

|σ|2

with

ηc ,
x0

as a fun tion

of the pumping strength. The narrowing of the self-organized density distributions is
shown in g. 3.2(b) using two spe i
The

riti al pump amplitude

ηc

values for the pump

ǫ

innitesimal and

g(x + λ) = g(x),

Rλ
0

perturbation,

p(0) (x) = λ−1 (1 + ǫg(x)),

g(x)dx = 0,

we do one and only one

iteration presented in the previous paragraph. The Fourier
period

λ/2

determine

are those with period

x0 .
λ,

The only relevant Fourier

p(0) (x) = λ−1 [1 + ǫA cos k(x − x0 ) + ǫB sin k(x − x0 )].
to rst order in

ǫ.

For both

A

A and B

and

B

omponents of

g(x)

with

omponents of the perturbation

as only these ae t the amplitudes

be omes that the magnitudes of

above threshold.

an be determined analyti ally by a stability analysis

of the uniform distribution. Taking a periodi
with

ηt

The

β± :

we

an therefore take

ondition of stability then

de rease during a single iteration of Eq. (3.14)

this translates to the

ondition

ηt < ηc ,

with the

riti al pump amplitude

ηc =
Here we use

δ = (∆C − NU0 )/κ.

to happen is at the detuning

r

kB T
~κ

s

κ |U0 |
ζ

s

δ2 + 1
.
2 |δ|

(3.16)

The lowest pump power allowing for self-organization

δ = −1,

i.e.

∆C = NU0 − κ.

This light-matter system is of parti ular interest be ause of the highly nonlinear
dependen e of the dynami s on the density of atoms. At higher opti al densities the selfonsistent distribution

p(x)

whi h develops above the pump power threshold be omes
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density

0.6

0.8

x [in units of λ]

1

−25

as a fun tion of the ee tive pumping

position distributions (solid lines) and the

(thi k, marked by (1)) and

|σ|2

orre-

pump strengths indi ated

ηt = 0.2κ

(thin, marked by

ζ

at xed pumping

as a fun tion of the density parameter

ηt = 0.1κ is plotted in Fig. 3.3(a). In a

ζc

0.4

∆C = −4κ, ζ = 1.2.

omplex. The order

strength

|σ|2

0.2

potentials (dashed lines) for the spe i

by the arrows in (a),
(2)). Parameters:

0

ordan e with Eq. (3.16), below a

riti al

the uniform distribution is stable.

ζ > ζc ,

At densities

where the pump is above threshold, a rough but surprisingly

good approximation is that the atoms form a perfe t latti e, whi h from Eq. (3.15) gives
for the potential:

V (x) ≈ −~


2Nκηt2  −2∆+
cos
k(x
−
x
)
+
ζ
cos
2k(x
−
x
)
.
0
0
∆2+ + κ2
κ

This approximation holds when mode

h−

is hardly populated. The latti e is dened

by the rst term having attra tive minima at
density-dependent term, a se ondary peak
above
the

ζ > −∆C /(4κ).

avity mode

h+

Defe t atoms

kx = kx0 + 2nπ .

an build up at

Due to the se ond,

kx = kx0 + (2n + 1)π , roughly

an then appear in the latti e whi h radiate into

in opposite phase with the atoms being at

x0 ,

thus de reasing the

photon number. However, in a thermal distribution these sites are hardly o
that the order parameter does not indi ate this transition, whi h is at
numeri al example of Fig. 3.3(a). The distribution
peak around

x0

(3.17)

p(x)

upied su h

ζ = 1

in the

is still dominated by a single

whose width de reases with in reasing pump power.

At even higher opti al densities, pumping above the threshold results in an instability
of the atom

loud  this is the reason why the

ζ = 2. The iterations of Eq. (3.14) no longer

urve in Fig. 3.3(a) is only plotted up to

onverge, but enter a loop of ipping between

two lo alized distributions whi h dier in a shift by
the system: when more atoms happen to be, say,

λ/2.

This indi ates a frustration of

lose to the positions

x = x0 + nλ,

for
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Figure 3.3: (a) Order parameter as a fun tion of the density of
the

olle tive

−4κ.

oupling

ζ)

at a xed pumping strength,

(b) The position distribution

onsistent mean-eld potential

p(x)

V (x)

0.8

1

V(x) [in units of hκ ]
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loud (expressed by

ηt = 0.1κ,

and detuning

∆C =

showing defe t atoms (solid line) and the self-

(dashed line) for

ζ = 2,

as indi ated by the arrow

on (a).

∆+ > 0
∆+

they

reate a potential favoring the sites at

be omes positive at large pump power when

orresponds to

ζ > 2.

x = x0 + (n + 21 )λ.

ζ > −∆C /(2κ),

The detuning

whi h in Fig. 3.3(a)

Note that in Fig. 3.3(b), presenting a still stable, but markedly

two-peaked distribution, the potential depths at the two possible sites be ome very

lose

to ea h other.

We summarize the numeri al results on a phase diagram in Fig. 3.4. Choosing a
xed pump- avity detuning,
ti al density

ζ

∆C = −4κ,

and the pumping strength

two parameters, namely the dimensionless op-

ηt /κ determine

the equilibrium distribution. A

omplete map of sharply separated regimes, uniform distribution, self-organized latti e, latti e with defe ts and no

onvergen e, are presented. The overall

dependen e of the stability limit of the uniform distribution, a
shows up

ζ = 4,

learly in this log-log plot. The unstable region is

whi h

orresponds to the density where the detuning

with Eq. (3.16), this density leads to

δ=0

ηc ∝ ζ −1/2

ording to Eq. (3.16),

ut by a sharp resonan e at

∆C = NU0 .

and yields a divergen e of the

In a

ordan e

riti al pump

amplitude. For this setting the uniform distribution is stable against innitesimal perturbations, no matter how strong the laser pump is. Finite u tuations

an, however, be

amplied and for strong pumping the uniform distribution does be ome unstable. The
other region boundaries are in good agreement with the analyti al results for large
(ζ

≈1

and

ζ ≈ 2).

ηt
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5
4
3

unstable
unstable

2
self−org. with defects
1
uniform

self−organized

0.1
0.5
Pump amplitude ηt [in units of κ]
Figure 3.4: Phase diagram for the

ase of xed

∆C = −4κ.

The four various regimes

are indi ated on the log-log plane of the dimensionless pumping strength
opti al density expressed in terms of the

olle tive

oupling parameter

ηt /κ

and the

ζ.

3.1.3 Summary
By mean-eld analysis I revealed the various phases of an ensemble of
are strongly

oupled to the radiation modes of a lossy ring

old atoms whi h

avity and o-resonantly

driven by a transverse laser. The intera tion of linearly polarized parti les with light is
demonstrated to be strongly nonlinear in the large intensity and large density limit. A
omplete phase diagram has been obtained as a fun tion of the transverse pump amplitude and the

olle tive

oupling strength, where the phase boundaries are interpreted by

simple physi al arguments. In the next se tion, I shall reveal similar phases for a BoseEinstein
to

ondensate inside a single-mode opti al resonator that provides an opportunity

ompare self-organization in the two systems.
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3.2 Self-organization of a Bose-Einstein ondensate in
an opti al avity
In this se tion, we study the self-organization phenomenon in the

ase of

oupled matter

and radiation elds. As a rst step in understanding the omplex dynami s of this system,
we negle t quantum statisti al ee ts [109, 110℄ and resort to a mean eld approximation.
We adopt the model developed by P. Horak et al. [108℄ for a dierent geometry. In their
s heme, the

oherent laser eld was inje ted dire tly into the

avity. Then the transition

between homogeneous and periodi ally modulated densities is smooth as a fun tion of
the external pump power. By

ontrast, we

onsider the

ase of illuminating dire tly

the atoms, whi h yields a phase transition, i.e., an abrupt

hange of the stationary

state of the system at a well dened threshold pump power. Note the deli ate dieren e
between stationary state and ground state of the system. The
a

oherent Hamiltonian dynami s be ause of the

ondensate does not follow

oupling to the de aying

avity eld.

The total system is dissipative owing to the irreversible photon loss from the

avity. Thus

we have to

onsider the steady-state of a driven open system far from equilibrium and

perturbations around this steady-state.

3.2.1 Model
We des ribe the

oupled BEC avity system in terms of the mean-eld model derived in

Se tion 2.2.2. For

ompleteness, however, we briey summarize the model assumptions

and des ribe the origin of the ee tive parameters of the system.
We

onsider a pure Bose-Einstein

of a high-Q opti al

avity. The

by a laser eld with frequen y
is detuned far from the atomi
atomi

ondensate (BEC) intera ting with a single-mode

ondensate atoms are

ω,

oherently driven from the side

dire ted perpendi ularly to the

transition

ωA ,

that is,

|∆A | ≫ γ ,

avity axis. The laser
where

linewidth at half maximum and the atom-pump detuning is

ondition ensures that the ele troni

2γ

is the full

∆A = ω − ωA .

ex itation is extremely low in the

This

ondensate atoms,

hen e the spontaneous photon emission is suppressed. At the same time, the laser eld is
nearly resonant with the
mode linewidth and the

avity mode frequen y

ωC ,

avity-pump detuning is

i.e.

|∆C | ≈ κ,

∆C = ω − ωC .

where

κ

is the

avity

The s attering of laser

photons into the

avity is thus a quasi-resonant pro ess and is signi antly enhan ed by

the strong dipole

oupling between the atoms and the mode due to the small volume of

the

avity. This

oupling strength is

hara terized by the single-photon Rabi frequen y
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g0 ,

whi h is in the range of

κ.

Therefore, although the

an e iently s atter photons into the

ondensate is hardly ex ited, it

avity.

For the sake of simpli ity, we des ribe the dynami s in one dimension
avity axis. The
to a

igar shaped BEC tightly

magneti
of the

cos kx.

avity mode fun tion is then simply

This model

x

an apply e.g.

onned in the transverse dire tions by a strong dipole or

trap, so that the transverse size of the

ondensate

w

is smaller than the waist

avity eld. The pump laser is assumed to be homogeneous along the

therefore it is des ribed by a
The
fun tion

ondensate

|ψ(t)i.

omplex amplitude

onstant Rabi frequen y

The

avity axis

Ω.

atoms assumed to have the same wave

avity eld is assumed to be in a

oherent state des ribed by the

α. These approximations imply that the quantum state of the system

is fa torized: entanglement between the
negle ted, whi h

N

ontains a number of

The

along the

ondensate and the

an be done for large enough

avity eld [111, 112℄ is

avity photon number

|α|2 .

avity eld is subje t to the strong refra tive index ee t of the opti ally dense

ondensate. At the same time, the evolution of the

ondensate wave fun tion is des ribed

by a Gross-Pitaevskii-type equation, in luding the me hani al ee t of the radiation eld
in the

avity. The system of

whi h read

i
∂
i ψ(x, t) =
∂t



oupled mean-eld equations is readily derived in Eqs. (2.26),

∂
α = [−∆C + NhU(x)i − iκ] α + Nhηt (x)i,
∂t


p2
2
2
+ |α(t)| U(x) + 2Re{α(t)}ηt (x) + Ngc |ψ(x, t)| ψ(x, t).
2~m

Let us dis uss the physi al meaning of the terms
ter elds. Ea h atom shifts the
manner by

(3.18a)

U(x) = U0 cos2 kx.

(3.18b)

oupling the photon and the mat-

avity resonan e frequen y in a spatially dependent

The maximum shift is

U0 = g 2/∆A ,

obtained at the

antinodes of the mode fun tion. In the mean-eld approximation, the shift has to be
spatially averaged over the single-atom wave fun tion, giving the frequen y shift per
atom
shift

hU(x)i = U0 hψ| cos2 kx |ψi.

U0

is small

olle tive
the

ompared to the

oupling regime of

It is worth noting that, even if the one-atom light
avity de ay

avity QED,

κ,

one

an a hieve the interesting strong

N|U0 | > κ,

with a trapped BEC. Feeding

avity by laser s attering on the atoms appears as an ee tive pump with strength

ηt = Ωg/∆A .

This pro ess has a spatial dependen e inherited from the mode fun tion,

ηt (x) = ηt cos kx,

and this term also has to be averaged over the

ondensate wave fun -

tion.
The well known Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE) in one dimension in Eq. (3.18b)
des ribes the motion of a s alar

ondensate indu ed by the opti al for es in the

avity
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U(x) = U0 cos2 kx and

eld. The ba k a tion of the light shift is the term proportional to
the

avity photon number

|α|2. This term is periodi

with half of the wavelength

free spa e, is referred to as an opti al latti e. The ba k a tion of the
of photons between the transverse pump and the

ηt (x) = ηt cos kx
s-wave

and has a periodi ity of

avity mode is the term proportional to

The last term of the GPE a

and depends on the transverse size
ollisions in the system (a

ounts for the

the stability of the
onsider the

of the

by

ondensate. We assume

whi h are ne essary to maintain

ondensate in the thermodynami

limit [106℄. In the following we

ase

U0 < 0,

i.e. large red detuning, where the atoms behave as high

eld seekers. Consequently, for nonzero

avity eld the

around the eld antinodes, thereby maximizing their
an be

w

a

> 0)

repulsive atomatom

It

oherent s attering

ollision of the atoms, its strength is related to the s-wave s attering length

gc = 4π~a/(mw 2 ),

will

λ.

λ and, in

ondensate atoms tend to lo alize
oupling to the light eld.

he ked that Eqs. (3.18) with the eld amplitude repla ed by

invariant under the s aling of the parameters su h that

NU0 , Ngc ,

onstant. That is, in the mean eld model, the atom number

and

√

√
α/ N

Nηt

are

is kept

an be in orporated in

the system parameters and the eld amplitude variable (with the proposed res aling,
the absolute square of this latter gives the photon number per atom). Therefore, in the
following the system parameters will o

ur only in the form of the above

ombinations.

However, we refrain from introdu ing a new notation for the s aled parameters in order
to signify their relation to experimental parameters.

Further simpli ation for the numeri al method
the periodi ity of the opti al potential. We
and solve Eqs. (3.19) in the interval

[0, λ]

an

an be obtained by making use of

onsider periodi

using periodi

wave fun tions

boundary

ψ(x),

ondition. In this

way, we dis ard the dynami s within a Blo h band. We are interested in ee ts due
to the

ondensate- avity eld intera tion whi h does not

ouple states of dierent quasi

momenta. Then e it is independent of the length of the interval and we
shortest one to redu e the

omputational eort. By

ontrast, the

ollisional intera tion

depends on the a tual atom density, hen e, for a xed atom number
arti ially enhan ed by folding the spa e into a single
parameter has to be modied su h that
(experimental) atom density in the

Ngc /λ

avity.

λ

hoose the

N,

the density is

interval. Therefore, the

orrespond to the

ollision

ollisions at the a tual
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3.2.2 Steady state
In the rst pla e, we intend to study the steady state of the
system. It is des ribed by the eld amplitude

ψ(x, t) = ψ0 (x)e−iµt ,

where

~µ is the

α0 ,

ompound

and the

ondensate- avity

ondensate wave fun tion

hemi al potential. Following from Eq. (3.18), they

obey the system of equations

N hψ0 | ηt (x) |ψ0 i
,
∆C − N hψ0 | U(x) |ψ0 i + iκ

α0 =


(3.19a)


p2
2
2
+ |α0 | U(x) + 2Re{α0 }ηt (x) + Ngc |ψ0 (x)| ψ0 (x) = µψ0 (x) .
2~m

The solution for

ψ0 (x), µ

α0

and

dis ussed in Se tion 2.2.2, we

(3.19b)

an be determined in a self- onsistent manner. As

al ulate the steady state numeri ally by using a variant

of the imaginary time propagation method.
Sin e the mean-eld model of the

ondensate is

losely related to the mean-eld

model of a thermal gas of atoms presented in Se . 2.2.1, one
transition appears as an abrupt
pumping strength
the kineti

ηt .

an expe t that the phase

hange of the self- onsistent steady state at a

riti al

The physi al pro ess is analogous, however, at zero temperature

energy and the atom-atom

ollisions are apt to stabilize the phase with larger

symmetry.
The relevant parameters are measured in units of the re oil frequen y
and in units of the re oil energy

λ

of the

~ωR .

The natural length s ale is the opti al wavelength

avity eld. We set the strength of the s-wave intera tion

atom- avity

oupling is

avity de ay rate,
Eq. (3.6),

hara terized by

κ = 200 ωR.

NU0 = 100 ωR,

We set the value of the

Ngc = 10 ωR λ.

The

whi h is on the order of the
avity detuning, a

ording to

∆C = −300 ωR .

The numeri al solution for the self- onsistent ground state of the
system

ωR = ~k 2 /(2m)

ondensate- avity

onrms the qualitative agreement with the thermal gas. In Fig. 3.5, the appear-

an e of the self-organized latti e is manifested by the variation of the order parameter

Θ = hψ0 | cos kx |ψ0 i
Above a

riti al pump amplitude

our initial guess for the

λ.

√

Nηt ( ompare, e.g. with Fig. 3.2).
√
( N ηc ≈ 65.6 ωR ), the homogeneous ondensate,

against the pumping strength

ondensate wave fun tion, self-organizes into a latti e of period

At the outset of the self-organization, a spontaneous symmetry breaking o

ondensate o
strength

√

upies either the

Nηt ,

kx = 0 site or the x = π site. Further in

the atoms get more and more lo alized around the

indi ated by the growth of the order parameter

Θ.

urs: the

reasing the pump
hosen site, that is

The lo alization of the

ondensate

1
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Figure 3.5: Left: The order parameter
amplitude

√

N ηt ,

responding adiabati

Nηt = 100ωR

Θ,

0

0.25
cavity axis x/λ

0.5

0.75

plotted as a fun tion of the transverse pump

exhibits the self-organization of the BEC into a

latti e. Right: Two typi al atomi
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lattice potential [units of 100ωR]

ondensate

|ψ0 (x)|2 [units of 1/λ]

order parameter Θ

Self-organization of a Bose-Einstein

|ψ0 (x)|2

position distibutions

λ-periodi

opti al

(solid lines) and the

or-

opti al potentials from Eq. (3.1) (dashed lines) for pump strengths

(thi k lines) and

√

N ηt = 300ωR

(thin lines). The other parameters are

Ngc = 10~ωR λ, NU0 = −100ωR , ∆C = −300ωR , κ = 200ωR .
in the self-organized phase is showed on the right of Fig. 3.5 for two spe i
pump amplitudes
The

√

Nηt = 100

(thi k lines) and

riti al pump amplitude

√

N ηc

300 ωR

omponent

produ e a non-vanishing
value

hψ| cos kx |ψi

fun tion

cos kx

avity eld

(thin lines).

an be determined analyti ally by the stability

analysis of the trivial solution of Eqs. (3.19), being
Only the Fourier

transverse

ψ0 (x) ≡ 1, α0 = 0, µ0 = Ngc .

of a noisy perturbation of the wave fun tion

α0

other than zero, in a

an

ordan e with the mean

in the numerator of Eq. (3.19a). Therefore, starting from the wave

ψ(x) = 1+ǫ cos kx, with ǫ ≪ 1, we

arry out one iteration step of the imaginary

time propagation method:

The
tion



∆ψ
2∆C − NU0
2
= −Ngc − ǫ cos kx × ωR + Nηt
+ 3Ngc .
∆τ
(∆C − NU0 /2)2 + κ2

omponent

ψ0 = 1

cos kx depends

de ays with the rate

µ0 = Ngc ,

on the pumping strength

while the de ay of the perturba-

ηt . In order

to preserve the stability of the

homogeneous ground state, the perturbation should de ay faster than
that the

Interestingly, the

ψ0 . The

ǫ cos kx is equal to Ngc leads to the riti al pump
s
√
(∆C − NU0 /2)2 + κ2 p
Nηc =
ωR + 2Ngc .
(NU0 − 2∆C )

oe ient of

(3.20)

ondition

amplitude

(3.21)

riti al pump amplitude given by Eq. (3.21) is formally analogous to

the one obtained in the

ase of a thermal

lassi al gas in Se tion 3.1. However, the
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temperature is substituted by the kineti
formally

energy and the s-wave

ollision of the atoms,

kB T /~ ↔ ωR + 2Ngc .

3.2.3 Colle tive ex itations
Let us now

al ulate the ex itation spe trum of the

oupled

ondensate- avity system as

the linear response of the self- onsistent steady-state. Two limiting ases
easily understood: (i) for

ηt = 0 there is no eld in the

tation spe trum of a homogeneous Bose-gas; (ii) for
phase, where the opti al potential

an be relatively

avity and one gets ba k the ex i-

ηt → ∞, deeply in the self-organized

an be approximated as a parabola, one expe ts to

obtain the ex itations of a BEC in harmoni

trap potential. This simpli ation, how-

ever, does not perfe tly apply sin e the ex itations are not only

olle tive os illations

loud, but they are polaritons involving the u tuation of the eld ampli-

of the atom

tude around its steady state. In the following, we will
in luding the

riti al point, between these limiting

We need to

onsider the full transition range,

ases.

onsider the deviations from the stationary state (ψ0 and

α0 ):

α(t) = α0 + δα(t) ,

(3.22a)

ψ(x, t) = e−iµt [ψ0 (x) + δψ(x, t)] .

(3.22b)

Inserting the ansatz into Eqs. (3.18) and linearizing in

δψ

and

δα,

one gets

iδ α̇ = Aδα+Nα0 [hψ0 | U(x) |δψi+hδψ| U(x) |ψ0 i]+N[hψ0 | ηt (x) |δψi+hδψ| ηt (x) |ψ0 i] ,

(3.23a)


iδ ψ̇ = H0 + Ngc |ψ0 (x)|2 δψ + Ngc ψ02 (x)δψ ∗

+ ψ0 (x)U(x)(α0 δα∗ + α0∗ δα) + ψ0 (x)ηt (x)(δα + δα∗ ) ,

(3.23b)

where

A = −∆C + N hψ0 | U(x) |ψ0 i − iκ ,
and

p2
+ Ngc |ψ0 (x)|2 − µ + |α0 |2 U(x) + 2Re{α0 }ηt (x) .
2~m
linearized time evolution ouples δψ and δα to their omplex

H0 =
Be ause the

(3.24a)

(3.24b)
onjugates,

we sear h the solution in the form
∗

∗
δα(t) = e−iωt δα+ + eiω t δα−
,

(3.25a)
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∗

∗
δψ(x, t) = e−iωt δψ+ (x) + eiω t δψ−
(x),
where

ω = ν − iγ

damping rate

γ.

is a

(3.25b)

omplex parameter of the os illation standing for frequen y

Equations (3.23) have to be obeyed separately for the

e−iωt

ν

and

and

eiω

∗t

terms, whi h leads to the linear eigenvalue equation:







δα+

δα+







 δα− 
 δα− 
,
 = M
ω




δψ
(x)
δψ
(x)
 + 
 + 
δψ− (x)
δψ− (x)
where

M

(3.26)

is a non-Hermitian matrix being determined by Eqs. (3.23). Colle tive ex ita-

tions of the system are the solutions of this eigenvalue problem. It simplies if we

ψ0 (x)

real, and write

M

in the basis of the symmetri

and antisymmetri

hoose

ombinations,

δαa = δα+ − δα− ,
δαs = δα+ + δα− ,

(3.27)

δf (x) = δψ+ (x) + δψ− (x) ,
δg(x) = δψ− (x) − δψ+ (x) .
Transformed into this basis, the matrix



−iκ

M

is

ReA

2N(Reα0 X + Y)


 ReA
−iκ


0
0

2iψ0 UImα0 −2ψ0 (UReα0 + ηt )
The argument

x

integral operators

2iNImα0 X
0
−H0 − 2Ngc ψ02

X

and

Y,

oupling the


0 
.

−H0 
0

(3.28)

for brevity. The

ondensate ex itations to the

avity eld, read

and

Xξ(x) =

Z

dx ψ0 (x)U(x)ξ(x),

(3.29a)

Yξ(x) =

Z

dx ψ0 (x)ηt (x)ξ(x).

(3.29b)

Being a non-Hermitian matrix,
to the same eigenvalue



ηt

has been omitted from the fun tions

ψ0 , U

0

M has dierent right and left eigenve

tors

orresponding

ω.

The matrix has a spe ial symmetry: if

ω

is an eigenvalue with the right eigenve tor

(δαa , δαs , δf, δg) ,
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then

−ω ∗

is also an eigenvalue with the right eigenve tor

(−δαa∗ , δαs∗ , δf ∗ , −δg ∗) .
Thus the eigenvalues

ome in pairs, having the same imaginary parts but the real parts

are of the opposite sign in a pair. This grouping of the eigenve tors makes sense for
eigenvalues with non-vanishing real part.
The imaginary part des ribes damping whi h arises from the nonadiabati ity of the
avity eld dynami s. The linear perturbation
adopted here takes into a

ount that the eld follows the

fun tion with a delay in the order of
rameters, this

al ulus of the ex itations whi h we

1/κ.

hanges of the BEC wave

Depending on the spe i

an yield damping or heating, whi h is known as

avity

hoi e of the paooling and has

been extensively studied in the past de ade. Damping of BEC ex itations in opti al

av-

ities, whi h has been rst studied in Refs. [108, 113℄, is an interesting opportunity whi h
motivates the realization and the study of the

oupled

avity- ondensate system.

Spe trum analyti ally below threshold
Below threshold, the

ondensate wave fun tion is

onstant and linearization around this

simple solution leads to analyti al results. The stability of the uniform distribution
be evaluated from the spe trum, thus the
independently of the previous

riti al point

Assuming homogeneous atomi

≡ 1, α0 = 0),

(3.28), is the
omponent
matrix

M

Y

distribution and,

the only non-trivial

ontains polariton ex itations.
orrespondingly, vanishing

oupling term in the matrix

operator dened in Eq. (3.29b). Sin e

cos kx

an be determined in this way,

al ulation in Se . 3.2.2. Moreover, we obtain a detailed

des ription of a restri ted part of the spe trum whi h

eld (ψ0

an

ouples to the

ηt (x) ∝ cos kx,

M,

avity

see Eq.

only the Fourier

avity amplitude. In return, the fourth line of the

shows that the eld u tuations ex ite just this

perturbation. Thus, this subspa e is

ηt (x) ∝ cos kx

losed below threshold. All the other

ex itations de ouple from the eld and remain simply the higher Fourier

ondensate
ondensate
omponents

with frequen ies

Ωn =

p
n2 ωR (n2 ωR + 2Ngc ) ,

whi h is identi al to the ex itations of a homogeneous

(n > 1) ,

(3.30)

ondensate in a box [106℄. It is
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in the restri ted subspa e,



−iκ δC
Nηt
0



 δC −iκ
0
0
.



0
0
0
−ω

R
0 −2ηt −ωR − 2Ngc
0
It has the fourth order

hara teristi

(3.31)

equation



(λ2 − Ω21 ) (iκ + λ)2 − δC2 − 2Nηt2 ωR δC = 0,

where

δC = −∆C + 21 NU0 ,

and

Ω1

is the rst ex itation energy in the Bogoliubov

spe trum (3.30) of a BEC in a box. One
and

λ1,2 = ±Ω1

for the

non-zero pumping,

Ω21 ≪ κ2 + δC2 ,
the free

an

he k that, for

ondensate ex itation,

ηt 6= 0,

(3.32)

ηt = 0, the last term vanishes

λ3,4 = ±δC − iκ

for the

avity mode. For

the

ondensate-like and the eld-like ex itations mix. When

the frequen ies

orresponding to the ex itations of the free eld and to

ondensate are well separated. Therefore, the mixing ratio is small so that the

polariton modes

an be attributed to dominantly

ondensate or eld ex itations.

At the onset of self-organization the uniform ground state
present approa h,

ψ0

hanges, whi h, in the

orresponds to the appearan e of a zero eigenvalue in the spe trum.

In Fig. 3.6, we plot the numeri al solutions of Eq. (3.32) for the lowest, dominantly
ondensate-type ex itation. The real parts (solid red) tend to zero as in reasing the
pump strength. Oppositely, the absolute value of the imaginary parts of the eigenvalues
(dashed green) in reases with the pump strength. The behaviour of the eigenvalues near
the

real parts rea h
upper bran h

√

N ηc = 65.612 ωR is magnied in the inset
√
N η∗ , the initially identi al imaginary
zero at

riti al point

rosses zero. This

rossing is the

be omes dynami ally unstable. By expressing
riti al transverse pump amplitude

ηc

ηt

of Fig. 3.6. When the
parts split up and the

riti al point, here the
from Eq. (3.32) for

ψ0

steady-state

λ = 0,

the same

is obtained as that in Eq. (3.21).

The emergen e of a positive and a negative imaginary part just at the vanishing of
the real parts of an ex itation is a typi al feature of a
ase, however,

oupling to the

ondensate's instability. In our

avity eld yields a negative imaginary part where the

real part be omes zero. Thus, there is a narrow range, as shown by the inset of Fig. 3.6,
where the real parts remain zero, but both imaginary parts are negative. This unfamiliar
ourse of the dynami al instability is a signature of
avity de ay rate

κ.

avity

ooling, thus it is so for nite
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Figure 3.6: Eigenvalues of the lowest

ondensate ex itation of a homogeneous BEC from

Eq. (3.32) as a fun tion of the pump strength
parts (solid red) vanishes slightly below the

√

N ηt .

imaginary parts are magnied by a fa tor of

Ω21 ≪ κ2 + δC2 ,

As shown in the inset, the real

riti al point whi h is rea hed when the

upper bran h of the imaginary parts (dashed green)

In the limit

50.

rosses zero. In the main gure the

Parameters are the same as in Fig. 3.5.

the rst ex itation frequen y

Reλ1 = Ω1
and the imaginary part is quadrati

60

s

1−

an be approximated by

ηt2
,
ηc2

(3.33a)

in the pump strength,

κ Ω21 ηt2
.
Imλ1 = − 2
δC + κ2 ηc2
These approximate expressions t well the

(3.33b)

urve shown in Fig. 3.6. The s-wave intera tion

between atoms in reases the de ay rate of this parti ular ex itation. The imaginary part
vanishes, of

ourse, for

κ → 0.

The width of the narrow range, where the
by that the

avity

Similarly to the de ay rate

of

Ngc .

λ1

uniform steady state is stabilized

ooling damps out zero-energy ex itations, is obtained:

ηc2

eter

ψ0 = 1

Imλ1 ,

−

η∗2

=



κ Ω1
2
δC + κ2

2

.

the range expands on in reasing the

Finally, note that Eq. (3.34) is

in Eqs. (3.33).

ηc2

(3.34)

ollisional param-

onsidered a small parameter in the estimation
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Figure 3.7: Frequen ies (a) and de ay rates (b) of the six lowest
ex itations and the ones

orresponding to the

olle tive

145

ondensate

avity eld as a fun tion of the transverse

pump strength. De ay rates of the lower bran hes of ea h pair are

0.

For the

avity-

dominated mode the frequen y and the de ay rate is divided by 5 and 4000, respe tively,
and

γ1

is divided by 2 in (b). Parameters are the same as in Fig. 3.5.

Full spe trum
Above threshold, the

olle tive ondensate- avity ex itations belong to the self- onsistent

ground state given by Eqs. (3.19) whi h

an be

al ulated only numeri ally. Therefore,

the solution of the eigenvalue problem in Eq. (3.26) is performed also numeri ally using
LAPACK. The wave fun tion is dened on a spatial grid of 200 points in the interval of
one wavelength.
In Fig. 3.7(a), we show the rst three ex itation frequen ies and damping rates (γ1 /2 is
plotted) of the

ondensate around the real ground state, and the frequen y and damping

rate of a higher ex ited state
and

γf /4000

orresponding to the

avity mode (double dashed lines,

are plotted). We depi t only the positive frequen ies, taking into a

νf /5
ount

the symmetry of the eigenvalues of the matrix (3.28).
Below threshold the wave fun tion
ouples to the

ψ0 (x)

is

onstant, only the rst ex itation

cos kx

avity eld, and tends to zero on in reasing the pumping, as it has been

dis ussed before. All the other ex itations are independent of the eld, and have
energies giving ba k the Bogoliubov ex itation spe trum of a

onstant

ondensate in a box, see

Eq. (3.30). Two orthogonal ex itations have a xed number of nodes and are degenerate
in this regime. One of the modes in ea h pair is orthogonal to the

cos kx,

thus de ouples from the

avity mode fun tion

avity eld.

At the onset of self-organization the eigenvalues dramati ally

hange. At the

riti-
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al point the ex itation energies drop slightly below the Bogoliubov energies given in
Eq. (3.30). This dip is related to the
that the numeri al
be omes ina

ollisions and disappears for

gc → 0. Let us mention

al ulation of the stationary solution of the Gross-Pitaeskii equation

urate at the

riti al point. The

down, whi h is an inherent

onvergen e of the iterative solution slows

onsequen e of the

riti ality obtained at the degenera y of

the ground and rst ex ited state energies. Nevertheless we
the dip is still there if very high a

he ked in some points that

ura y is demanded in the iteration pro ess.

At threshold, the degenera y in the ex itation pairs is lifted. The lower bran h remains
orthogonal to the
bran hes

√

avity mode and de ouples from the eld u tuations. The upper

orrespond to polariton ex itations mixing

Far above threshold,

Nηt

√

Nηt → ∞,

the ex itation frequen ies in rease linearly with

and are uniformly spa ed. This

opti al trap by a harmoni

an be understood if we approximate the deep

potential in the vi inity of the antinodes. The adiabati

potential in Eq. (3.1), transformed by using
harmoni

ondensate and eld u tuations.

cos kx ≈ 1 − (kx)2 /2,

gets a

hara teristi

frequen y proportional to the square root of the intra avity intensity. Thus,

from Eq. (3.5), the trap frequen y is linearly proportional to

√

N ηt .

The spe trum is

omposed of the integer multiples of this frequen y. This is obvious in the
ase,

g c = 0,

a harmoni

ollisionless

where the ex itation frequen ies are the same as for a single parti le in

potential. The other extreme

ase, the Thomas-Fermi regime whi h we are

loser to with the parameters of Fig. 3.7, an also be treated. Here, for a three-dimensional
harmoni

trap the ex itation frequen ies are given by a linear

oe ients of the three vibrational frequen ies [114℄. This

ombination with integer
an be

ontra ted to one

dimensional motion by assuming very large frequen ies in the transverse dire tions, then
the low ex itations are obtained as integer multiples of the longitudinal trap frequen y.
In Fig. 3.7(b), the de ay rate of the ex itations

orresponding to the upper bran hes

in Fig. 3.7(a) are shown. The lower bran h of ea h pair has zero damping be ause it is
orthogonal to the mode fun tion of the
a rate

γ1

avity eld. The lowest ex itation de ays with

whi h exhibits a dip at threshold. In prin iple, it should drop down to zero,

as shown in Fig. 3.6 representing the exa t result below the
a

ura y of the numeri al

al ulation breaks down in the vi inity of the threshold due to

riti al slowing down. Somewhat above threshold,

γ1

threshold and then in reases further with in reasing
the weakly lo alized ground state enables the
to the
the

√

riti al point, however, the

rises ba k to the value it had below

√

Nηt .

Not too far above threshold,

oupling of higher

ondensate ex itations

avity eld. These modes be ome damped, but their damping rate vanishes in

N ηt → ∞

limit. There, as the ground state tends to a tightly lo alized one in a
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harmoni

ondensate

trap, only the se ond ex itation is

oupled to the eld [108℄.

The frequen y and the de ay rate of the
ondensate. The frequen y of the
depends on the

olle tive

avity eld are weakly perturbed by the

avity mode is expe ted to be

oupling

lo alization of the ground state
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NU0

ψ0 . De

νf = ∆C − NU0 B,

that

and, through the bun hing parameter, on the

rease in the eld mode frequen y is a

by an in rease of the stationary photon number

|α0 |2

in the

ompanied

avity.

3.2.4 Strong olle tive oupling regime
The interpretation of self-organization in terms of the adiabati
in the introdu tion of this
between the sites

kx = 0

attributed entirely to the

opti al potential Eq. 3.1

hapter reveals that the ee t relies on the dis rimination

and

kx = π

λ periodi

(even and odd sites). The symmetry breaking is

potential. The other,

λ/2 periodi cos2 kx potential,

however, has always minima both at the even and the odd sites. As a result, se ondary
minima

an appear in the total potential whi h

λ-periodi

self-organized
(ηt

→ ∞),

defe ts

ountera t the Bragg s attering o the

latti e. It is shown in Ref. [78℄ that for perfe t lo alization

an appear when

N|U0 | > κ .
This

ondition

orresponds to the strong

NU0

light shift of the gas

olle tive

(3.35)

oupling regime, where the

ex eeds the linewidth of the

lo alization is not perfe t, i.e. the order parameter

Θ

avity resonan e
is less than

1,

κ.

When the

larger

needed for getting defe ts.
The numeri ally exa t

olle tive

N|U0 |

is

riti al lines are plotted in Fig. 3.8 below whi h the se ondary

potential minima appear as a fun tion of the pumping strength for two dierent values
of the s-wave
to

ollision parameter

∆C = −2κ.

When

gc = 0

and

Ngc = 10λωR .

The

avity detuning is xed

ollisions are not negligible, one needs a larger light shift

to rea h the regime where defe ts are expe ted, just be ause the
order parameter

Θ.

The verti al asymptote of the

N|U0 |

ollisions redu e the

urves is at the threshold of the self-

organization, while the horizontal one is at the same value dened by Eq. (3.35) that
des ribes the

√

N ηt → ∞

behaviour for perfe t lo alization.

Now let us turn to the ee t of the se ondary potential minima on the

olle tive

ex itation spe trum. In the regime where the energy dieren e between the two types
of potential minima is in the order of their depths, the lowest ex itation energies in
the deeper wells are

omparable to those in the se ondary ones. There will be

olle tive
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Figure 3.8: Full phase diagram of the system for

10 λωR .

For

Ngc = 0

the dashed blue

250

300

Ngc = 0

ollision parameters

and

urve represents the phase boundary between

homogeneous distribution and self-organized latti e. In the region between the dashed
blue and the solid red line (these

urves

oales e asymptoti ally for large

is a self-organized latti e without defe ts. The solid red
below whi h the se ondary minima o

urve gives the

NU0 )

there

riti al

NU0

ur. Right shifted, the same phase boundary lines

are drawn by dotted green and dashed-dotted brown for

Ngc = 10λωR .

Parameters are

κ = 200ωR , ∆C = −2κ.
ex itations that are

omposed of the

ombination of ex itations lo alized in the two

dierent wells.
For simpli ity, we
Fig. 3.9, we plot the

al ulate the spe trum in the

ollisionless

ase for

g c = 0.

In

olle tive ex itation frequen ies (a) and the de ay rates (b) as a

fun tion of the pumping strength

ηt

for

κ = 200ωR

the Bogoliubov spe trum of the homogeneous

and

NU0 = −1000ωR .

Starting from

ondensate, there appear two types of

ex itation modes in the self-organized phase. The ex itations that are lo alized in the
deeper wells are the same as the ones presented in Fig. 3.7. Noti e the la k of the dip at
the

riti al point, whi h is be ause of the

hoi e

g c = 0.

the two ex itation modes bending up in Fig. 3.9a

The other type, represented by

ontain the ex itations of the `defe t'

well. For perfe t lo alization, both the lower and the higher potential minima, hen e also
their dieren e, are proportional to

N|ηt |2 .

Ex iting the

ondensate into the defe t well

osts the energy dieren e, this is the reason of the quadrati
the pumping strength

√

behavior as a fun tion of

N ηt .

In order to exemplify the ee t of the se ondary potential minima in the spe trum,
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Figure 3.9: Frequen ies (a) and de ay rates (b) of the six lowest

olle tive

120

ondensate

ex itations in the regime, where the se ondary potential minima are present as a fun tion
of the transverse pump strength. De ay rate of the rst ex itation
by

40.

Parameters are

gc = 0, NU0 = −1000 ωR , κ = 200 ωR

we plot the wavefun tions of two
strength

√

N ηt

and

γ1 (solid red) is divided
∆C = −1200 ωR.

ondensate ex itations at in reasing values of the pump

in Fig. 3.10. Namely, we

hose the ex itations with the lowest and the

highest frequen ies in the right of Fig. 3.9a. Both of them are de oupled from the
eld so that the wavefun tion is real and

an be interpreted as a

ondensate wavefun tion

sin kx

in the uniform phase at

in position spa e. The lowest one (a) is proportional to

√
√

Nηt = 15,
Nηt , the

having two nodes at

avity

x = 0

and

λ/2.

On in reasing the pump strength

ondensate wave fun tion gets more and more lo alized, hen e this ex itation

ontra ts into the primary potential well, whi h is now
organized phase. At

√

Nηt = 120,

entered at

x = λ/2

in the self-

the strongly lo alized BEC feels just the harmoni

term of the opti al potential. Therefore, at this end, we get for the wavefun tion of the
ex itation something

lose to the rst ex itation of a harmoni

os illator. The other

sele ted ex itation is the highest one, bending up in Fig. 3.9a. It has six nodes in the
homogeneous phase, that orresponds to the third ex itation of the Bogoliubov spe trum.
It runs side by side with its orthogonal pair up to
lower bran h tends to the fourth harmoni

√

Nηt → ∞, however

in the se ondary well

√

N ηt ≈ 60,

where they split up. The

os illator ex itation in the primary well for

the upper bran h plotted in Fig. 3.10b be omes the rst ex itation
entered at

x = 0.
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Figure 3.10: The

60
30 √
N ηt/ωR

15

δψ+ (x)

b)

0
0.25
x/λ
0.5

120

15

omponents of the eigenve tors of the

olle tive ex itations with

the lowest (a) and the highest frequen ies (b) in Fig. 3.9a are plotted for
of

ηt .

In these spe ial

ases the other

120

60
30 √
N ηt/ωR

hosen values

omponents are zero.

3.2.5 Summary
In this se tion, I des ribed the quantum version of the
transition and gave a detailed a
atoms form a Bose-Einstein

lassi al self-organization phase

ount of the steady-state and the dynami s when the

ondensate in the

avity. Within the framework of a Gross-

Pitaevskii like mean-eld model, I showed that the steady-state of the driven
is either the homogeneous distribution or a
regimes are well separated by a

λ-periodi

ondensate

ordered pattern, and the two

riti al point. That is, the quantum analogue of the

si al phase transition exists for Bose- ondensed atoms. The

riti al point,

las-

orresponding

to a threshold pump power has been determined analyti ally from the Gross-Pitaevskii
equation, and also analyti ally from the spe trum of the ex ited states. The mean-eld
results for the self-organization in the

lassi al and in the quantum systems show qual-

itative agreement. From the expressions of the

riti al points one

an

on lude that in

a thermal gas it is the temperature whi h stabilizes the homogeneous phase, while in a
BEC the same role is played mainly by the atom-atom

ollisions, and the kineti

has only a minor ee t. Finally, I studied the spe trum of the
the

energy

olle tive ex itations of

ompound BEC avity system around the mean-eld solution. I found polariton-like

ex itation modes of the
trum of the
regime of

oupled light and matter wave elds. I showed that the spe -

olle tive ex itations be omes more intri ate in the strong

olle tive

avity QED, where the ordered phase is determined by an asymmetri

well potential with defe t sites.

oupling
double

Chapter 4
Ex ess noise depletion of a
Bose-Einstein ondensate in an opti al
avity
In this

hapter, I shall deal with the u tuations of a Bose-Einstein

ondensate pla ed

into a single-mode high-nesse opti al

avity. In

ometry of the previous

onsider a BEC avity system that is pumped

hapter, here I

dire tly through one of the
satisfa torily a

ontrast to the transverse pump ge-

avity mirrors. Many of the properties of the BEC

an be

ounted for by assuming a  ondensate wavefun tion whi h obeys a

non-linear S hrödinger equation. Nevertheless, atomatom

ollisions

onstantly ki k out

atoms from the one-parti le ground state, even at zero temperature. The atomi
tion in the ex ited states of the BEC is

alled

popula-

ondensate depletion. In a dilute quantum

gas, the atomatom intera tions are typi ally weak, therefore in a BEC the fra tion of
non ondensed atoms due to s-wave s attering is usually negligible (a few per
depletion of a BEC

ent). Large

an indi ate some inherent many-body intera tion ee t. In

ase of

ollisions, su h observation requires large lo al densities. An example is the strong depletion demonstrated as a pre ursor of the phase transition from superuid to Mott state
in an opti al latti e [115, 116℄. In this
oupled to the radiation eld in a

hapter, I will show that a

avity

ondensate dispersively

an also be subje ted to strong depletion. In this

ase the many-body ee t originates from the long-range atom-atom
by the

avity mode, therefore a signi ant amount of depletion may o

A pumped lossy

oupling mediated
ur at low density.

avity eld intera ting with a BEC inside is an open system, in whi h

the quantum u tuations of the radiation eld is a possible sour e of depletion. However,
su h a u tuating dipole potential alone

annot imply the unexpe tedly large depletion

Ex ess noise depletion
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in the dispersive intera tion limit. As it was
freely through the
suppressed by
a spe i

ondensate [117℄, the depletion s ales as the absorption whi h will be

hoosing very large detuning. Therefore the

avity is essential in

reating

oupling of the many-atom system to the radiation. Be ause of the fast round-

trips of photons, the
of

al ulated for a probe eld propagating

olle tive behavior of atoms. This kind

avity eld experien es the

oupling gives rise to the noise ampli ation me hanism analogous to the so

alled

ex ess noise in laser physi s [118, 119, 120, 121℄.

4.1 Flu tuations around the mean eld
In the following, we postulate the mean-eld model that is readily dis ussed in Se . 2.2.2
and applied in Se . 3.2. However, we step further by

al ulating the operator equations

of motion of the u tuations around the mean-eld solution, whi h also in ludes the
quantum noise of the resonator eld. This enables one to determine the steady state
of the u tuations, that yields the total number of atoms in the ex ited states of the
ondensate.
We

onsider the one-dimensional motion of ultra old atoms along the axis of a high-Q

avity. A single-mode eld, with mode fun tion

cos(kx), is driven by a

through one of the mirrors, and photons leak out at a rate of
is detuned far from the frequen y of the atomi
detuning

g

ωA ,

The laser frequen y

i.e.,

|∆A | ≫ γ ,

ω

with the

∆A ≡ ω−ωA , and 2γ being the rate of spontaneous emission. Therefore the atom

loud is dispersively
The

transition

2κ.

oherent laser light

oupled to the eld, photon absorption by the atoms is negle ted.

oupling strength is given by the single-atom phase shift

denoting the single-photon Rabi-frequen y in the

U0 , where U0 = g 2/∆A

with

avity. The eld amplitude operator

of the damped-driven mode obeys the standard HeisenbergLangevin-equation,

h
∂
i â(t) = − ∆C +
∂t

where

∆C ≡ ω − ωC

is the

the se ond term in luding

Z

i
ˆ ,
Ψ̂† (x, t)U(x)Ψ̂(x, t)dx − iκ â(t) + iη + iξ(t)

avity detuning,

2

η

is the ee tive

U(x) = U0 cos (kx) des

ribes the

(4.1a)

avity pump amplitude, and
olle tive atomi

phase shift.

κ term, is a ompanied by u tuations whi h is taken into
operator ξˆ. The only non-vanishing orrelation fun tion of

The dissipation, given by the
a

ount by the white noise

the noise operator is

ˆ ξˆ† (t′ )i = 2κδ(t − t′ ). The equation of motion of the atomi
hξ(t)

operator is derived from the

orresponding dispersive

∂
iℏ Ψ̂(x, t) =
∂t



eld

oupling Hamiltonian and reads


ℏ2 ∆
†
−
+ ℏâ (t)â(t)U(x) Ψ̂(x, t).
2m

(4.1b)
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ollision, in order to distil the ee ts due to the eld-

oupling between atoms. Note that the two types of intera tion involve distin t

lasses of transitions between the Blo h states of the
atom-photon intera tion term is
dierent quasi momenta

λ/2,

q=0

the

q.

We

λ/2

periodi

an thus

λ/2

periodi

and it does not

potential

U(x).

ouple Blo h states with

onsider wavefun tions being also periodi

Blo h state representing the entire band. By

The

ontrast,

with

ollisions indu e

transitions mostly within a band. The two types of intera tion s ale dierently with the
density and

an be treated separately. We

suppressed and the depletion is due to

onsider low densities, where

ollisions are

avity-indu ed `band-to-band' transitions. The

small amount of additional depletion into higher

q

states due to s-wave s attering

an

be independently estimated by the usual formula of the Bogoliubov-theory [106℄. The
validity of our approa h is restri ted to parameters where the gas loaded in the

avity

latti e eld is in the superuid phase, far from the Mott transition [115, 116℄.
Following the des ription presented in Se . 2.2.2, the eld operators are de omposed
into mean and u tuating parts a

ording to

â(t) = α(t) + δâ(t),
Ψ̂(x, t) =
with

α(t) being the

for the
the

oherent

√

(4.2a)

Nψ(x, t) + δ Ψ̂(x, t),

(4.2b)

omponent of the radiation eld, and similarly

ondensate wavefun tion normalized to unity, while

N

ψ(x, t) stands

is the number of atoms in

ondensate. Substituting these into Eqs. (4.1) and negle ting those terms whi h are

not pure

-numbers leads to a

oupled pair of nonlinear equations similar in spirit to the

Gross-Pitaevskii equations:



∂
α(t) = − ∆C + NhUi − iκ α(t) + iη,
∂t


ℏ2 ∆
∂
2
+ ℏ|α(t)| U(x) ψ(x, t).
iℏ ψ(x, t) = −
∂t
2m
i

The

ondensate wavefun tion

through the average

hUi =

R

ψ(x)

(4.3a)

(4.3b)

ouples into the evolution of the eld amplitude

∗

ψ (x, t)U(x)ψ(x, t)dx.

The solution of Eqs. (4.3) yields the

possible steady-states of the BEC- avity system.
The Heisenberg-Langevin equations (4.1)
and

δ Ψ̂(x, t)

an be linearized in the u tuations

δâ(t)

around the steady state of Eqs. (4.3). The pro edure is similar to that used

in Ref. [108℄ and, for a dierent geometry in Ref. [92℄, however, here we will
the ee t of quantum noise. One obtains a

onsider

oupled set of dierential equations for the
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u tuations with

ouplings to their hermitian adjoints. For a

tuations are arranged in a ve tor
equation of motion,

R̂ ≡ [δâ, δâ† , δ Ψ̂(x), δ Ψ̂† (x)]
i

where

ˆ ξˆ† , 0, 0],
ξˆ = [ξ,



M=



with

for whi h the linearized

∂
R̂ = MR̂ + iξˆ ,
∂t

and the matrix



ompa t notation the u -

M

is

αX̂ ∗

A

0

0

−A∗

α∗ Y

(4.4)

αY



αX̂


−α∗ X̂ ∗ −α∗ X̂ 
,

Ĥ0
0

0
−Ĥ0

(4.5)

−α∗ Y ∗ −αY ∗
√
R
A ≡ −∆C + NhUi − iκ, Y ≡ N ψ(x)U(x), X̂f (x) ≡ ψ(x)U(x)f (x)dx

Ĥ0 ≡ −ℏ∆/(2m) + |α|2U(x).

The key point with respe t to the depletion of a BEC

is that the matter eld u tuation
driven by the `noise

and

δ Ψ̂(x)

reation' operator

ξ

†

ouples to both

δâ

and

δâ† ,

this latter being

.

∗
has an important symmetry property, namely ΓMΓ = −M , origi†
nating from the fa t that R̂ = ΓR̂, with Γ being the permutation matrix that ex hanges
The matrix

M

the rst row with the se ond and the third row with the fourth one. This property determines the stru ture of the spe trum. The eigenvalues
an eigenvalue, then

−ωk∗

ome in pairs, namely if

will also be an eigenvalue. The other

symmetry is that the matrix

M is non-normal, i.e., it doesn't

ωk

is

onsequen e of the above

ommute with its hermitian

adjoint. Therefore, its eigenve tors are not orthogonal to ea h other, hen e the analogy
to ex ess noise in lasers and to the Petermann-fa tor arises [122, 123, 124, 125℄. The
stability

an be properly

hara terized in terms of pseudo-spe tra by using the theory of

non-normal operators [126, 127℄. However, we will restri t this work to the

al ulation

of the depletion of the BEC.
The eigenvalues
spe tively, of

ωk

M are

and the

orresponding left and right eigenve tors,

al ulated numeri ally. First the

(4.3) are solved on a

200

fun tions, the matrix

M

a

κ = 100 ωR

an be formed and then diagonalized numeri ally. The spe trum

and the ee tive number of atoms in the mode

U0 = 0,

∆C , η ,

and

U0

ωR = ~k 2 /m.
N = 1000

The

are in

are rather tunable in

the real part (left panel) renders the spe trum of a homogeneous

ideal gas. In a large region
ex itations are

r (k) , re-

point grid with imaginary time propagation. From the wave-

ordan e with Ref. [86℄, the other parameters,

pra ti e. At

and

oupled Gross-Pitaevskii equations

of u tuations is exhibited in Fig. 4.1, in units of the re oil frequen y
setting

l(k)

0 < |U0 | . 0.8 ωR

the solid lines

onstant, whi h indi ates that the

orresponding to motional

ondensate wavefun tion remains

lose
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Figure 4.1: The real and imaginary parts of the eigenvalues of the linear stability matrix

M

vs. the one atom light shift

U0 .

Only those eigenvalues are plotted whi h have a

nonnegative real part. Every eigenvalue is degenerate at
degenera y

an be resolved only

lose to

U0 ≈ 1

U0 = 0,

and the lift of the

for the low-lying levels, where one of

the eigenvalue in the quasi-degenerate pair is plotted by thin, dashed line. These are not
oupled to the radiation mode and have vanishing imaginary part. The highest plotted
eigenvalue at

U0 = 0

(thi k dashed line) is divided by a fa tor of

10

and

orresponds to

a dominantly radiation eld ex itation; noti e that its imaginary part is at
grows this mode

rosses the other ex itation energies and rea hes zero at

The parameters are

∆C = −1000 ωR , κ = 100 ωR, η = 1000ωR , N = 1000.

to the homogeneous one. There is a
quen y of the

riti al point where the

−κ.

ondensate pulls the fre-

marked by that the real part of the eigenvalue of the dominantly

= ∆C ),

avity-type ex itation

rosses zero. At this point, the steady-state wavefun tion is lo alized

in the dipole potential (its depth is about 100

ωR

for the parameters of the gure). Due

to the nite spread of the wavefun tion around the antinode, the resonan e o

U0

|U0 |

NU0 ≈ ∆C .

avity mode into resonan e with the pump laser frequen y (NhUi

(thi k, dashed line)

As

slightly shifted from

urs for

∆C /N .

Coupling of the motional modes to the radiation mode is signied by the appearan e
of non-vanishing imaginary parts (Fig. 4.1, right panel). Above the

riti al point positive

imaginary parts appear indi ating a dynami al instability of the steady-state solution.
This is in a

ordan e with the semi lassi al theory of the me hani al for es on atoms in a

avity [63℄, whi h states that the
of

∆C − NhUi > 0.

avity eld heats up the motion of atoms in the regime

We will disregard this regime and

stable steady-state mean eld solutions. Note that the

onsider only u tuations around
lear maximum of the imaginary
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parts ree ts the semi lassi al result that the

avity

ooling me hanism is most e ient

at half a linewidth below resonan e [67℄.

4.2 Condensate depletion
Now, we are prepared to solve the linearized equation for the u tuations Eq. (4.4), and
al ulate time dependent averages of the form

Cij (t) = hR̂i (t)R̂j (t)i.

Espe ially, we are

interested in the steady-state behaviour of the system, when time tends to innity. As
the quantum noise of the

avity

ontinuously ex ite the

olle tive modes of the

light and matter wave elds, there will be a nite steady-state atomi

oupled

population in the

u tuations.
We

arry out the

al ulation by expanding the u tuation ve tor

R̂

in terms of

quasi-normal modes with the help of the left- and right eigenve tors of
ing to

(k)

R̂ ≡

P

k

ρ̂k r(k) .

(l , r (l) ) = δk,l ,

M

a

ord-

By use of the orthogonality of the left and right eigenve tors,

where

(a, b)

is the Eu lidean s alar produ t, the quasi-normal mode

amplitude operators are obtained as

i
where the proje ted noise is

ρ̂k = (l(k) , R̂).

They evolve independently

∂
ρ̂k = ωk ρ̂k + iQ̂k ,
∂t

ˆ.
Q̂k ≡ (l(k) , ξ)

(4.6)

With the integration of Eq. (4.6) the time

dependen e of the u tuation operators read

−iωk t

ρ̂k (t) = e

ρ̂k (0) +

Z

t
′

e−iωk (t−t ) Q̂k (t′ )dt′ .

(4.7)

0

The depletion is dened as the total population in modes other than the ma ros opi ally populated ground state. It

an be expressed in terms of the quasi-normal modes

as

δN(t) =

Z D

E

†

δ Ψ̂ (x, t)δ Ψ̂(x, t) dx =

X
k,l

hρ̂k (t)ρ̂l (t)i

with

hρ̂k (t)ρ̂l (t)i = hρ̂k (0)ρ̂l (0)i e−i(ωk +ωl )t + 2κ
By assuming that we start with a pure BEC at

Z

(k)

(l)

r4 (x)r3 (x)dx,

1 − e−i(ωk +ωl )t (k) ∗ (l) ∗
l l .
i(ωk + ωl ) 1 2

(4.8)

(4.9)

t = 0, the rst term is zero. The depletion

then reads

δN(t) = 2κ

X 1 − e−i(ωk +ωl )t
k,l

i(ωk + ωl )

(k) ∗ (l) ∗
l1 l2

×

Z

(k)

(l)

r4 (x)r3 (x)dx.

(4.10)

Condensate depletion

Contrary to the
the individual
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ase of a

onservative system, where quantum depletion is the sum of

ontributions of the non ondensed one-parti le state o

here the depletion is the double sum of

upation numbers,

ontributions from pairs of quasi-normal modes

(k and l).
The denominator in Eq. (4.10) may be ome small for a pair of eigenvalues (ωk and

ωl )

if

Re{ωk } = −Re{ωl },

the transformation

Γ.

i.e. when the quasi-normal modes

k

and

l

are

onne ted with

Moreover, the smaller the imaginary parts (their dampings), the

smaller the denominator. However, an eigenvalue with a small imaginary part is a

om-

omponents (diminishing l1 and l2 terms).

panied by an eigenve tor with small photon

Therefore not all of the eigenvalues with small imaginary parts play a signi iant role
and the evaluation of the terms remains a numeri al task. Nevertheless, the

ontribution

to the depletion from su h pairs of quasi-normal modes dominates the double sum.
The total steady-state depletion in the

t→∞

limit (the exponential in Eq. (4.10)

is dropped) is shown in Figure 4.2 (semilog s ale). The thi k solid line
the parameter set of the spe trum in Fig. 4.1. The depletion is

U0

wide range of

up to the resonan e regime dened by

the depletion diverges, in a

orresponds to

losely

onstant for a

|∆C − NhUi| . κ.

At resonan e

ordan e with the fa t that the dynami al equilibrium of the

system be omes unstable. It is interesting that there is a dip slightly below the resonan e.
We attribute it to the signi ant

hange in the shape of the

ondensate wavefun tion,

from homogeneous to a strongly lo alized one, whi h yields a variation of the overlap
fa tors in the matrix
in the limit of

M.

U0 → 0

It is important to note that the nite, large value of depletion
was

al ulated by taking rst the

t → ∞

limit of the time

dependent result Eq. (4.10). However, during a nite measurement time the system does
not ne essarily rea h the steady state sin e the relaxation time diverges as

U0−2

for small

U0 .
It is instru tive to approximate the steady-state depletion analyti ally, sin e an analyti al expression reveals its s aling with the parameters of the system. The studied
parameter set is parti ularly appealing, sin e for
fun tion

ψ(x)

is pra ti ally

onstant, that is

dispersive intera tion with the
solely to the

cos 2kx

into the subspa e

the

ondensate wave

onrmed by the spe trum in Fig. 4.1. The
onstant

ondensate wave fun tion

Fourier ex itation mode, therefore one

an restri t the dynami s

R̂ ≡

avity eld

0 < |U0 | . 0.8 ωR

ouples a

[δâ, δâ† , δĉ2 , δĉ†2 ], where

δ Ψ̂(x) =

√

2 cos 2kx δĉ2 .

This pro edure

resembles the one applied in Se . 3.2.3, however, in the transverse pumping
tera tion

ouples the

onstant

ondensate wave fun tion to the

cos kx

ase the in-

ex itation mode,

and below the self-organization threshold the wave fun tion is exa tly

onstant. Now,
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104
103
δN

102
101
100

Figure 4.2: The depletion

U0

0

0.2

δN

of the

the plotted range of
system

U0 ,

1

ondensate as a fun tion of the

oupling

onstant

κ = 100 ωR , η = −∆C , N = 1000,

for various detunings. The parameters are

∆C = −104 , −103 , −102 ωR

and

for the dashed, solid and dotted lines, respe tively. In

for smaller detunings (solid and dotted lines) the BEC- avity

an be resonant with the pump, whi h leads to divergen es. Well below resonan e,

N|U0 | ≪ ∆C ,

the depletion depends weakly on

dashed lines) and on

in

0.4
0.6
0.8
|U0| [in units of ωR ]

ase of

N.

U0

(see the plateau of the solid and the

In this regime the depletion s ales with

avity pumping, the

ondensate be omes modulated for any non-zero pump

strength, therefore the wave fun tion is only approximately
intera tion strength

U0

∆C /ωR .

onstant, thanks to the small

and the low photon number inside the

avity. The matrix

M,

dened by Eq. (4.5), then takes the following form in the restri ted subspa e,



A


 0
M=
 α∗ Y

−α∗ Y
where the

0
−A∗
αY

−αY

X =

√

(4.11)

2U0 /4, Y =

In this simplied model the depletion is

al ulated by nding the eigenvalues and the

M.



αX


−α∗ X −α∗ X 
,

E2
0

0
−E2

onstants appearing in the matrix are

E2 = 4ωR + |α|2U0 /2.
the matrix

αX

δN =

√

N U0 /2 and
†
hc2 c2 i, whi h is

orresponding left and right eigenve tors of

For the depletion, one gets a similar formula to (4.10), however without

the spatial integral over

x.

Skipping the details of the lengthy

al ulation, the result for
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the steady-state depletion is

(∆C − NU0 /2)2 + κ2
.
δN ∼
=
8ωR (−∆C + NU0 /2)

(4.12)

This expression gives a perfe t agreement with the numeri al results presented in Fig. 4.2
for weak intera tion when

|U0 | . 0.8 ωR .

It explains the slight de rease of the plateaux,

whi h is due to the tuning of the dressed

NU0 /2

of the homogeneous

avity frequen y with the

olle tive light shift

ondensate. Interestingly, the formula a

the resonan e of the depletion for

∆C = −100ωR

urately des ribes

(dotted line), giving hyperboli

diver-

gen e when the denominator tends to zero. Nevertheless, the restri ted model

annot

a

ount for the dip and the resonan e for

lo ated outside the range where the

∆C = −1000ωR

(solid line), sin e they are

ondensate wave fun tion

an be taken

onstant.

The analyti al result also yields the order of the steady-state value of the depletion.
One

an

NU0 /2.

onsider two regimes depending on the dressed

avity frequen y

Typi ally, the driving eld is nearly resonant to the

order of

κ.

For instan e, setting

δC = −κ,

frequen y

ωR ,

is in the

ondensate is simply proportional

avity. However, in far detuned limit where

depletion is determined by the ratio of the

δC

the magnitude of the depletion be omes

δN = κ/(4ωR ). Thus, the number of atoms outside the
to the photon loss rate of the

avity, hen e

δC = ∆C −

avity mode frequen y

∆C

δC ≫ κ,

the

and the re oil

i.e., the relation of the energy s ales des ribing opti al ex itations and

atomi motion, respe tively. This is illustrated by the other two
line orresponds to a detuning

∆C in

urves in Fig. 4.2. Dashed

reased by an order of magnitude, then the depletion

is also s aled up by a fa tor of 10. Obviously, the resonan e regime is pushed out of the
plotted range and only the initial plateau

an be seen. Oppositely, when de reasing

∆C

by a fa tor of 10, the initial depletion de reases (dotted line). However, for su h a small
detuning

∆C ∼ κ

the system is in the resonan e regime already for small

U0

values,

the wide plateau is missing and the divergen e of the depletion is exhibited. As long as
the atom- avity system is far from resonan e (on the wide plateau), the depletion
independent of the atom number

N . Similarly, the photon number |α|

2

δN

is

is quite irrelevant

to the amount of depletion, it inuen es only the shape of the ground state in the opti al
potential and thereby some overlap fa tors in the matrix

M.
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4.3 Summary
Quantum u tuations of a
sate

avity eld

oupled to the motion of a Bose-Einstein

onden-

an be strongly amplied by a me hanism analogous to the Petermann ex ess noise

fa tor in lasers with unstable

avities. For a Bose-Einstein

ondensate in a stable opti al

resonator, the ex ess noise ee t amounts to a signi ant depletion on long times ales.
In this

hapter, I improved the mean-eld des ription of Se . 2.2.2 by

onsidering the

Heisenberg-Langevin equations for the small u tuations around the mean-eld solution.
I determined the spe trum and the normal modes of the polariton-like
tions of the system. The atomi
BEC, whi h I
the weak

olle tive ex ita-

population in the u tuations gives the depletion of the

al ulated numeri ally from the solution of the equations of motion. In

oupling regime, where the

ondensate is nearly homogeneous, I approximated

the depletion analyti ally, whi h shows good agreement with the numeri al results. Up
to now, we

onsidered the steady-state properties of the system, however, in the next

hapter I shall des ribe the transient dynami s of the u tuations.

Chapter 5
Nonlinear quantum dynami s of two
BEC modes dispersively oupled by an
opti al avity
Physi s of a

oupled BEC avity system is interesting in the

oping eld of opto-me hani al
the

ontext of a

ontext of the rapidly devel-

oupling [128℄. Opto-me hani s is ordinarily

onsidered in

avity system in whi h the vibrating mirror is

oupled to the light eld

via radiation pressure. In fa t, density modulations of the atom

loud amount to ee tive

avity length

hanges as does the vibrating mirror. In a re ent paper [87℄, Brenne ke et

al. have pointed out that the BEC- avity system in a restri ted spa e of modes

an be

des ribed by the same, so- alled radiation pressure Hamiltonian. The interrelation of
the parameters in the Hamiltonian, however, are realized in a dierent regime with a
BEC than with a moving mirror. Namely, in the BEC- avity system the frequen y of
the me hani al motion, given by the atomi
oupling strength. By

ontrast, in the

re oil frequen y, is well below the dipole

ase of a vibrating mirror, its os illation frequen y

is on the same order of magnitude as the

oupling strength. The other essential dieren e

is that the initial state of the BEC- avity system is readily the low-ex itation quantum
regime whi h, on the other hand, is just the ultimate goal to be rea hed with me hani al
os illators via various opto-me hani al

ooling s hemes.

In the following I shall study this quantum regime of the BEC- avity opto-me hani al
system in the low temperature limit. I shall establish the quantum version of the
model presented in Ref. [87℄ in the form of a quantum master equation whi h a
for non- onservative ee ts due to the irreversible photon leakage from the
equipped with the

lassi al
ounts

avity. Then,

onsistent des ription of the pumped-lossy open system, I dis uss the
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possibility of observing generi

quantum ee ts, su h as, for example, the tunneling in

an ee tive double-well potential.
Our model will be based on the two-mode approximation in whi h atoms from the
quasi-homogeneous

ondensate

cos 2kx

the one with

an be ex ited only into one other mode, typi ally into

spatial variation sele ted by the

avity mode fun tion. This ap-

proximation is supported by the analyti al result of Chapter 4, whi h shows that the
dominant

ontribution to the depletion

Hen e, the intera tion with the
to this spe i

omes from the

avity eld

cos 2kx

BEC ex itation mode.

ouples a homogeneous

ondensate mainly

mode. The two-mode approa h is used in several papers together with a

semi lassi al approximation [87, 129℄, in whi h the ex ited mode is assumed to be in a
oherent state with
ample, the

omplex amplitude

c2 .

Su h a simplisti

model

oherent density wave os illations of a Bose-Einstein

an explain, for ex-

ondensate observed in

re ent experiments [87, 95℄. We step forward by keeping the ex ited state mode amplitude
as an operator

ĉ2 ,

thereby in luding quantum statisti al ee ts of the atom

loud.

5.1 The BEC- avity system and its analogy to optome hani al systems
We

onsider a zero-temperature Bose-Einstein

Q opti al

avity. The

ω.

of frequen y
frequen y

ωA ,

avity mode of frequen y

ondensate inside a single-mode high-

ωC

is driven by a

oherent laser eld

The pump laser frequen y is detuned far above the atomi

so that the atom-pump detuning

of spontaneous emission. One

∆A = ω − ωA

far ex eeds the rate

an adiabati aly eliminate the ex ited atomi

an derive a dispersive atom-eld intera tion with strength

U0 =

resonan e

level, and

g02 /∆A , where

g0

is the

single-photon Rabi frequen y [63℄. We des ribe the ondensate dynami s in one dimension
alongside the

avity axis

x̂,

and we assume a single

avity mode fun tion

cos kx,

with

k = ω/c.
We begin with the master equation of the total density operator of the BEC- avity
system,

ρ̇ = −i [H, ρ] + Lρ .

(5.1)

The many-parti le Hamilton operator in the rotating frame of the pump frequen y reads

†

†

H = −∆C a a + iη(a − a) +
where

Ψ(x)

and

a

Z


1 d2
†
2
+ U0 a a cos (kx) Ψ(x)dx,
Ψ (x) −
2~m dx2
†



are the annihilation operators of the atom and the

(5.2)

avity elds,
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∆C = ω − ωC

The dissipation is taken into a

is the

avity detuning,

m
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is the atomi

ount by the Liouvillian terms

Lρ = κ ( 2 aρa† − a† aρ − ρa† a ) ,
with

2κ

mass.

(5.3)

being the photon loss rate.

As the

oupling term in Eq. (5.2) depends on a

osine fun tion, it is

onvenient to

perform the se ond quantization of the atom eld in the dis rete basis of normalized
harmoni

fun tions

{1,

√

cos 2kx)/2, just the symmetri
The kineti
where

√

2
2 sin nkx}∞
n=1 . Sin e the oupling is cos kx = (1 +
√
modes {1,
2 cos 2nkx}∞
n=1 are involved in the dynami s.

2 cos nkx,

energy of these modes grows quadrati ally with the index

ωR = ~k 2 /(2m)

n: En = (2n)2 ~ωR ,

is the re oil frequen y. The energy dieren e between adja ent

modes in reases linearly, therefore there is a hierar hy in the respe tive populations. In
the weak- oupling regime, where

U0 ha† ai ≤ 10ωR ,

dynami s to the rst two modes, i.e. to the
populated by the
the

we

an approximately restri t the

onstant mode, initially ma ros opi ally

ondensate, and to the one that is populated by the intera tion with

avity eld in rst order. Note that we

onsidered this latter mode in the analyti al

al ulation of the ex ess noise depletion (Eq. 4.12), whi h gave good agreement with the
numeri al results in the weak

Ψ(x)

oupling limit. A

in the form:

Ψ(x) = c0 +
with

c0

c2

and

being the bosoni

√

ordingly, we write the eld operator

2 c2 cos 2kx ,

(5.4)

annihilation operators of the

orresponding modes. In

the following, we shall omit the hat from the operators. By inserting this ansatz into
Eq. (5.2), we get the following se ond quantized Hamilton operator:



NU0
H = −∆C +
2



†

†

a a + iη (a − a) +

4ωR c†2 c2

+

If there is a xed number of atoms in the two modes
the atomi

system as a ma ros opi

spin with

√

2U0 †
a a (c†0 c2 + c†2 c0 ).
4

c†0 c0 + c†2 c2 = N ,

J = N/2.

In this

we

an

(5.5)

onsider

ase the Hamiltonian

(5.5) is quite similar to the one of the famous Di ke model [130, 131℄. However, instead
of the Di ke-type

oupling term

(a† + a) Jx ,

here the intera tion term,

a† a Jx

represents

a higher-order nonlinearity.
Having a

ondensate of a large number of atoms in

intera tion, we assume that the
set

c0 ≡

√

N.

two harmoni

c0

together with having a weak

ondensate ground state is undepleted, and formally

Then we end up with the model that des ribes the
os illators, the driven and lossy

oupling between

avity mode with amplitude

a

and the
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amplitude

c2

asso iated with the

cos 2kx

ex itation mode of the BEC. By introdu ing

the quadratures (real and imaginary parts) of

1
X = √ (c†2 + c2 ) ;
2

c2 ,

i
Y = √ (c†2 − c2 ),
2

(5.6)

the Hamiltonian takes the form

Here

δC

H = −δC a† a + iη (a† − a) + 2ωR (X 2 + Y 2 ) + u a† a X .
√
= ∆C − NU0 /2 is the shifted avity detuning, and u = NU0 /2,

single-atom
whi h

oupling strength

U0

weak due to large detuning, the bosoni

radiation pressure

enhan ement

a and c2 . The Hamiltonian (5.7)
avity photon number is

mirror. Here, in the BEC- avity system, the

analogy is

an lead to a signi ant

oupling

orresponds to the widely studied

X

oupled to the position operator of a

quadrature operator of the atom eld

an be interpreted only as a  titious `position'. Although the formal

omplete between the two systems, the typi al parameters lead to dierent

regimes. In parti ular, here in the

ωR

oupling is very

oupling in opto-me hani al systems [128℄. There, in the ordinary opto-

me hani al s heme, the

ex itation mode

i.e., the

is magnied by the square root of the atom number,

an mean several orders of magnitude. Even if the dispersive

between the two modes

(5.7)

ase of the BEC the `me hani al' vibrational frequen y

is typi ally mu h less than other frequen ies of the system, whi h is not the

ase in

usual opto-me hani al setups. Therefore, it is legitimate to make a further approximation
for the BEC- avity system, whi h
parameter

onsists in using an expansion in terms of the small

ωR /κ.

5.2 Elimination of the photon eld
The Hamiltonian Eq. (5.7) together with the Liouvillean for the
denes the master equation of the two-mode

ondensate and

avity mode Eq. (5.3)

avity system, a

ording to

Eq. (5.1). In this se tion we eliminate the photon eld, and in orporate its ee ts into
an ee tive master equation that a
response of the

ounts for the fri tion arising from the non-adiabati

avity eld, and for the diusion stemming from the

avity photon loss

noise.
The master equation (5.1) is equivalent with the HeisenbergLangevin equations

ȧ = [ i(δC − u X) − κ ] a + η + ξ,

(5.8a)

Ẋ = 4ωR Y,

(5.8b)

Ẏ = −4ωR X − u a†a.

(5.8 )
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avity noise is taken into a

expe tation value:

hξi = 0,

ount by the noise operator

meanwhile its se ond order

ξ.

It has a vanishing

orrelation is assumed to be a

Dira -δ fun tion, de ribing white noise:

hξ(t) ξ †(t′ )i = 2κ δ(t − t′ ) ,
all the other

(5.9)

orrelations vanish,

hξ † ξ †i = hξ † ξi = hξ ξi = 0 .

5.2.1 Adiabati elimination of the eld
On integrating Eq. (5.8a), we get the time dependent solution of the eld operator
The time s ale of the atomi

1/κ,

a(t).

motion  whi h we are interested in  is mu h longer than

thus the homogeneous solution with the initial value

a(0)

vanishes. The parti ular

solution is

where

Z t
η
′
+
e(i∆−κ)(t−t ) ξ(t′ )dt′ ,
a(t) =
κ − i∆
0
∆ ≡ ∆(X) = δC − uX . The rst term is the steady-state

(5.10)
oherent amplitude of

the eld,

α(t) = η/(κ − i∆(X(t))) ,
whi h is now an operator-valued fun tion of the position
represents an `aggregate' noise, denoted by

hΣ(t)i = 0.

The se ond order

Σ(t).

(5.11)

X . The se

ond term in Eq. (5.10)

Its expe tation value is obviously zero:

orrelation fun tion

an be readily derived from Eq. (5.9),


hΣ(t1 )Σ† (t2 )i = eiδ(t1 −t2 ) e−κ|t1 −t2 | − e−κ(t1 +t2 ) .

(5.12)

The `aggregate' noise, having an exponentially de aying orrelation fun tion, is a oloured
noise with a spe tral width

κ. However, on a time s

ale mu h longer than

term in the bra ket vanishes, and the remaining part

ond

an be approximated by a Dira -δ

fun tion. Fullling proper normalization, the approximate

hΣ(t1 )Σ† (t2 )i ∼
=

1/κ, the se

orrelation fun tion be omes

2κ
δ(t1 − t2 ) .
∆2 + κ2

(5.13)

The dipole for e to be substituted into equation (5.8 ) is the sum of an adiabati
potential and a noise term:

ua† a = u|α(t)|2 + Ξ(t) ,

(5.14)

with the intensity noise dened as


Ξ(t) = u α(t)Σ† (t) + α† (t)Σ(t) + Σ† (t)Σ(t) .

(5.15)
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The noise

orrelation fun tion is

hΞ(t1 )Ξ(t2 )i = u2 hα† (t1 )Σ(t1 )α(t2 )Σ† (t2 )i = D(X) δκ (t1 − t2 ) ,

(5.16)

where the diusion operator is

D(X) = u2 |α|2

2κη 2
2κ
2
=
u
.
∆2 + κ2
(∆2 (X) + κ2 )2

(5.17)

This diusion pro ess represents the quantum noise transmitted from the photon number
u tuations into the momentum via the optome hani al

oupling. We note that here the

diusion is an operator-valued fun tion of the position operator

X.

5.2.2 First-order orre tion to the adiabati elimination
When getting the adiabati

eld amplitude in Eq. (5.10), the

ondensate dynami s is as-

sumed to be frozen. This assumption

an be relaxed and the atomi

into a

expansion in terms of the  titious momentum

ount by means of a systemati

The small parameter in our model is

1/κ

is small

ompared to the

by the re oil frequen y
u tuating for e

Σ

ωR .

ωR /κ, be

hara teristi

motion

an be taken

Y.

ause the re overy time of the photon eld

time s ale of the atomi

motion determined

At the same time we will negle t the ee t of motion on the

sin e it would

ontribute to the variation of momentum

orrelation

fun tions in higher orders.
In prin iple, the eld derivative in Eq. (5.8a)
eld

an be integrated and the instantaneous

an be obtained from the knowledge of the full traje tory

X(t).

The adiabati

approximation means that the eld depends only on the a tual position. Close to the
adiabati

regime, the history well in the past is irrelevant, and just the lo al behaviour is

important. The traje tory lo ally an be des ribed by the position and its rst derivative,
i.e., the momentum. Thus we look for the eld amplitude in the form

1
α(X, t) ∼
= α0 (X) + {Y, α1 (X)} .
2
where

{, } denotes

does not

anti ommutation. We must take

ommute with

α1 (X).

Throughout the

are of operator ordering, be ause

al ulation we use symmetri

The time-derivative of a fun tion of an operator, su h as

In the Hamilton operator
ommutator with

X.

(5.18)

α(X, t),

ordering.

is

d
∂
α(X, t) =
α + i [H, α(X, t)] .
dt
∂t
2
of Eq. (5.7), it is only the term 2ωR Y

(5.19)
that gives nonzero

∂α(X,t)
, one gets
∂X

[Y, α(X)] = −i


∂α(X, t)
∂
1
d
Y,
,
α(X, t) =
α + 4ωR
dt
∂t
2
∂X

On using that

Y

(5.20)
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whi h is symmetri ally ordered. Using this derivative on the left-hand-side, and inserting
the ansatz Eq. (5.18) to the right-hand-side of Eq. (5.8a), we get a hierar hy of equations
in dierent powers of the operator

Y . In zeroth order, we get the adiabati

amplitude

η
.
−i∆(X) + κ

(5.21)

4ωR uη
4ωR ∂α0 (X)
=i
.
i∆ − κ ∂X
(κ − i∆(X))3

(5.22)

α0 (X) =
In rst order one gets the

orre tion:

α1 (X) =

oherent eld

We express the photon number up to rst order in

Y

with the ansatz Eq. (5.18) as

1
1
a† a = (αα∗ + α∗ α) = |α0 |2 + {Y, α0∗α1 + α0 α1∗ }.
2
2

(5.23)

This expansion gives rise to a fri tion for e in the equation of motion of
that is in the form

where the fri tion

Y

Eq. (5.8 ),

1
Ff = − {Y, Γ(X)},
2

(5.24)

oe ient is an operator-valued fun tion of the position operator

Γ(X) = −16ωR u2
Note that damping of the atomi

∆(X)κη 2
.
(∆2 (X) + κ2 )3

(5.25)

motion is possible via the photon loss

detuning is a negative-valued fun tion, i.e.,

h∆(X)i < 0,

X:

hannel, if the

for all states.

5.2.3 Ee tive master equation
Putting the above al ulated diusion (5.14) and fri tion (5.24) into an ee tive HeisenbergLangevin equations, we get the repla ement of the Eqs. (5.8b, ), namely,

Ẋ = 4ωR Y ,
Ẏ = −4ωR X − u|α0 (X)|2 −

(5.26a)

1
{Y, Γ(X)} + Ξ ,
2

Given the ee tive Heisenberg-Langevin equations, in the next step we

(5.26b)
an

onstru t an

equivalent quantum master equation for the density matrix of the BEC ex itation mode,

ρ̇ = −i [Heff , ρ] + Ldi ρ + Lfri ρ .

(5.27)

Integrating the dipole for e in Eq. (5.26b) we get the adiabati dipole potential whi h,
added to the harmoni

Heff

os illator energy, forms the ee tive Hamilton operator

1
η2
= 4ωR (X 2 + Y 2 ) +
arctan
2
κ




uX − δC
.
κ

(5.28)
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It has to be emphasized, that the adiabati
intensity as in the

ase of an external laser potential [102℄. The reason lies in the ba k-

a tion of the atoms on the
The sum of the harmoni
energy minima for
the ee t is

avity photon eld.
potential and the ar us tangent term

an lead to two lo al

ertain settings of the parameters. This is the bistability regime and

losely related to the dispersive opti al bistability [83, 132℄. Here, the two

minima (Xc and
side,

dipole potential is not proportional to the

Xh ) are at opposite sides of the

∆(Xc ) < 0,

heating side,

avity resonan e. The one on the

ooling

is generally situated farther from the resonan e than the one on the

∆(Xh ) > 0,

i. e.,

|∆(Xc )| > |∆(Xh )|.

Therefore low photon number and

shallow opti al potential orrespond to the minimum on the

ooling side, a

ordingly, the

BEC is hardly modulated. Whereas at the heating side minimum, the photon number is
larger, hen e the deeper opti al potential leads to a more modulated

ondensate ground

state.
We generalize the standard diusion and fri tion terms that appear in the quantum
Brownian motion [133℄ for position dependent diusion and fri tion
momentum diusion due to the noise sour e
with

Ξ

oe ients. The

an be des ribed by a double

ommutator

d(X),
Ldi ρ = − [d(X), [d(X), ρ]] ,

provided the fun tion

d(X)

(5.29)

obeys



∂d(X)
D(X) = 2
∂X

2

.

(5.30)

This dierential equation is obtained by mat hing the variation of the momentum square
mean,

hY 2 i

in the Heisenberg-Langevin and in the master equation approa hes. After

integration,

η
d(X) = √ arctan
κ
The diusion




∆(X)
.
κ

(5.31)

an be interpreted as a measurement-indu ed ba k-a tion on the quantum

state of a BEC. The diusion ee t of the eld on the BEC has been in luded in a
master equation for a dierent s heme where the opti al eld freely propagates through
the dispersive medium of BEC [117℄. In our s heme the measurement
with the irreversible dete tion of photons leaking out from the

avity.

an be asso iated
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Finally, the fri tion term in Eq. (5.26b)

an be reprodu ed by a term like

i
Lfri ρ = − [g(X), {Y, ρ}]
2

(5.32)

in the master equation, provided

Γ(X) =

∂
g(X) ,
∂X

whi h follows from mat hing the variation of

g(X) = −

hY i

(5.33)

in the two pi tures. The result is

4ωR u κη 2
.
(∆2 (X) + κ2 )2

(5.34)

With this, we have entirely dened the ee tive master equation (5.27) for the bosoni
ex itation mode of the BEC. The equation relies on that the ratio

ωR /κ

is small.

5.2.4 Relation with linearized models
Quantum u tuations in opto-me hani al systems are usually des ribed in models based
on linearization: the state of the system is assumed to remain in a small vi inity of a
stable stationary solution [134, 135, 136℄. Although the master equation (5.27) derived
in the previous subse tion does not rely on any restri tion
variable

X,

on erning the range of the

it is instru tive to redu e our more general model to the spe ial

the state of the c2 mode is well lo alized around a stationary position

X0 and linearization

an be invoked. On the other hand, our model is restri ted to small values of
we

an make a dire t

ase where

ωR /κ, thus

onne tion to the results of, e.g., the referen e [134℄, provided these

latter are expanded up to leading order in
Linearization of the master equation

ωR /κ.

an be performed around the energy minimum

of the ee tive Hamiltonian Eq. (5.28). We assume that we are out of the bistable regime,
thus, in position representation, the ee tive potential has a well-dened minimum at

X0 .

Considering u tuations around this stationary position,

X = X0 + δX ;

Y = δY ,

(5.35)

the linearized Hamiltonian takes the form:
′

Heff = 2ωR (2X0 δX + δX 2 + δY 2 ) +

uη 2δX
.
(uX0 − δC )2 + κ2

(5.36)

In the linearized regime, the opti al potential term must have the only ee t of shifting
the

enter of the harmoni

potential into

X0 . As the potential has a minimum at X0 , the
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terms linear in

δX

should

an el. A

ordingly, we get a self- onsistent equation for the

equilibrium position:

η2
u
.
X0 = −
4ωR (uX0 − δC )2 + κ2

(5.37)

Outside the bistable regime, this third order equation has only one real solution. If

|uX0| ≪ κ, δC ,

then an approximate value of

X0

an be obtained by negle ting the

X0 -

dependen e of the denominator on the right hand side. Linearization of the diusion and
fri tion terms is readily available from Eq. (5.30) and Eq. (5.33), thus

d(X) = d(X0 ) +

r

D(X0 )
δX,
2

(5.38)

g(X) = g(X0) + Γ(X0 ) δX.
The

onstant terms drop from the

ommutators, and we re over the famous Caldeira-

Legett master equation [137℄ with diusion and fri tion
stationary position

(5.39)

oe ients depending on the

X0 :

ρ̇ = −i [Heff , ρ] −

i
D(X0 )
[δX, [δX, ρ]] − Γ(X0 ) [δX, {δY, ρ}] .
2
2

(5.40)

Note that after the linearization, the diusion and the fri tion are no longer des ribed by
operators, but by real numbers. Hen e, we

an easily express the steady-state ex itation

number of the os illator:

n̄(X0 ) =
Let us analyze the weak

X0 -dependen

e of the

∆2 (X0 ) + κ2
D(X0 )
=−
.
Γ(X0 )
8ωR ∆(X0 )

oupling limit, where

avity detuning, thus

the expression Eq. (5.41) simplies to

n̄ =

|uX0 | ≪ κ, δC ,

2

ωm → 4ωR , 4τ → 1/κ

,

number of the os illator

else but the

and one

(∆C − NU0 /2)2 + κ2
.
8ωR (−∆C + NU0 /2)

∆L → δC .

an negle t the

∆(X0 ) ≈ δC = ∆C − NU0 /2.

This agrees with Eq. (6) of Ref. [134℄, by using the

2

(5.41)

In this

ase,

(5.42)

orresponden e between the notations,

Let us also note, that for a BEC, the ex itation

orresponds to the population in the

ondensate depletion already

c2

mode, that is nothing

al ulated in Chapter 4. The steady-state

ex itation number of the os illator Eq. (5.42), whi h we obtained from the linearized
master equation, is equal to the
oupling limit.

ondensate depletion Eq. (4.12) derived in the weak
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riterion of linearization, sin e the mean ex itation number de-

termines the magnitude of the u tuations

δX , as n̄ = hδX 2 i/2. The

small parameter in

the Taylor-series expansion of the ar us tangent fun tion was

δX

"

u
1+
κ



∆(X0 )
κ

2 #−1

≪ 1.

(5.43)

Raising the expression to se ond power, taking the average and repla ing
Eq. (5.41), one gets a restri tion to the strength of the atom-eld intera tion:

"

u2 ≪ 8ωR |∆(X0 )| 1 +
The ee tive

avity detuning

for the

avity to have

roughly,

u2 ≪ 8κωR .

∆(X0 )



∆(X0 )
κ

2 #

.

needs to be in the order of the

onsiderable ee ts, hen e the

hδX 2i

by

(5.44)

avity de ay rate

κ

ondition of linearization be omes,

5.3 Tunneling in the opti al bistability regime
In the ee tive Hamiltonian (5.28), the ar us tangent term added to the harmoni
tential may lead to two minima, i.e., to a kind of double-well potential [138℄, for
parameter settings. Classi ally, this regime

po-

ertain

orresponds to bistability [139, 87℄. There

are two distin t equilibrium states of the ex ited mode

c2 ,

.f., the third-order algebrai

equation (5.37) has two real solutions. Our obje tive in this se tion is to study the dynami s of the quantum system in this regime. In parti ular, we are interested in the
eventual quantum interferen e of the distin t mean-eld solutions.
Let us analyse the spe trum of the ee tive Hamilton operator of Eq. (5.28) in the
bistability regime. The lowest energy levels are plotted in Fig. 5.1a as a funtion of the
ee tive

avity detuning

δC . For the parameters of the gure, the range of bistability is δC

= −920.7 . . .−773.5 ωR . The harmoni
opti al dipole potential of the
resonant

avity eld. The ar us tangent type potential inherits the

hara ter of the eld. Far from the resonan e, where the argument of the ar us

tangent is large, it gives just a
a harmoni

os illator spe trum is onsiderably modied by the

±πη 2 /(2κ) energy

os illator of frequen y

shift to the equidistant energy levels of

4ωR . Around the resonan

e, the opti al potential alters

the level stru ture of the os illator more signi antly: (i) it redu es the distan e between
the neighbouring levels, and (ii) it gives rise to avoided
lowest energy levels at

δC ≈ −825ωR

rossings, e.g. between the two

(see the inset). For better visibility of the alteration
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Figure 5.1: (a) The energy spe trum of the ee tive Hamiltonian, Eq. (5.28). (b)
The energy dieren e between the neighbouring levels. Parameters:

u = 169.74 ωR,

κ = 342.1 ωR , η = 120 ωR .
of the distan e between adja ent levels, these energy dieren es are plotted in Fig. 5.1b.
On the left most and right most sides, the dieren es tend to
spa ing of the harmoni

os illator (the

4ωR ,

i.e., ba k to the level

onvergen e on the right most side

annot be seen

in the plotted range). There is a signi ant dip at the bistable regime. A dip approa hing
zero would mean two minima separated by a very high barrier. In the dierent eigenstates

φn

the resonan e of the lled

avity, determined by

hφn | ∆(X) |φn i = 0,

is at dierent

frequen ies, thus the dips are shifted from level to level.

Consider now the two lowest energy levels in the minimum of the dip at δC
The

= −825ωR .

orresponding wave fun tions are plotted on the left of Fig. 5.2, the ground state

(solid red) and the rst ex ited state

|φ1 i

|φ0 i

(dashed green). The gure shows the marked

dieren e with respe t to the displa ed eigenstates of a harmoni

os illator. The ground

state, for example, is two-peaked, ree ting the ee t of a potential barrier in its

enter.

Note, that due to the opti al for e both wave fun tions are shifted towards a range
with negative
in the

X

values (X

= 0 would be

the

enter of the harmoni

ase of a double well potential, the symmetri

potential). As usual

and antisymmetri

ombinations of

the two lowest energy eigenstates,

1
|ri = √ (|φ0 i + |φ1 i) ;
2
an be
states

1
|li = √ (|φ0 i − |φ1 i),
2

(5.45)

onsidered as `lo alized' wave fun tions in the left and right potential wells. These
ould be asso iated with the

lassi al equilibrium solutions, however, as the plot

on the right of Fig. 5.2 shows, they noti eably penetrate into the other well for the given
value of

˜ C.
∆

If we start the system from the left state

|Ψ(0)i = |li,

then, by inserting

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-10
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1.2
φl (x) and φr (x)
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Figure 5.2: Left: The wave fun tions of the ground state and of the rst os illator ex itation. Right: The symmetri

and antisymmetri

states) dened in Eq. (5.45). Parameters:

η = 120 ωR .

ombination of the two (left and right

δC = −825 ωR , u = 169.74 ωR, κ = 342.1 ωR,

the time evolution of the energy eigenstates, we get

e−iω0 t
|Ψ(t)i = √ (|φ0 i + e−i(ω1 −ω0 )t |φ1 i).
2
Hen e, the system in this superposition os illates between
that

orresponds to the energy dieren e

is true also for a harmoni

|ri

and

(5.46)

|li

with the frequen y

ω10 = ω1 − ω0 = (E1 − E0 )/~.

In fa t, this

os illator with its own frequen y. The slowing down of the

os illations between left and right is the signature of a barrier. These os illations realize
tunneling only if the barrier height is superior to the energy of the quantum state. In
our

ase the energy of the higher lying level is

height of the barrier
and

Eb = 49.52 ~ωR,

E1 = 49.45 ~ωR,

that is just below the

and the bottoms of the potential wells lie at

48.0

47.8 ~ωR .

Cal ulating the expe tation value of the position operator

X

in the state

get an os illation

|Ψ(t)i,

1
hΨ(t)| X |Ψ(t)i = (X00 + X11 ) + X01 cos ω10 t,
2
with

Xnm = hφn | X |φm i.

The amplitude of the

oherent os illation is given by

we

(5.47)

X01 .

We

nd maximum tunneling by plotting this o-diagonal matrix element of the position
operator

X01

amplitude

as a fun tion of the ee tive

X01

shows a resonant

or negative detunings, the

√

avity detuning in Fig. 5.3. The os illation

hara ter ( .f. resonant tunneling). For large positive

avity eld is pra ti ally zero, and we get the matrix element

HO
X01
= 1/ 2 for the harmoni

os illator to whi h the plotted

urve is normalized. There

is a sharp peak indi ating the detuning where the largest population os illates between
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Figure 5.3: Matrix element of the position operator between the ground state and the
rst ex ited state of the os illator as a fun tion of the ee tive
gives the amplitude of the
where the two states are

avity detuning

oherent tunneling, that has a maximum at
losest to ea h other. The

matrix element of the harmoni

δC .

It

δC ≈ −825ωR

urve is normalized to the same

os illator. Parameters are the same as in Fig. 5.1.

the two wells. The position of the peak is

δC = −825 ωR ,

that

oin ides with the point

where the energy dieren e between the two states is the smallest ( ompare to Fig. 5.1).
The expe tation value of the position operator
lution of the system from the initial left state
green

urve. We set

δC = −825,

maximum ( .f. Fig. 5.3) with

|li

hXi(t)

assuming

is plotted in Fig. 5.4 with dashed

where the amplitude of the

X01 = 1.6,

oherent time evo-

oherent os illation is

and its frequen y is given by the minimum

energy dieren e between the ground state and the rst ex ited state (red
Fig. 5.1b), i.e.

ωt = 0.63 ωR .

The dashed green

urve ni ely reprodu es the expe ted re-

sult of Eq. (5.47). However, when diusion and fri tion are taken into a
evolution of

hXi(t)

urve in

ount, the time

exhibits a signi antly dierent result, plotted with solid red line in

the gure. We simulated numeri ally the full master equation (5.27) on the harmoni
os illator basis trun ated at the lowest

300

eigenstates. We found that the diusion rate

is nearly ten times larger than the tunneling rate, therefore it inevitably destroys the
superposition of the two energy eigenstates before the rst `round-trip' is

ompleted. The

mode is ex ited to the higher lying energy eigenstates, being unae ted by the dipole
potential and thus the mean

hXi(t) tends to zero on the long run. In the initial transient,

however, os illations appear with the frequen y
tor's own frequen y

4 ωR .

ω ≈ 3.4 ωR ,

that is

lose to the os illa-

These os illations are produ ed by the higher energy states,

to whi h the diusion s attered out the initial state. For

ompletion we plot the time
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Figure 5.4: Expe tation value of the position operator during the time evolution of the
total system started from the

|li

|ri

(solid red) and

(dotted blue) states. For the former

ase the dynami s without the fri tion and diusion terms is also plotted (dashed green).
Parameters:

δC = −825ωR u = 169.74 ωR, κ = 342.1 ωR , η = 120 ωR .

evolution of

hXi

line. In this

when starting the system from the `right' state

ase, the dephasing ee t is more

|ri

with dotted blue

onspi uous, as the transient os illations

are smaller.

In the end of this se tion, let us show that the diusion is generally larger than the
tunneling rate in the bistability range. There is a
above whi h bistability o
of Eq. (5.17), that is
given by a

κ4
64
√
3 3 (∆(X)2 +κ2 )2

ωR ≈ 12 ωR .

that is the frequen y of the os illator
of the bistability threshold,

ηc2 =

3
32
√ κ ωR
3 3 u2

urs [95℄. It imposes a lower bound on the diusion operator

DL (X) =

64
onstant, √
3 3

riti al pumping strength

ωR .

Interestingly, its order of magnitude is

The tunneling rate, however, has an upper limit,

4ωR .

With a pumping strength being in the order

η ≈ ηc , a tunneling rate of ωR

an be a hieved. The diusion

operator should be averaged over a time-dependent tunneling state. Nevertheless, the
average of

κ4
is expe ted to be around unity, be ause the right and left sites
(∆(X)2 +κ2 )2

are situated on the opposite sides of the resonan e, and for
ea h other. By in reasing the pumping strength far above

η ≈ ηc

they are

lose to

ηc , the average of the diusion

slightly de reases, while the tunneling rate drops dramati ally. Hen e, the diusion is at
least one order of magnitude larger, than the tunneling rate, therefore it impedes the
observation of quantum tunneling in the double-well potential.
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5.4 Coherent density wave os illations
By

ontrast to the previous example of

onsidering the lowest lying energy states as the

initial state, here we will al ulate the evolution from an initially highly ex ited,

oherent

wave pa ket. To this end, we numeri ally solved the ee tive master equation (5.27) for
the

ĉ2

mode on the basis of the harmoni

os illator Fo k states up to

8
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4
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400.

b)
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Figure 5.5: Hamiltonian dynami s (with Eq. (5.28)) of the system started from an initial
oherent state with

oherent amplitude

√
c2 = 7/ 2.

(a) Expe tation value (solid blue)

and varian e (dotted brown) of the position operator. The dashed red line shows the
position of the

avity resonan e. (b) Intra avity eld intensity. Parameters:

u = 169.74 ωR , κ = 342.1 ωR, η = 120 ωR .
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Figure 5.6: Solution of the master equation (5.27). (a) Expe tation value (solid blue) and
varian e (dotted brown) of the position operator. The dashed red line shows the
resonan e. (b) Intra avity eld intensity. Parameters:

κ = 342.1 ωR , η = 120 ωR .

avity

δC = −825ωR u = 169.74 ωR,
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As a referen e, we plot the time evolution of the system without
fri tion. For initial

ondition, a

oherent state is set with

avity noise and

√
c2 = 7/ 2.

oherent amplitude

In Fig. 5.5a we show the mean value (solid blue) and the varian e (dotted brown) of the
position operator. The

orresponding intra avity photon number is shown in Fig. 5.5b.

The mean value ree ts the

oherent os illations in the

avity eld intensity depends on

X,

a

ording to Eq. (5.21), hen e peaks appear in the

photon number (Fig. 5.5b) in ea h os illation period of
onan e at the value of

−4.9

onning potential. The intra-

X,

hXi

when

rosses

avity res-

(dashed red). Even in the pure Hamiltonian dynami s, the

visibility of the os illations gets redu ed as time goes on. The reason is the dira tion of
the wave pa ket on the

entral hump of the double well potential, whi h is represented by

the growing varian e of

X

be resolved with the

in the gure. As the wave pa ket spreads, its motion

annot

avity linewidth, and the double peak stru ture vanishes after

3τR .

The evolution of the full master equation gives qualitatively similar results, see
Fig. 5.6, however due to the diusion the spread of the quantum state in reases faster,
indi ated by the in rease in the varian e of the position operator (dotted brown). Hen e,
we get larger de ay for the os illation of

hXi

(solid blue), and for the

orresponding

de ay of the photon peaks (b). It is important to note, that the origin of the de ay is
not the fri tion but the diusion. In fa t, at this set of parameters the fri tion, being
a

orre tion of order

ωR /κ,

is negligible and we see a pure dephasing ee t due to dif-

fusion. In this nonlinear dynami s the de ay is far from being exponential, therefore it
annot be des ribed by a single de ay rate, rather the de ay rate
Fig. 5.6a the de ay of

hXi

is more remarkable in the beginning of the os illation, while

the de ay slows down after
the

3τR .

The diusion is large during the photon peaks, when

avity is in resonan e with the pumping laser. The resonan e

is fullled at

hXi = −4.9,

hanges in time. In

ondition

therefore most of the diusion takes pla e, when

h∆(X)i = 0
hXi

rosses

this resonan e line (dashed red). This explains the slowing down of the de ay. After

3τR ,

the full os illation is above the resonan e line, so the photon peaks drop down, as well
as the diusion.
The average diusion also depends on the amplitude of the

oherent os illation. For

larger amplitudes the `velo ity' (∂X/∂t) is larger, as the os illation frequen y is nearly
the same. Thus, the system spends less time in the vi inity of the

avity resonan e,

whi h means that the photon peaks be ome narower in time, hen e the average diu-

hXi(t) for a system started with oherent
√
√
amplitudes 5/ 2 and 10/ 2 in Fig. 5.7. The two urves are shifted to the enter and nor-

sion de reases. To demonstrate this, we plot

malized by the

orresponding os illation amplitudes. One

an observe that the frequen y
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Figure 5.7: Solution of the master equation (5.27). Centered and normalized expe tation
values of the position operator as a funtion of time for the system started from a
state of amplitudes

√
5/ 2

(solid blue) and

√
10/ 2

oherent

(dashed salmon). Parameters:

δC =

−825ωR u = 169.74 ωR , κ = 342.1 ωR, η = 120 ωR .
is slightly larger ( loser to

4ωR )

for larger amplitude os illations, however the important

observation is that the de ay is signi antly redu ed when the system is started from
a larger

oherent amplitude. This explains why the experiment [87℄

resolved double peaks. The initial

ould produ e well

oherent amplitude was so large that the system was

far from resonan e most of the time, and thus, in the la k of

avity photons, the diusion

is ee tively suppressed.

5.5 Summary
In this
opti al

hapter I studied the intera tion of a Bose-Einstein
avity in a full quantum model. In the weak

points a single

ondensate and a single-mode

oupling limit, the

ondensate ex itation mode that dominantly

avity mode ap-

ouples to the

avity eld.

Keeping only this single ex itation mode, the BEC- avity system be omes formally analogous to a

lass of opto-me hani al systems. By eliminating the photon eld, I derived a

quantum master equation for the BEC ex itation mode playing the role of the me hani al os illator. Adiabati

elimination of the eld led to an ee tive opti al potential in

the master equation that has been showed to produ e opti al bistability. Dissipation of
the

avity eld is taken into a

determined as the rst order
eter

ωR /κ.

ount by diusion and fri tion terms, with fri tion being
orre tion to the adiabati

elimination in the small param-

Linearization of the master equation establishes a

onne tion with linearized

Summary
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models des ribing vibrating mirrors in the literature, and it enabled us to
alyti ally an equilibrium ex itation number in the extra weak

al ulate an-

oupling limit. Using the

ee tive master equation, I simulated the nonlinear quantum dynami s of the BEC ex itation in the bistability regime. I generally showed that quantum tunneling is hindered by
the dephasing pro ess a

ompanied by photon loss. Nevertheless,

oherent matter wave

os illations are possible, where diusion is less dominant for larger amplitude os illations.

Chapter 6
Dipole-dipole instability of atom louds
in a far-detuned opti al dipole trap
In this

hapter, I

onsider the radiative intera tion between

old atoms trapped inside a

far-o-resonan e dipole trap (FORT). Although this work is somewhat lateral to the main
body of the Thesis, it provides a

omplement to the models used in the previous hapters,

sin e it allows for treating an ee t whi h is usually omitted from the des ription. The
light-indu ed dipole-dipole intera tion between the atoms in a laser eld has indeed
a small ee t at typi al atom densities and laser powers, however, it is instru tive to
al ulate the limit above whi h this type of atomatom intera tion be omes signi ant.
In dense samples of
For example,

old atoms, two-atom pro esses strongly inuen e the trapping.

ollisional pro esses (photo-asso iation, hyperne ground state

ollisions) are known to result in trap losses and they

an limit the maximum a hievable

density. Collisions usually depend heavily on the internal ele troni
spe ies. For interatomi

hanging

stru ture of the

distan es in the range of the opti al wavelength, the atom-atom

intera tion is dominated by the radiative ele tromagneti

oupling. In this

ase one

an

distinguish two limits: the photon s attering is dominated (i) by spontaneous emission,
e.g. in magneto-opti al traps (MOT), and (ii) by stimulated emission, whi h o
far-o-resonant dipole traps (FORT). Sin e the MOT enabled us rst to
atom

urs in

apture dense

louds from vapour, it was rst analyzed with respe t to radiative many-body

ee ts [23, 140℄. In a MOT, the

ooling laser is quasi-resonant with the atoms and the

sample forms an opti ally thi k medium. The depletion of the laser beams together with
the multiple spontaneous s attering of resonant photons within the sample

an lead to

instability [23℄ and extra heating [141, 142℄. At high densities, the reabsorption of photons
inuen es the laser

ooling itself [143, 144℄. The

ombination of these ee ts

an result

Dipole-dipole intera tion
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olle tive dynami s of the atom

loud in a MOT [145, 146℄.

The FORT operates at an extremely low spontaneous s attering rate, thus the ee ts
of multiple spontaneous photon s attering are strongly suppressed. The me hanism of
trapping relies on the pro ess of absorption and stimulated emission of laser photons. This
pro ess polarizes the parti les, hen e the dipole for e is a

ompanied by the dipole-dipole

oupling between atoms. In previous works a phenomenologi al term proportional to the
square of the atom density was introdu ed to des ribe the atom-atom intera tion, e.g.,
the ee t of

ollisions on the loading of a FORT [147, 148℄. This dominates in strongly

lo alized traps,

ollisional blo kade

an prevent us from

onning even two atoms in an

extremely tiny FORT [149℄.
High atom densities

an be an issue for many kinds of experiments with FORT's.

One example is the attempt to a hieve Bose-Einstein
opti al rather than magneti
dipole-dipole

ondensation with alkali gases in

traps [150, 151℄. The stability of an atom

loud against

oupling is an issue also in the ultra old temperature regime where the

atoms form a degenerate Bose- ondensate. The

orresponding anisotropi

potential

an

be in luded in the Gross-Pitaevki equation [152℄. There is a stable solution for the atomi
mean-eld wavefun tion depending on the trap aspe t ratio [153℄, or on the s attering
length [154, 155℄. The dipole-dipole intera tion gives rise to density modulations [156℄,
solitons [157℄. In these works the atoms possess a permanent dipole moment. Re ently,
the ee ts of the magneti

dipole-dipole

oupling has been observed in a

ondensate [158℄. The laser indu ed dipole-dipole

hromium

oupling at low temperatures has been

treated in [159℄ and was shown to lead to nonlinear atom opti al ee ts. An interesting
question arises that whether the dipole-dipole intera tion ex ludes the possibility of
forming a Bose-Einstein

ondensate in an opti al dipole trap.

6.1 Dipole-dipole intera tion
The theory of radiative atom-atom intera tion in the presen e of a driving laser eld
is des ribed in several papers, e.g. Refs. [144, 159, 160, 161℄, we will mostly use the
approa h presented in [161℄.
We

onsider a number

laser eld mode along the

where

ǫ

N
ẑ

of atoms intera ting with a single Gaussian standing-wave
dire tion whi h has a mode fun tion



f (r) = ǫ cos(kL z) exp −2π 2 (x2 + y 2)/w 2 ,

is the eld polarization, and the mode is paraxial,

kL ≫ 2π/w .

(6.1)

The atomi
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ωA ,

transition frequen y is

∆A = ωL − ωA .

ned by

frequen y

that of the laser eld mode is

ωL ,

and the detuning is de-

The atom-mode intera tion strength is des ribed by the Rabi

Ω in the position of maximum

S↔P

oupling. We assume an

transition with

a degenerate manifold of ex ited states and keep the three-dimensional polarizability
of the atoms. A tually the xed eld polarization sele ts two levels taking part in the
dynami s. The atomi
operator

σ=

P

q ǫq σ

internal degree of freedom is des ribed by the ve torial lowering

q

with

q = ±1

q=0

orresponding to the

ir ular and linear

polarizations, respe tively. The quantization axis will be dened in a

ordan e with the

hoi e of the eld polarization

and

ǫ.

The equation of motion for the density operator in the Markov approximation reads

ρ̇ =

1
[H, ρ] + Lρ .
i~
ωL ,

In a frame rotating at the laser frequen y

H=

N
X
n=1

where

"

r n , pn

atom (n

pn2

−

2m
and

~∆A σ †n σ n

σn

− i~Ω f (rn )

the Hamiltonian is

− σn

#


− ~γ

N
X

σ †m β(Rmn )σ n ,

(6.3)

n,m=1
n6=m

are the position, the momentum and the polarization of the

= 1, . . . , N ).

and atom-eld

σ †n

(6.2)

Next to the single atom terms, i.e. kineti

oupling, the last term

β

energy, internal energy,

ontains the indu ed dipole-dipole intera tion

energy of the atoms. Note that the natural linewidth
intera tion. The tensor

nth

depends on the

γ

hara terizes the strength of this

oordinate dieren e

intera ting pairs of atoms.

Rmn ≡ r m − r n

of the

The dipole-dipole intera tion is mediated by the broadband va uum, and is therefore
a

ompanied by in oherent evolution. This is represented by additional terms in the

Liouville operator responsible for the dissipation:

N 

XZ
X
ikA ur n q†
†
2
q −ikA ur n
ρe
σn
d u Nq (u)σn e
Lρ = −γ
{σ n σ n , ρ} − 2
q

n=1

−γ
where

N
X



n,m=1
n6=m

{σ †m α(Rmn )σ n , ρ}

{ , } denotes the anti

de ay a

−2

Z


d2 u σ n N(u)e−ikA urn ρeikA urm σ †m ,

ommutator. The single atom terms in lude the spontaneous

ompanied by momentum re oil. The tensor

diagonal elements

(6.4)

Nq (u) = ǫq† N(u)ǫq

spontaneous emission from the

q -state

N(u) =

3γ
8π

(1 − u ◦ u),

and its

are the angular momentum distribution of the
in the ex ited manifold. Here

1

is the two-by-two
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dyadi

produ t. The double sum des ribes the loss ee t due

oupling.

In free spa e the tensors

α

β

and

assume the following form :

(
sin kRmn
3
(1 − R̂mn ◦ R̂mn )
α(Rmn ) =
2
kRmn
cos kRmn sin kRmn
+ (1 − 3R̂mn ◦ R̂mn )
−
(kRmn )2
(kRmn )3

!)

(6.5)

!)

(6.6)

,

(
cos kRmn
3
(1 − R̂mn ◦ R̂mn )
β(Rmn ) =
2
kRmn
sin kRmn cos kRmn
− (1 − 3R̂mn ◦ R̂mn )
+
(kRmn )2
(kRmn )3
where

k = |k| ≈ kL , Rmn = |Rmn |,

and

R̂mn

,

is a unit ve tor along the dire tion of

Rmn .

The xed eld polarization sele ts the ex ited state and the atom redu es to a twolevel system with

σ n = σn ǫ (n = 1, . . . , N ).

The tensors

α

and

β

have to be proje ted

onto this parti ular polarization,

†
σn ,
σ †m β(Rmn )σ n = β(Rmn )σm
where

β(Rmn ) = ǫ † β(Rmn )ǫ.

polarization along

x̂,

and for

(6.7)

We now evaluate this proje tion in two
ir ular one in the

x̂ŷ

ases: for linear

plane.

6.1.1 Linear polarization
When the polarization of the beam is linear,
taken in this dire tion. The atomi

ǫ = x̂,

the atomi

quantization axis is

polarization is des ribed by the operator

σ0 ,

and the

proje tion given in Eq. (6.7) results in

βmn
where

"
#
cos
kR
3
cos kRmn
sin
kR
3
mn
mn
,
+
+ (1 − cos2 φmn )
= (3 cos2 φmn − 1)
2
3
2
(kRmn )
(kRmn )
2
kRmn
φmn = ∡(Rmn , x̂)

(6.8)

is the angle between the distan e ve tor of the two atoms and

the axis of the polarization,

x̂. As this fun

tion is singular at the origin,

we will use rather its Fourier transform [162℄,

(kz2 + ky2 ) (k 2 − kL2 + η 2 )
3
β̃(k) = lim √
.
η→0
2πkL3 (k 2 − kL2 )2 + 2η 2(k 2 + kL2 )

kRmn → 0, later

(6.9)
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6.1.2 Cir ular polarization
If the polarization is

ir ular,

propagation dire tion

ẑ .

ǫ = − √12 (x̂ + iŷ),

The atomi

the atomi

quantization axis is the eld

polarization is des ribed by the operator

σ +1 ,

and

the proje tion Eq. (6.7) gives

βmn

"
#
cos
kR
3
cos kRmn
sin
kR
3
mn
mn
2
.
+
+
(cos
θ
+
1)
= (1 − 3 cos2 θmn )
mn
4
(kRmn )2
(kRmn )3
4
kRmn

The angle

θmn = ∡(Rmn , ẑ)

and the axis

ẑ .

(6.10)

is the angle between the distan e ve tor of the two atoms

The Fourier transform is

(kz2 + k 2 ) (k 2 − kL2 + η 2 )
3
β̃(k) = lim √
.
η→0 2 2πk 3 (k 2 − k 2 )2 + 2η 2 (k 2 + k 2 )
L
L
L

(6.11)

6.2 Large detuning limit
For red detuning (∆A

< 0)

the atoms are attra ted to high-intensity regions of the eld.

In the large detuning limit, i.e., where the magnitude of

γ

by far,

|∆A | ≫ γ ,

the laser eld

reates a

∆A

ex eeds the atomi

linewidth

onservative potential for the atoms. The

re oil noise is so strongly suppressed that heating plays no role on the relevant times ale
of motion. It is enough to

onsider only the

onservative part of the dynami s des ribed

by the Hamiltonian. The dissipative pro esses will be taken into a

ount later by the

introdu tion of a phenomenologi al temperature.
The internal ele troni
times ale. This
The adiabati

dynami s of the atoms

onsists of fast os illations on a short

an be adiabati ally eliminated to derive its ee t on the external motion.

atomi

polarizations, derived from the equations of motion a

ording to

Eq. (6.3), obey the impli it equation

N
γ X
Ω
f (rn ) +
(αmn − iβmn ) σm .
σn =
∆A
∆A m=1

(6.12)

m6=n

To leading order in

|γ/∆A |,

the polarization is just the rst term, whi h gives the

zeroth order of the Hamiltonian:

(0)

Heff =

N
X
n=1

This Hamiltonian

pn2

~Ω2 2
+
f (r n )
2m
∆A
(0)

Heff

!

−

N
~γΩ2 X
β(rn − r m )f (r n )f (r m ).
∆2A n,m

(6.13)

n6=m

des ribes the dynami s of dipolar parti les, where the polarization

is indu ed by the external driving eld. The negle ted higher order terms des ribe the
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ee t of one polarized parti le on the polarization of another, i.e., the lo al eld ee t.
The same ee t is at the heart of the Lorenz-Lorentz refra tive index of a diele tri
medium. We will later dis uss in whi h parameter regime the lo al eld ee t be omes
signi ant and present a systemati

derivation of an ee tive two-body Hamiltonian.

6.3 Mean-eld approximation
In the following we use the mean-eld model established for a thermal atom

loud in

Se tion 2.2.1, however we in lude the mean-eld dipole-dipole potential besides the trap
potential in three dimensions. The

onservative dipole trap potential is

Vtrap (r) =

~Ω2 2
f (r).
∆A

(6.14)

The mean-eld dipole-dipole potential is

(0)
Vdd (r)

where the

Ω2
= −2~γ 2 f (r)
∆A

Z

ontinuous position distribution

malized to the number of atoms in the trap

d3 r 2 p(r 2 )β(r − r 2 )f (r2 ),

(6.15)

p(r) was

introdu ed. This distribution is nor-

N . The

onvolution integral

an be evaluated

as a produ t in Fourier spa e [154, 157℄.
Assuming that the
librium temperature

T,

loud of atoms is des ribed by a
the

anoni al ensemble at an equi-

anoni al distribution provides a self- onsistent equation for

the spatial distribution of the atoms:



1
V (r, p(r))
p(r) = exp −
,
Z
kB T
where the partition fun tion

Z

ensures that the integral of

(6.16)

p(x)

gives the number

atoms. This self- onsistent equation for the atom distribution is the basi
our model, whi h

N

of

equation of

an be solved only numeri ally.

The MF model an be expressed in terms of dimensionless parameters, whi h amounts
to the identi ation of the relevant quantities des ribing the equilibrium of a trapped
loud of atoms. The dipole trap depth (see Eq. (6.14)) is set by the intensity and the
detuning, however, in the self- onsistent equation (6.16) it is

ompared to the tempera-

ture. None of the above quantities appears separately, thus it is appropriate to introdu e
the s aled intensity

~Ω2
.
I=
|∆A |kB T

(6.17)
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The depth of the MF dipole-dipole potential relative to the trap depth is determined by
the produ t of the small parameter
density

p(r)

γ/∆A

and the atom number

through the atomi

in Eq. (6.15). The appropriate parameter is then the s aled atom number

N =
With these two dimensionless parameters,
quantities

N

an be des ribed.

I

Nγ
.
|∆A |
and

(6.18)

N , the ee

t of all the relevant physi al

6.4 Stability analysis
We determine the solution of Eq. (6.16) by the iterative method dis ussed in Se . 2.2.1.
Initially we take the

anoni al distribution of a nonintera ting gas in the dipole trap. The

dipole-dipole intera tion term given by the

onvolution integral in Eq. (6.15) is

then from this distribution. It is suitable to go into Fourier-spa e where the
is a simple produ t. The Fourier transform of the term
and (6.11), while the term

p(r)f (r)

β(r), whi

is known,

onvolution

f. Eqs. (6.9)

is transformed by numeri al Fast Fourier Transform

(FFT). Due to the nite support of the distribution
the singularity of

β(r)

al ulated

p̃(k)

and the mode fun tion

˜ ,
f(k)

h appears as a non-de aying Fourier transform in momentum

spa e, is automati ally regularized. On transforming the produ t ba k to real spa e by
FFT we get the dipole-dipole term. Adding it to the dipole trap term of Eq. (6.14) yields
the total mean eld potential whi h furnishes a new atomi distribution via the
form in Eq. (6.16). The resulting

p(x)

anoni al

an be used as the starting distribution in the next

step of the iteration. Continuing the steps of iteration until

onvergen e, one obtains the

self- onsistent solution of Eq. (6.16).
The iteration does not ne essarily onverge: instability an be indu ed by large enough
atom number or intensity. The iteration method suggests that the instability o
a

ollapse of the atomi

loud due to self- ontra tion in the

in the la k of a pre ise modeling of the
be a

urs as

enter of the trap. However,

ollisional pro esses, the

ollapse itself

annot

ounted for by our approa h. We must limit ourselves to determining the range of

onvergen e.
The mean eld dipole-dipole energy Eq. (6.15) depends on the shape of the atomi
loud. It has a

ylindri al symmetry and the laser-indu ed polarization is radial, the

opti al eld being transverse. For this polarization, it is the pan ake-shaped trap where
the dipole-dipole
in the

ontribution to the MF potential is negative, deepening the trap depth

enter, so that the

ollapse of the

loud an be expe ted. The MF potential vanishes
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I
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N

10−3

10−2

10−1

Figure 6.1: The boundary of the stability range of the atomi
rithmi

phase diagram of the s aled intensity

eld polarization is

ir ular in the

x̂ − ŷ

I

loud is shown in loga-

and the s aled atom number

plane, and the waist is

w/λ=

N.

The

1.33 ( ir le), 2.66

(triangle), 5.33 (diamond), and 10.66 (pentagon). Straight lines represent a t on the
numeri al data. As shown with empty

ir les, below

orresponding tted line (w/λ

from the

= 1.33),

I = 10 the phase boundary deviates

whi h indi ates the ee t of untrapped

atoms.

in the

enter for a spheri al atom distribution (the renement of this statement

found in [163℄). For a

igar-shaped

repelling atoms from the
not o

an be

loud the MF dipole-dipole energy would be positive,

enter, and thus the instability we dis uss in the following

ur. Note that in usual

onsiderations of dipolar quantum gases, the stati

ould

dipole

moment is taken, oppositely, in the axial dire tion and then the pan ake-shaped

loud

is stable against dipole-dipole attra tion [153℄.
In Fig. 6.1 the stability range of the iterations is presented for
the

x̂ŷ

plane, and for beam waists

w = 1.33,

ir ular polarization in

2.66, 5.33, and 10.66 in units of

λ.

On the

two-dimensional plot for the s aled atom number and s aled intensity variables (phase
diagram), border points of the stability region are shown and the

onvergent iterative

solution of Eq. (6.16) exists in the region below the points. The border points
well tted by a power law dependen e of the
number,

riti al s aled intensity on the s aled atom

I ∝ N −c . The t is represented by lines, the exponent is c = 0.40(±0.01). Shown

only for the

w/λ = 1.33

data with empty

ir les, the boundary bends away from the

tted straight line at the right-most end. This happens below a
(I

an be

< 10),

ertain s aled intensity

when a signi ant portion of untrapped atoms appear.

It is not shown in the gure, however, we obtained the same results for linear polar-
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5

Vdd /kB T

p(0)λ3γ/∆A

1

0.1

1
0.01

10

20

40
I

Figure 6.2: Left s ale: Maximum density of the
against the s aled intensity
straight line is a t on the

I

for

w/λ= 1.33 (

of the range of stability. The beam waist is

β̃(k)

transform

160

p(0) in units of 1/λ3 ×∆A /γ , plotted

ir le), 2.66 (triangle), 5.33 (diamond). The
s aled atom number

Vdd /kB T

al ulated

s-wave

is set su h that
onstant

lose to the boundary

w/λ = 5.33.

he ked that the addition of an arbitrary

onstant to the Fourier

does not appre iably shift the phase boundary. This justies the negle t

of any type of Dira -δ(r) potential in the Hamiltonian, e.g., the
or

N

riti al point. Right s ale: stars with a

t represent the MF dipole-dipole potential

x̂. We also

loud,

w/λ = 5.33 data. The

the system remains slightly below the

ization along

80

s attering. Finally, the mutual ee t of

the opti al latti e potential

onta t potential [162℄

louds in neighboring trapping sites of

reated by the eld in Eq. (6.1) proved to be negligible with

3
respe t to the phase diagram: the instability arises from the short-range part (1/r ) of
the dipole-dipole

oupling and is determined by the

The dipole-dipole

loud at a single trapping site.

oupling enhan es the trap depth in the

atom density there. The resulting self- ontra tion of the
random motion of the atoms. We expe t that instability o
due to the dipole-dipole

enter and in reases the

loud is

ountera ted by the

urs when the energy shift

oupling ex eeds the thermal energy of the atoms. The numer-

i al approa h has allowed us to

onrm this expe tation. In Fig. 6.2 the ratio of the

dipole-dipole intera tion potential and the thermal energy is plotted (with stars) on a
logarithmi
one nds
A

s ale at the edge of the stable region (where still stable solution exists), and

Vdd ≈ kB T

losely

epting the instability

onstant.
ondition

Vdd ≈ kB T ,

the

riti al exponent

c = 0.4

an be

(0)
obtained by simple arguments. It follows from Eq. (6.15) that Vdd (0)/kB T is proportional
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Vdd /Vtrap
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Figure 6.3: (Color online) The ratio of the MF dipole potential and the total potential
at the origin as a fun tion of the s aled intensity
of

N = 1, 2, 4 × 10−5.

to

IN

times the

I

for

w/λ = 5.33,

and at xed values

onvolution integral. Using the dominant term of the potential for the

distribution, i.e., the trap potential in harmoni

approximation, the resulting Gaussian

distribution has a normalization fa tor proportional to
onvolution involving the fun tion
ontribution must

β

I 3/2 .

The remaining part is the

whi h is singular at the origin. Thus the main

ome from this small domain, the

loud size is irrelevant and the

integral must be determined, at least to leading order, by the aspe t ratio of the trapped
loud. Altogether

(0)

Vdd (0)/kB T ∝ I 5/2 N

from whi h the s aling

I ∝ N −0.4

follows.

For onsisten y, let us he k the validity of the ee tive Hamiltonian given in Eq. (6.13)
whi h keeps only the leading order term of the dipole-dipole intera tion. Figure 6.3 depi ts the ratio of the MF dipole-dipole potential to the trap potential at the
the

enter of

loud, whi h is the same ratio as that of the higher order terms of the polarization to

the leading order one [ f. Eq. (6.12)℄. This ratio grows as a fun tion of the s aled intensity until rea hing the

riti al point whi h is

plot. The main thing to observe is that the

learly manifested in this semi-logarithmi
riti ality is rea hed at fairly low ratio of

the dipole-dipole potential to the trapping one, at a value well below
in the

0.1.

Therefore,

onsidered parameter regime, the leading order des ription is enough to nd the

boundary of the stability domain.
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6.5 Possibility of Bose-Einstein ondensation
The peak density is a key quantity with respe t to rea hing quantum degenera y, whi h
happens roughly at the density
another way,

p(0)λ3deBroglie ≈ ζ(3/2) = 2.612

3

p(0)λ ≈ 41
where

Trec = (~2 k 2 /m) /kB



T
Trec

3/2

[106℄, or, expressed in

,

(6.19)

is the re oil temperature. This

ondition depends, separately,

on the temperature whi h has been, so far, embedded in the s aled intensity. Therefore,
depending on the working point, i.e. the a tual value of the temperature and the trap
depth, the order of rea hing quantum degenera y or rea hing the dipole-dipole instability
an be

hosen.

Obviously, both in reasing the trap depth (at xed temperature) and in reasing the
absolute atom number (at xed detuning) lead to an in rease of the density at the trap
enter. However, the

riti al behavior

an be indu ed at dierent peak densities depend-

ing on how it is obtained: whether by in reasing

I

or

N.

We present in Fig. 6.2 the

al ulated peak densities along the phase boundary, i.e., for
imally

louds whi h are innites-

lose to the boundary of the stable phase. The numeri al values obtained for

various waists overlap, and

an be well tted by a power law fun tion

1/I .

Thus the

dipole-dipole instability appears at densities

p(0)λ3 ≈
We re all that the dimensionless detuning

|∆A | 10
.
γ I
∆A /γ

(6.20)

des ribes the ratio of the dipole trap

potential depth and the spontaneous photon s attering rate. Thus if the right-handside of the inequality (6.20) is smaller than that of (6.19), the dipole-dipole instability
prevents that the limit of quantum degenera y
at about 100

I = 10

Einstein

µK,

ould be rea hed. For example, with atoms

3 orders of magnitude above the (typi al) re oil temperature, and for

(trap depth about mK), one needs a detuning

|∆A | > 105 γ

so that the Bose-

ondensation point falls into the stability range of the dipole-dipole intera tion.

On in reasing the s aled intensity

I,

the threshold density

p(0)

for the dipole-dipole

instability de reases (see Fig. 6.2 and Eq. (6.20)), whi h amounts to a more demanding
ondition on the atom number or on the temperature needed to a hieve

ondensation.
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6.6 Summary
I set up a simple but versatile model to study the stability of far-o-resonan e trapping
against the dipole-dipole intera tion. The model
atomi

an be adapted to various geometries,

spe ies and polarizations. I found that the radiative atom-atom intera tion in the

laser polarized gas

an indeed produ e an instability of a pan ake-shaped atomi

loud.

When the dipole-dipole energy shift rea hes the temperature, the unbalan ed attra tion
in the trap

enter yields a

ollapse of the

loud. The

ondition for the instability in terms

of the atom density and the temperature is obtained numeri ally in the form of phase
diagrams.
The density ne essary for large enough dipole-dipole shift is quite large, however, the
temperature is not needed to be very low so that the instability be observable. Provided
the opti al dipole trap is deep enough, the stability
densities, well above the

an be lost at moderate phase-spa e

ondensation threshold. On the other hand, it is also possible to

nd a working point, very large detuning, low temperature and not too large trap depth,
where the dipole-dipole
degenerate state.

oupling itself does not prevent the gas from forming a quantum

Chapter 7
Summary
Many-body physi s with

old and ultra old atomi

gases has been an expanding eld of

resear h over the past de ades. These systems are espe ially appealing be ause they
stitute good quantum simulators, meaning that fundamental problems

on-

an be addressed

in well- ontrolled experiments.
In this Thesis, I fo used on the

olle tive ee ts that stemmed from the atomatom in-

tera tions mediated by the radiation eld. I

on entrated solely on the dispersive regime,

where the atoms were treated as polarizable parti les with real refra tive index. In the
major part of the Thesis, I

onsidered the

ase where the atoms

oupled to a few

av-

ity eld modes. The resulting innite-range atomatom intera tion produ ed a phase
transition between a homogeneous spatial distribution and a regular periodi
I studied this self-organization ee t by a mean-eld approa h both for
tra old atomi

samples, i.e. for a thermal

Bose-Einstein

ondensate.

pattern.

old and ul-

loud of atoms and for a zero-temperature

The other fo us of this work was on the quantum u tuations of a BEC inside an
opti al resonator. Photon eld of the

avity

ouples to the ex itations of the

ondensate,

hen e polariton modes appear in the

olle tive ex itation spe trum of the system. They

inherit the properties of the

avity mode, therefore they are lossy and they are driven by

the quantum u tuations a

ompanying the photon loss. I investigated the steady-state

properties of these polariton modes as well as the transient quantum dynami s of the one
whi h dominantly
ex itations a

ouples to the

ounts for the

oupling dominantly to the

avity eld. The steady-state atomi

ondensate depletion. Whereas, the BEC ex itation mode
avity eld realizes the opto-me hani al

in a dierent regime that is studied with os illating mirrors
nesse

avities.

population in the

oupling, however,

oupled to the eld of high-
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Finally, I dealt with the indu ed dipole-dipole intera tion in the

ontext of the far-

o-resonan e opti al dipole trapping s heme. This long-range atomatom intera tion
is mediated by the free spa e radiation modes. The dipole-dipole energy shift yields
an attra tive mean-eld
ollapse of the atom

ontribution to the trapping potential, hen e it

an lead to the

loud when the maximum atom density in the trap rea hes a

riti al

value.
The main results of this Ph.D. Thesis are summarized in the following points:
I Using a mean-eld approa h, I studied the spatial self-organization of a

old gas

of linearly polarized parti les transversely pumped by an o-resonant laser and intera ting with the

ounterpropagating radiation modes of a high-Q opti al ring

resonator. In the thermodynami

limit, the

anoni al distribution together with

the opti al dipole potential exerted on the atoms by the

avity eld provides a self-

onsistent equation for the density of the gas, that I solved by an iterative numeri al
method. I found three stable thermodynami

phases: i) a uniform distribution, ii) a

self-organized Bragg-latti e and iii) a latti e with defe ts. I mapped these phases on
a phase diagram as a fun tion of the pump strength and the parti le density [91℄.
II In terms of the Gross-Pitaevskii mean-eld theory, I des ribed the self-organization
of a Bose-Einstein

ondensate laser-driven from the transverse dire tion and dis-

persively intera ting with the eld of a high-nesse linear opti al
riti al pump intensity, the homogeneous
whose periodi ity is given by the

avity. Above a

ondensate evolves into a stable pattern,

avity wavelength. The analyti

expression for the

transition point reveals that below threshold the homogeneous phase is stabilized
mainly by the atomatom

ollisions besides the small kineti

energy of the gas [92℄.

III Considering small u tuations around the mean-eld solution, I

al ulated the

ol-

le tive ex itation spe trum of the BEC avity system in the transverse pumping geometry. The

riti al point of self-organization is

learly manifested in the spe trum

by the degenera y of one ex itation mode with the ground state of the system. Below threshold, I obtained the spe trum analyti ally. Above threshold, the spe trum
qualitatively depends on the density of the atoms, be ause in the strong
regime, where

oupling

lassi ally defe t sites appear in the opti al potential, new type of

BEC ex itations

an take pla e [92℄.

IV Quantum u tuations of the resonator eld drive the ex itation modes of the

om-

pound BEC avity system, whi h results in a nite number of atoms outside the

Summary
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ma ros opi ally o

upied

ondensate state. For

avity pumping, I determined this

ex ess noise depletion in the steady state by solving the Heisenberg-Langevin equations for the quasinormal mode ex itations. In the weak

oupling limit, I obtained

both analyti al and numeri al results. I found that the steady-state depletion depends mostly on the

avity detuning and photon loss rate setting the noise level in

the system. The depletion is independent of the total number of atoms, and it does
not signi antly depend on the strength of the atom-eld intera tion and on the
photon number [93℄.
V I derived a quantum master equation for a single mode ex itation of a Bose-Einstein
ondensate by an opti al
opto-me hani al

avity mode. The presented model originates from the

oupling between the atom and radiation eld modes, however the

avity eld is eliminated from the system. The resulting equation for the single
BEC ex itation mode a

ounts for the dissipative part of the dynami s in luding

fri tion and diusion ee ts. By the numeri al simulation of the master equation, I
found that the measurement-indu ed ba k-a tion noise impedes the observation of
quantum tunneling in the

lassi ally bistable regime. Nevertheless,

oherent matter

wave os illations are possible, where diusion leads to a non-exponential dephasing
ee t, whose magnitude de reases with the in rease of the os illation amplitude [94℄.
VI In a mean-eld approa h, I

al ulated the ee t of the dipole-dipole intera tion on

the far-o-resonan e opti al dipole trapping of

old atoms. I found that the mean-

eld intera tion energy is negative for a pan ake-shaped
the

enter of the trap potential. Above a

loud, therefore it deepens

riti al peak density, the thermal motion

annot stabilize the gas against self- ontra tion and an instability o
manifests itself in the

ollapse of the

urs, whi h

loud. The boundary of the stable equilibrium

region expressed in terms of the ratio of the trap depth to the temperature shows
a power law dependen e on the atom number with exponent

−0.4.

I determined

the maximum a hievable peak density in a dipole trap as a fun tion of the system
parameters and

ompared it to the limit of quantum degenera y [96℄.
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